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PREFACE 

The first time I met James W. Cox. ironically, was not untill had tinished my 

Master of Divinity degree in 1999 and was applying fbr entrance to the research 

doctoral studies program at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. COllcemcd 

about whether I would be admitted as a Ph.D, candidate in preaching, I arranged to see 

Dr. Cox and was immediately impressed by his warm~ pastoral presence. I would latcr 

discover that Dr. Cox was consistent in this regard, always "looking out not only tor his 

own interests. but also for the interests of others" (Phil 2:4). 

When I began doctoral studies the following spring, my doctoral supervisor, 

Dr. Daniel Akin, stated that he and Dr. R. Albert Mohler. Jr. had recently discuss(~d the 

possibility of a dissertation project on the contributions of Dr. Cox. The idea appealed 

to me tt}f a number of reasons, many of which are stated in the introduction of tbis 

work. One of the main reasons, however, was the personal benefit I knew that I would 

receive from being ill the presence of this godly man who has given his life to teaching 

students how to preach the Bible. The consistency of his character is captured in a 

statement I well remember Dr. Akin making during my first preaching seminar: "If 

there's one thing we can learn from Dr. Cox, it's how to be a Christian." 

I wish to gratefully acknowk~dge the numb(~r of persons who have made this 

work possible. I;'ir~t and foremost. I thank my t~lmi1y; my wife, Michele j and my two 

hoys, Matthew and Nicholas. Without their patient love and (.;onsistent encouragement 

viii 



this work would not have been possible. I am also gratefhl .fbr the two churches 1 have 

been bless(;.~d to pastor during my doctoral work, the congregation of Brookvicw Baptist 

Church in Louisville and the deat', praying f()lks at my present pastorate of First Baptist 

Church, Henderson. 

Finally):£ am grateful tor The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. The 

faculty~ students, and resources of this grand institution have been a blessing to me 

beyond measure. In particular, I am grateful to Dr. Cox for his willingness to 

participate in this research project, giving hours of his time to personal inlerviews. 

also wish to express my gratitude for my doctoral supervisor, Dr. Daniel Akin, whose 

teaching and preaching have blessed me tremendously. I shall .forever be grateful to 

God for the opportunity to have studied at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary 

during a time that history will likely regard as "the Akin years." 

Henderson, Kentucky 

March 2004 
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Todd A. Linn 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the I)I·OjC(.~t 

James W. Cox has been teaching pi'caching at 'rhe Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary since 1959. .His academic and professional experience is 

extensive. After obtaining the Doctor of Theology degree from The Southern. Baptist 

Theological Seminary, Cox went on to study at a number of respected institutions 

including the University of Zurich, Goethe Institute, Union l'heological Seminary, 

Harvard University and Princeton Theological Seminary where he also served as a 

visiting lecturer in homiletics. Cox served as visiting lecturer at other schools as well, 

including the Baptist Theological Seminary in Singapore, Emmanuel School of 

Religion, Protestant Episcopal Seminary, and Golden Gate Baptist Theological 

Seminary. 

Cox has also served as pastor of three churches; Central Baptist Church in 

Johnson City, 'l'ennessee; Memorial Baptist Church in Frankfort, Kentucky; and 

Nance's Grove Baptist Church in New Market, Tennessee. In addition, Cox has served 

a number of interim and extended supply pastorates in several churches across 

Kentucky, Georgia, Virginia, and New York. 

Throughout his career Cox has authored and edited an extensive number of 

books and articles in the field of Christian preaching. Including Korean and Chinese 
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translations of his edited works. Cox has authored or edited close to sixty books. The 

overwhelming m.ajority of these writings pertain dircctly to the fidd ofbornilctics. Two 

textbooks in particular present Cox's homiletical method that. he has taught and 

modeled for neru'ly forty five years as a professor of Christian preaching at The 

Southern Baptist T'heological Seminary. 

While Cox has written and taught extensively in the field of homiletics, 

however. no one has brought aU of his major contributions together. providing 11 

scholarly treatment ofCox's academic influence upon the field of homiletics. The 

purpose of this paper is to present the homiletical eontributions of J~unes W. Cox with 

particular emphasis upon his writings and methodol.ogy. 

Significance of tbe Study 

No scholar has written on Cox as the sole subject of research, making this 

work the tirst of its kind. Cox is a significant fi&,rure for research for a number of 

reasons. For one, the tact that Cox has taught homiletics at The Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary for over four decades speaks volumes about his influence upon 

the scores of students who have sat in his classes over the years. Furthermore, his 

academic writings have been circulated throughout the ma.jor universities and 

seminaries where students gather to study the science of sermon preparation and 

delivery. Cox has inJ1uenccd not only Southern Baptists, but also students and scholars 

of preaching across denominational lines. For this reason, one may rea..,onably 

anticipate other studies of Cox where his writings and methodology arc tangential to 

future homiletical subjects of interest. This paper, then, serves to advance the scholarly 

resources available in homHetics by being the first of its kind to present a 



comprehensive treatment of this key figure in the tlckL The bibliography alone should 

be of great assistl::U1Ce to future studies. A final n,~ason for the significance of this 

particular study has to do with the person himself. Cox is n man who possesses rare 

qualities of exceptional Christian virtues. It is unfbrtunate that a scholar~s capac.ity for 

exuding the fmit of the Spirit is often overlooked. undetTated, or simply unreported in 

much academic research and writing. Because the author believes that the quality of 

Cox's character is inextricably united to the quality ofCox's homiletical contributions; 

this paper highlights Cox's personality for the benefit of scholars who likewise 

endeavor to emulate the virtues expected in followers of Jesus Christ. 

History of Previous Studies 

As stated above~ the fact that no one has offered a comprehensive work 011 

the contributions of Cox makes this research project the first of its kind. Of course, 

what is not new is the idea of writing on one particul::u' individual as the primary subject 

of a dissertation. A random survey of theses and dissertations reveals that this kind of 

project has been done many times before. James Roland Barron, for example, has 

provided a fine dissertation entitled "The Contributions of Jolm A. Broadus to Southem 

Baptists,,,1 and Gerald Thomas has written a dissertation entitled "African American 

Preaching: The Contributions of Gardner C. Taylor.,,2 After a tWOHpart overview of 

1 James Roland BatTon, "The Contributions of John A. Broadus to Southern 
Baptists" (Th.D. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1972). 

20crald Lamont 'rhomas, '~Africall American Preaching: The Contributions 
of Garner C. Taylor" (Ph,D .• diss" The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1993). 
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African American preaching and preachers, Thomas oners one section on the lHt1 and 

ministry of Taylor and another section on 'I'aylor's semlOn methodology, 

While no one has written a dissertation soiely on the homiletical 

contributions of Cox, the author did locate onc dissertation wherein reference is made to 

Cox's homiletical methodology. Joseph Kendall Byrd has written a dissertation 

entitled. "Formulation of a Classical Pentecostal Homiletic in Dialogue with 

Contemporary Protestant Homiletics.,,3 In chapter 4 of Byrd's dissertation, a chapter 

examining four homiletical models~traditional deductive, phenomenological, 

inductive-narrative, and Hterary-'~Byrd presents Cox's homiletical methodology as 

representative of the traditional deductive approach. Byrd's treatment, however, is 

restricted to about fifteen pages and is obtained solely from sections of Cox's book 

Preaching: A Comprehensive A'pproach to the Design & Delivery (~rS(j.rmons. Byrd 

merely restates the main thrust of Cox's model and then argues that the traditional 

deductive model is "weak" in light of other contemporary models.4 

Due to the manifest lack of previous studies treating this key figure in the 

homiletical field, the present study seeks to offer a comprehensive treatment of Cox's 

homiletical contributions, particularly with regard to his writings and methodology. 

The author hopes that this tirst systematic presentation ofCox's academic contributions 

3Joscph Kendall Byrd, "Formulation of a Classic,al Pentecostal Homiletic in 
Dialogue with, Contemporary Pmtestant Ho:miletics'~ (Ph.D., diss .. The Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, 1(90). 

41bid .• 145, 



will benefit scholarship by providing a storehouse ofus(;~ful infbrmation fhr future 

research. 

Sources of Data a.nd Method of Procedure 

5 

Most of the sources for this study are available in the library of The Southern 

Baptist Theological Seminary. In the library~ one may Jocate a11 of Cox's published 

books and articles that are overviewed in this paper, including the book reviews that 

pertain to Cox's books. In addition, any reference to an audiotape or videotape is 

likewise available through the media Hbrary of The Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary. 

Some sources, however, have been obtained directly from Cox himself. Five 

sermons analyzed in this paper were obtained from Cox and remain in his possession. 

Other notes and papers, such as Cox's weekly "Meditation" articles and a few pages of 

Cox's family history also remain in his possession. In addition, a total of six interviews 

with Cox were conducted by the author over the four year period of January 25.2000 to 

February 24, 2004. Five of those interviews were latcr transcribed to written notes, four 

of them having been previously recorded on audiotape. TIle audiotapes and written 

transcripts remain in the author's possession. FinaIJy, chapter seven of this paper 

contains comments from five colleagues that were obtained by the author from 

telephone or internet interviews. The written notes likewise remain in the author's 

possession. 

The goal of this work is to present a com.prehensivc treatl11.C.llt of the 

homiletical contributions of Cox with particular emphasis upon his writings and 

homiletical method. The nature of the work is primarily descriptive .in its approach. It 
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is not the purpose of this study to provide an extensive critical examin.ation of the 

writings and methodology with a view toward arguing a pm'ticular position. .Rathl~r, the 

primary pW'pose of the study is to systematize and overview Cox's contributions. 

At the same time, however, a section of the paper provides the critical 

comments of other scholars who interact with Cox's published homiletical books. '1110 

work also. at times, engages and interacts with other homileticians and homiletical 

models where there is significant congruence or divergence concerning the suJ::,ject. For 

example, when treating the historical~critical tools of scholarship, the author suggests 

that Cox's use of the historical~critical method seems more along the lines of what 

Sidney Greidanus terms "a hoHstie historicaJ~critical method.";; That is. while Cox docs 

not share the philosophical naturalistic worldview that underlies the historical~critical 

method, he nevertheless finds it valuable insofar as it helps to locate the meaning of 

biblical texts. 

Similarly, when discussing one ofCox's "Questions to Aid in the 

Interpretation of a Text," the author points out Cox's belief that the text must be 

interpreted in light of its history of redemption. Cox states: "Moreover, the ethical 

teachings of Jesus and the apostles have to be seen as a part oland not apartfi'om the 

Ul.ovement of God's grace toward us and toward all the people in the Christ event. 

Christian preaching is always within the context of God's purpose revealed in Jesus 

---,,-------

5Sidney Greidanus, The Modern Preacher and the Ancient 'rext: Interpreting 
and Preachi,ng Biblical Literature (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988)~ 36~37. 
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ChrisC,6 '01e author then notes that this hermeneutical principle is very similar to the 

main theme of Bryan Chapell's recent book, Christ-Centered Preaching~ wherein 

Chapell bemoans fhe lack of a "redcrnption" theme in lllUCh contemporary preaching:' 

In the main, however, the paper is offered as a systematization of Cox's homiletical 

contributions and a treatment of his homiletical methodology. 

Prevk'W of Remainder of I>isscrtat:ion 

This study c·otlsists of eight chapters including this {jrst introductory chapter. 

The second chapter is biographical, covering Cox's early life and background. Cox's 

family background is traced ,lS far back as possible and then proceeds forward 

chronologically, leading up to the beginning of his teaching career at The Southern 

Baptist Theological Seminary. Attention is given to areas such as Cox's conversion 

experience, call to ministry, education, family. and occasions for pastorates. In the third 

chapter the author gives an overview of Cox' s written homiletical contributions. The 

emphasis ofth18 chapter is upon Cox's major homiletical books and articles. In the 

fourth chapter, the author treats Cox's hermeneutics tor preaching. The focus of this 

section concerns Cox's convictions about Scripture and the location of meaning in a 

text. The fifth chapter treats Cox's homiletical method, examining his teaching about 

the preparation and delivery of sermons. This section is naturally followed by an 

6James W. Cox, "Biblical Preaching 18 ... ,n_" (lecture given at the Continuing 
Theological Education Conference. Southern Baptist Theological Seminary March 
1985), audiocassette. 

7Bryan Chapell, Christ~Cen(er(!d Preaching: Redeeming the t:XPOSifOf:V 
Sermon «Jrand Rapids: Baker, 1997)~ see particularly Part 3~ "A 'lbcology of Christ
Centered Messages," 263~311. 
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analysis of Cox.'s sermons (Chapter 6). In the seventh chaptcr, the author provides 

critical comments regarding Cox's published books as obtained from book review;) in 

scholarly journals. This chapter also contains c()mmcnts from five of Cox's colleagues, 

including both former students and teachers from the faculty of The Southem Baptist 

Theological Seminary. In the final chapter, the author summarizes Cox's homiletical 

contributions. Six appendices appear at the conclusion of the paper. The first appendix 

is a "Time~Line" of signiticant events in Cox's life. Some ofthe material not covered 

in the biographical chapter is covered here such as the dates and occasions for 

sabbaticals and l.ectures occurring during Cox's teaching career. The second appendix, 

"Examples ofSermoI1 Preliminaries," includes matters such as Cox's teaching about the 

"central idea" of the text The third appendix provides Cox's "Guiding Principles fbr 

the Interpretation of the Bible" as accepted by the Ecumenical Study Conference held at 

Wadham College, Oxford, 1949. The fl1urth appendix contains a reproduction of one of 

Cox's "Meditation" articles written when he was 19 years old. The fifth appendix is a 

listing of Cox's major preaching engagements. The sixth appendix provides 

"Miscellaneous Anecdotes and Information," information such as Cox's favorite 

preaching texts, hobbies, and statements about preaching. 



CHAPTER 2 

EARLY LIFE AND BACKGROUND 

F~\mily History 

Cox was born in Roane County in Eastern Tennessee. .His family roots are 

traced at least as far back as William Y. Dryskill who was born in 1818 and married 

Martha Patsy Johnson January 24, 1836 .. 1 Their SOll. Richard Driskill. was bom January 

18, ] 840 at Poplar Springs Valley in Roane County.2 Richard Driskill married Mary 

Rayburn. on March 29, 1866 and moved to a farm in the Third District of Roane County 

where Cox's maternal grandfather, William Newton Driskill, was born on April 12, 

1867. William Newton~ the.first of thirteen children born to Richard and Mary Driskill, 

married Eliza Jane Fritts (Cox's maternal grandmother) in Roane County on October 

17, 1887. 

Cox's maternal grandfather, William Newton Driskill, grew up on the 

family's small farm ill Poplar Springs. Adjacent to his parents' home was the farm land 

occupied by the Joseph Anderson Fritts family. Eliza Jane, Joseph's daughter, was the 

(Unless otherwise noted, most oftbe information concerning Cox;;; maternal 
fi:uuily history was obtained by the author from Cox himself. The author made 
photocopies of material assimilated by a Cox family member, Jecpie C. Driskill, of 
Nashville. TN, Ms. Driskill conducted the research and rnailed copies to interested 
families. Cox retains the originals of this flunily research. 

2The family name changed, at SOUle point, from "DryskiHH to "Driskill." 

<) 
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same age as William nnd was known to him and others as Janie. She was born Marc,h 4. 

1867 in th.e Bradbmy community of Roane County, By virtue ofthcil' adjacent 

farmlands, WilHam and Janie saw each other frequently so that by the time they were 

both twenty years of age~ Janie literally married "the boy next door." 

The lineage of Janie's parents is traced as far back as Hans Ulrich Fritz, born 

in 1708, who came to America from Germany aboard the ship, Elizabeth. in 1738. 

Hans Fritz is believed to have come from the Rhine~Palatine of Germany (Gen!lan~ 

French border area), having migrated to Holland. and then England hefbre coming to 

America. Hans came to America with his seven year old son. Wooldrich (who used the 

name Frederick at various times). Wooldrich later married Janet (maiden name 

unknown) in 1758 or 1759 and established a family in the Shenandoah Valley of 

Virginia. 'rhree children were born to Wooldrieh and Janet hefore they moved 

sometime after 1763 to present day Davidson County, North Carolina where they 

attended the Pilgrim Refbrmcd Cburch and raised two more children, one of whom was 

Henry Fritts, born in either 1770 or 1771. 

Henry Fritts married in 1791 or 1792. His first wite, whose name is 

unknown. gave birth to ten children, one of whom was Jacob Fritts, born on January 20, 

1800. Jacob married Sarah "Sally" Sexton December 23, 1818 in Roane County, 

Tennessee. The two had eleven children. the last of whom was Joseph Anderson Fritts, 

born January 10, 1846. 

Joseph Anderson Fritts m~U'ried Eliza Ann Sturgess November 8, 1863 in 

Roane County, Tennessee. The two had a total of fourteen children. the third of whom 

was Eliza Jane (Janie) Fritts, born March 4, 1867. Interestingly, aiter Eliza Ann 



Sturgess' death ill 1888, Joseph remurricd to Mary C. Rayburn in 1891 in Roane 

COlmty. Mary was the daughter of Esan Rayburn, a relative of the famous United 

States Senator Samuel Rayburn of Texas.:J 

William and Janie (Fritts) Driskill built a home on the Hmn land between 

their parents' homes and started a fanli1y~ eventually raising nine chHdren, Their 

firstborn, Carrie Eva Driskill (Cox's mother) was born on February 9, 1889. The 

Driskill family moved in 1913 to the Wheat community near what is presently Oak 

Ridge Tennessee and Carrie Eva graduated the following year from Wheat High 

Schoo1. 

William Newton Driskill (Cox's matemal grandfather) supported his family 

through the farm, working at a saw mill, and various other trades. He gained a 

reputation Ii)r being a terrific sportsman; an avid hunter of the quail and partridge 

11 

indigenous to the Wheat community. He also gained a reputation for being a good man, 

a Christian man who was remembered by his family for frequently walking around on 

the porch, hands folded behind his back, singing gospel songs. 

Janie was also an inspiration to many. An invalid for the last twelve years of 

her life, she quietly suffered from severe Rheumatoid Arthritis, doing her best to not 

complain about her plight. Many community persons visited Janie at the Driskill home, 

hoping to bring comfort and cheer to her and leaving the more uplifted because of her 

inspiring positive outlook. Local ministers illustrated many of their sermons with 

stories about Janie Fritts' perseverance through a:t11iction. 

3Samuel Rayburn was bom ncar the Clinch River in Roane County, 
Tennessee, in 1882. In 1887 the family moved from Tennessee to Texas. 
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Education :figul'cd prominently in the Driskill home. Not only did Janie teach 

school for a short 1ime~ but eight of the nine children bom to her and William, including 

Cox's mother, Carrie Eva, graduated from Wheat High School and taught at some point 

in their lives. 

Little is known about Cox's father's side of the 1ruuily. Isham Cox was bom 

January 27, 1893 in Paint Rock~ Tennessee, and he died on March 4, 1972 in Kingston. 

Isham's fa:ther~ James Carpenter Cox~ ran a country store near Loudon Tennessee and 

Isham's mother operated a mill James Carpenter Cox died at the age of sixty in Roane 

County in 1921, just two years before Cox was born. 

Cox does nut know any information about his family prim to his grandfather, 

JanlCS Carpenter Cox. Internet research reveals the existence of an '"Isham Cox "who is 

identified with other names as "among the first to settle" in Roane County. 4 The name 

is also listed as a "commissioned Justice" who was present when Roane County's t1.rst 

cuurt was organized in 1801 at the house of Alexander Carmichael. S Cox rccalJs 

hearing about an "Isham Cox" who served as the first Trustee of Roane County, but 

does nut know the relation to his family. 

Cox's father, Isham Monroe Cox, Sr., was a veteran often months overseas 

duty with a QMC (Quartermaster Corps) outfit in World War 1. He met Carrie Eva 

4Pat McDonald, Historical Highlights of Roane Coun~y, 17v [on-line]; 
accessed 15 January 2004; available from http://www.tngennet.org/rotlnc/files/misc/ 
history.html; Intemet. 

:iSnyder E.Roberts, Roots (?lRoane C'ounty (n.p., n.d.) [()n~line]; accessed 15 
January 2()04; available from http://www.roanctn.com/tirstcLhtml; Internet. 
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Driskill in Roane County and the two were married on June 27, 1920. Cox was born in 

Kingston (Roane County) on January 18. 1923. 'Bis brother, Isham Monroe Cox, Jr., 

was born in Kingston 011 October 1, 1924. 

Early Childbood 

Cox's childhood was a pleasant one, growing up in the tranquil city of 

Kingston, Tennessee.6 Kingston, the county seat of Roane County, is located in Ea,"ltern 

Tennessee about 40 miles West of Knoxville at the junction of the Tennessee and 

Clinch Rivers. Cox's family lived on Race Street in Kingston, where Cox's father 

ovvned his own grocery store, I. M. Cox Grocery,? The family lived in a home right 

across the street from the store until about 1927 when the house was moved to the back 

end of the lot to make room for a new building his father had built. Business was good 

during these years and Isham Cox built the new building in order to expand his 

interests, providing the possibility tor both residential and commercial space to 

interested renters. 

6Most of the biographical content in the remainder of this chapter was 
obtained by the author from personal interviews with Cox. At least six interviews took 
place between February 10, 2000 and February 24, 2004. All but the £lrst interview 
were recorded on audiotape and transcribed into written form. Each interview is 
documented in the bibliography of this paper. Much of the content in these interviews 
overlaps, making categorical documentation impracticaL For this reason, only direct 
quotations of Cox win be documented by tootnote. 

7 An interesting sidebar c()l1cerni1'lg Isham Cox is his once dating a woman 
who was latcr married to Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr. The WOl1)il.n also later poscdlbr 
cigarette advcltisernents. Isham, like most store clerks, had big advertisement posters in 
the glass windows ofhls store front. One poster had a picture of this woman on it, 
smoking a particular brand of cigarette. When Cox's mother saw it, she had the poster 
taken down., not because it was l;l picture o1'thi5 woman whom Isham had once dat.cd. 
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Cox has fond memoricg of spending time with his Hlther at thc grocery store 

and driving his small pedal car 3l'Ound the local blJsincsses. The first Christmas Cox 

remembers is the yc~u' he received this new "Cadillac pedal car." Even today, Co.x tal<es 

great pleasure in telling people that his first car was a Cadillac. He remembers one 

occasion when he was about five years of age, pedaling the car right into his uncle and a 

deputy sheriff: Cox recalls driving up behind his uncle. who ran the local First National 

Bank, while his uncle was walking with the deputy. Cox cranked the horn on the (~ar 

for the two to get out of the way but they were oblivious to his presence. Cox 

remembers driving the car right into both of them, overturning the car~ and hitting his 

head 011. the concrete. For quite some time after this incident, when the deputy sheriff 

came into Isham Cox's store, young James would quickly run and hide. 

When the Great Depression swept the country in the 1930s, Kingston 

Tennessee was hit as hard a."I any other small town. Because Isham Cox's grocery store 

and new building had been "mortgaged to the hilt," he lost everything and found 

himself without means of gainful employment. 1\ In fact, Isham moved his family into a 

rented apartment for awhile in the very building he had once owned, the new building 

he had constructed for the purpose of expanding his business interests. 

Cox.' s father supported his fhmily by working a number of different jobs. 

Cox explains, "Since he was a very strong Republican he did not want to get one of 

--------
but because it was a picture of a woman smoking a cigarette, something Cox' Ii mother 
frowned upon as an elementary school teacher. 

llJames W. Cox, interview by author, tape recording, The Southern Baptist 
'rheological Seminary. Loujsville, Kentucky, 13 January 2004. HereafTer referrl~d to as 
Interview 4. 
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those 'New Deal' jobs."q Isham stayed busy tll! several years working odd jobsbcfbrc 

going to work in 1944 as (I guard at Oak Ridge Guard Department in Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee. He worked fourteen years fu!' the company befbre retiring in 1958. 'fhe 

family moved afOlmd Rm:me County 11 number of times over the years before settling 

down at 606 Kentucky Street in Kingston. 

Isham Cox was a devout man, serving as both deacon and chairman ()fthc 

trustees at First Baptist Kingston. He saw that the family was regularly involved in 

church and served the family as tht!.~ spiritual leader of the home. Isham regularly led 

the family in the blessing every evening before supper and read the Bible to the fbmily 

every night before bcd. Cox recalls that the only inconsistency with his father's rcgular 

B.iblc reading wa'l that he picked a rather arbitrary number of verses to read each night 

It did not seem to matter whether the verses he read began right in the middle of a story 

or whether they stopped just short of thc point of a parable. Once the prescribed 

number of verses was read~ Isham was done. The faithful sincerity and regularity ofhj8 

.f:hther's reading, nevertheless, meant much to young Cox and made his father's unusual 

methodology all the more forgiving. 

Not only did Cox hear his father read the Bible each evening, but he also 

observed his mother's love for the Scriptures as well. In his A Guide to Biblical 

Preaching, Cox explains his mother's high regard for the Bible: "My mother, who was 

a public school teacher, read it privatel.y, and at Christmas she gave each of her pupils, 

I:) James W. Cox. interview byanthor, tape recording, The Southern Baptist 
Theologicai Seminary. Louisville, Kentucky, 21 February 2003. Hereafter referred to 
as Interview 3. 
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including me, a copy of the New T(;!stamcnt (when that used to he permitted!) inscribed 

with the words, "May the teachi ngs of this book be yoUi' guide through litb." to 

Cox's mother taught school fbr a total off1fty y{~ars. She began teaching at 

the age of sixteen while sHU in high school at Wheat in Roane County. 1111915, after 

completing high school, she obtained a license from the State of Tennessee Department 

of Public Education certifying her ability to teach in any high school in the state. 

While teaching at Wheat High School. Cox's mother often ghost~wrote 

valedictory and salutatorian addresses for honor students and taught many who later 

achieved some measure of prominence. She taught, for example, Bowden Wyatt~ who 

later became the famous football captain of the 1938 Tennessee Volunteers and later 

coach at the University of Tennessee. When Cox was serving later as pastor of Central 

Baptist Church in Johnson City in the 1950s, he met Wyatt who said to him, "You 

know, your mother was my teacher and she taught me everything I knew."l! Cox's 

mother also taught Senator Howard Baker's mother. Baker, who served as chief of staff 

for President Ronald Reagan from 1987-1988 and as a Tennessee Republican senator 

from 1967 to 1985, is Cox's third cousin, once removed. 

Once Cox started school, Cox's mother taught only 011 the elementary level, 

teaching at Kingston Elementary School. Cox himself attended school at Kingston 

Elementary and was taught by his mother in the .fifth grade. He recalls what it was like 

having his mother teach at the same school that he attended: "When I was in the second 

10 James W, Cox, A Guide to Biblical Precfc:hing (Nashville: Abingdon, 1981, 
1976), preface. 

11COX, Interview 3, 
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grade my second grade teacher said to me, 'Now James, if you do not stop tlUlt I am 

going to send you to your mother,' and that would tmt have been a difficult job because 

she was in the sam.e building-but I was never sent to my mother from one ()f my other 

classrooms. ,,12 

Cox was very close to his younger brother, Isham Monroe ("Roe") J1'. Cox's 

brother bYfaduated from medical school at the University of Tennessee and practiced 

medicine for a number of years before dying of a heart attack 011 January 3, 1978. 

Throughout his life, he possessed a keen sense of humor and kept things light at the Cox 

home, even during the ditlicult days ofthc depression. In his book A Comprehensive 

Approach to the Design and Delivery (~rSermolls, Cox illustrates the homiletical 

technique of '''reversal'' by recalling a humorous incident involving his younger brother. 

He writes: 

When my brother was in his teens, my mother once said to him as we were 
finishing a meal, "You haven't eaten any tumip greens!" He answered, "1 don't 
like them." Mother said, "I don't like them either, but I'm eating them anyway." 
Then he said, "Well, you just don't have enough willpower.,,13 

On another occasion, Cox reflected upon his younger brother's wit in an 

exchange with the family doctor: "1 recall that once when our family physician 

examined him (he was then a thirteen year old boy), Dr. Zirkle laid out some pills for 

his fever and said, '1 want you to take one of these every two hours.' Roe answered, 

12Jamcs W. Cox, Interview 3. 

I:'!Jamcs W. Cox, A Comprehensive Approach to the Design and D(!liv(!'~v (!l 
Sermons (Nashville: Seminary Extension; n. d.), 203. 
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'Can I wait two hours befmc 1 take the first onc?",14 

In a sermon preached in chapel at The Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary, Cox relays another humorous incident that OCC1ll1'cd while his brother was 

studying at the University of Tcnnessee Medical Schoo}.!5 cox~s brother was studying 

one Sunday evening in a room located directly above the "house mother" of the 

apartment building. Cox explains that the house mother "was determined to edify all of 

the students who were in that house, who had skipped church that night" To 

accornplish this, the house mother "turned up the volume on her radio so that everybody 

in the house could hear 'The Old Fashioned Revival Hour .• ,. Because the loud 

preaching of Dr. Charles Fuller on the radio made it impossible for students to study. 

Cox explains that his brother retaliated with "a brilliant idea." His brother moved the 

switch on his gooseneck lamp back and t'(:llth in rapid succession) creating a loud static 

over the radio. Hearing the static, the house mother was forced to turn down the radio. 

The next morning, when Cox~s brother walked downstairs, the house mother met him 

and said, "Mr. Cox, these are dark days that we're living in." When Cox's brother 

asked what she meant, she replied, "Well just last night when I was listening to 'The 

Old Fashioned Revival Hour,' every time Brother Fuller mentioned the blood of Christ. 

the Devil made static come on the radio." 

14This statement was excerpted from an unpublished sermon manuscript 
obtained fi'om James W. Cox. The manuscript is a sermon Cox preached at the funeral 
of Isham MOlll'oe COX~ Jr. on Ja:nuary 5. 1978. The manuscript remains in Cox's 
possession. 

I:5J~lmes W. Cox, "Famine in the Land of Promise:' sermon preached at The 
Southern Baptist T'hcological Seminary, Louisville, KY, 1980. 
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Even during his later professional career. Cox's brother maintained his 

youthful sense of humor. Cox recalls a time when The Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary required incoming students to take physical Irl.edical examinations. A 

seminary student once told Cox of getting a physical examination done by Cox's 

brother. The student described how Cox's brother had come into the examina.tion room 

acting scatterbrained and fumbling arm.md for his glasses) as though he were blind. 

Cox preached his brother's fhneral on January 5, 1978. During the service, 

Cox spoke of his love for his brother and referred to his wonderful display of humor. 

"His personality,~' Cox said. "was a breath of fresh air in our home during years of 

economic struggle and in times of anxiety and illness." 16 

Conversion 

One of Cox's best friends at Kingston Elementary School was his fifth grade 

seatmate, Bobby Roberts, The two would often shoot basketball in Bobby's backyard 

and ride bikes together, Cox recalls one particular day when he was riding his bicycle 

around the courthouse square. He happened to see Bobby and he stopped to talk with 

him. During the course of their conversation, Bobby pointedly asked Cox, "James, 

have you ever joined the church'?" Bobby was a Methodist who had recently joined the 

church and been baptized. Cox, who attended the First Baptist Church in Kingston, told 

Bobby that he had not joined the church but planned on doing so at the next revival 

meeting. Professions ()fHuth were not made at Cox's church except during revival 

meetings. 

t6lbid, 
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'rho next revival at First Baptist Kingston was held in 1933. Dr. A. F. 

Mahan, pastor of a church in Fountain City, Tennessee, conducted the services. On the 

fjrst night of the meetings, Cox responded to Dr. Mahan;s invitation and went fbrwnrd 

to make his profession of faith. Sometime during the revival meetings, Cox's younger 

brother, Isham Monroe ("Roe") Jr., made a profession of faith one evening at the family 

home. Shortly thereafter, Reverend George S . .lannan, pastor of First Baptist Church, 

baptized both Cox and his brother together. Reverend Jarman would later lend Cox a 

book with which he would eventually become very familiar, John Albert Broadus' A 

Treati,\'e on the Preparation and Delivery (~t'Sel'mons. 

Call to Ministry 

Given the spiritual influence of his parents, there is little wonder why Cox 

would begin to sense from an early age that he might aspire to become a preacher. Cox 

recalls a rather humorott.<:; incident when he was only about thirteen years of age. Some 

of his cousins and other family relations were visiting the Cox home one day. As is 

frequently the case during such visits, the adults gathered together in one room while 

the children found themselves off in another. Young 13~year·old James, regarding this 

fortuitous assembly of children as a divine stroke of providence, seized upon the 

opportunity by preaching his first sermon to the youthful, captive congregants

complete with invitation. Cox recalls, "I think I had them raise their hands. It was .. , 

something that wus really on my heart, but in another sense ... it was kind of a game, 

but it was the m.ost serious game that I had ever played up to that point.~'17 

17COX, Interview 3. 
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Cox's call into ministry was a gradual calling. '!'here was never any sort of 

"crisis event" that precipitated his aspiring to become a preacher. He silllply sensed 

from an early age that this was what the Lord wanted him to do. "It was more of a 

smooth transition," Cox recalls, "It was just something 1 felt I needed to do, and wanted 

to do. and with God's help I could do."l!! 

There were. h()wever, other interests that consumed much of his early 

childhood and teenage energies. Cox reca11s being fascinated by the study of chemistry 

and was particularly impressed with the inventions of Thomas Edison. .He describes 

some of his own early scientific endeavors: 

I had my own little private chemistry laboratory and I fiddled around with some 
things and so 1 fi.gured something out, [how] to make a kind of paste cleaner and 
so I worked that out and I made a mixture of soap and diatomaceous earth and 
stirred that up and put it in cans and my uncle. who was a teacher at the high 
school~ had a duplicating machine and he made labels for this: "Cox's Creamy 
Clean Bright Cleanser." I sold a lot of that stuff around. 19 

Cox also made a window cleaner similar to Windex mld even dyed the solution the 

color blue. Other interests were equally productive. Cox drew some cartoons, for 

exanlple, a few of which, such as a picture of some Indians, appeared in Knoxville's 

News 5'entinel in 1938. 

Through these early years, however, Cox's call into ministry continued to 

grow and become more of a consuming interest. He remembers a humorous occasion 

18 • Cox, InterVIew 3. 
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when a woman who worked in the trunily home asked about his hopes for the futlll',~.2f1 

The woman, Ms. Emma Howell, said to Cox one day, "James, did you know that 

doctors and lawyers will not go to heaven?" Cox replied that he did not and asked 

where that was taught in the Bible. Ms, Howell replied, "It says 'woe to the doctors and 

lawyers. '" The next day Ms. Howell and Cox were talking again and she said to him, 

"James, what are you going to do when you get out of school?" Cox replied that he 

hoped to be a preacher. Ms. Howell repl.ied, "Well, I had you all figured out to be a 

While his calling into the ministry was gradual, Cox had an experience when 

he was about fifteen years old that he latcr described as being "fonl1ative" concerning 

his aspirations for ministry. He had left school one day feeling very sick. The family 

physician, Dr. G. P. Zirkle~ diagnosed Cox with rheumatic fever and apparently 

detected a "heart munnur." Cox explains, however, that his brother Isham Monroe Jr., 

later a medical doctor himself, used to say that "Dr. Zirkle's favorite disease was heart 

trouble." Nevertheless, Cox was instructed by Dr. ZirkJe to lie flat on his bed for a 

period of one entire year. Cox explains the benefits from this one year of bed rest: 

"That was quite an interesting experience because I heard a lot of radio sermons from 

preachers out of Chattanooga and Knoxville and so forth, and I had a lot of meditation, 

pondering, questioning about things religious during that time.,,21 

--.--------~ 

20James\V. Cox, "Famine in the Land of Promise," sermon preached at The 
Southern Baptist 'rh(,~ol()gical Seminary, Louisville. KY. 1980. 

21COX, Interview 3. 
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Cox also became more familiar \vith books and sermons that would later 

shape his call into ministry. As previously mentioned, Cox's pastor at First Baptist, 

Reverend Jarman, loaned him John Albert Broadus' A Treatise on th£! Preparation and 

DelivelY (~lSermons, a book that would become one of Cox's favorites. Reverend 

Jarman also loaned him a volume of Charles Haddon Spurgeon's .M(Hropolitan 

Tabernacle sermons, {md Cox read the biographies of men such as Spurgeon and 

George W. Truett. On Sunday evenings, Cox could tune~ill to a 500,000 watt radio 

station on which he could hear a recent sermon preached by Truett from First Baptist 

Church in Dallas. Texas. 

Cox recalls when he was about seventeen years of age that he had the 

opportunity to meet the famous Tex,;ts pastor when Tnlett was in KnoxvH1e for a 

preaching campaign held at the University of Tennessee auditorium. Cox got in li.nt~ to 

shake Truetes hand, hoping to speak briefly with him, telling him of his aspirations for 

ministry. Cox recalls how the busy pa'3tor shook his hand and, simultaneously, 

hurriedly moved him along so that he could meet the next person. Cox remembers the 

anticlimactic experience of meeting Truett: "I thought I was very proud of myself, he 

pushed me right on ... and to heighten my embarrassment ... the next one he spent 

time with [was] a baby in somebody's arms!~'22 

While Cox was still in high school his pastor, Reverend Jarman, also loaned 

him E.Y. Mullins' The Christian Religion in Its Doctrinal Expression. This book 

helped Cox discover "a contemporary synthesis of the basic. biblical ideas" in his study 

22COX, Interview 4. 
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of the Bible.23 Cox also had a high school science teacher, "a devout chumhnmn/' who 

took an interest in Cox and recol'nmellded that he visit the Roane County Library. 

Interestingly. this high school tcacher was Philip Albright. brother of the famous 

archaeologist, WiHiam Foxwell Albright Cox took Albright's advice and visited the 

loeallibrary where he located and re~td llarry Emerson Fosdick's Guide tl) 

Understanding the Bible. This book, Cox explains, provided him "with a statement of 

the development of'the leading biblical ideas as they wound their way through the Old 

Testament and the New.,,24 Cox describes reading books such as these as "a wonderful 

experience--exciting. disturbing, challenging, and cnriching:,z5 He .Iater understood 

why his pastor, who lent him many books, was no doubt "inclined theologically to rate 

[some of them] 'X' for [his] young eyes.,,26 

After Cox missed a full year of school because of Dr. Zirkle's diagnosis. the 

family obtained the professional opinion of another physician. This doctor believed the 

best thing tor Cox would be to have him return to school. Consequently, Cox returned 

to high school but would often rest after lunch on a cot that was set up for him in the 

boiler room ofthe schoo1. This an'angement in the boiler room led to Cox's meeting 

and evangelizing his first convert. 

Joe Griffith was a gregarious African-American janitor at the high school 

23COX. A Guide to Biblical Preaching, 20. 

24Ibid. 

25Ibid. 

26Ibid. 
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who spoke often with Cox in the boiler room about spiritual matters. Cox shared with 

Griffith on numerous occasions how he could receive Christ and have peace with (rod, 

Griffith felt he did not have enongh t~lith to be saved, believing that he had "choked 

out'~ the presence of the Lord years ago when he refused to become a Christian. Despite 

Cox' s numerous attempts to lead Griffith to salvation, the janitor simply could not 

accept ChrisC s forgiveness. 

On(~ day, Cox shared with Griffith the biblical story about the four men who 

let the paralytic down through the roof to see Jesus (Mark 2: 1-12; Luke 5: 18~26). Cox 

told Griffith tnat JeSllS saw the faith of the men who brought the paralytic and, 

consequently, healed the paralytic ofllis sins. Cox then said to Griflith, "I believe the 

Lord will see my faith. I believe the Lord will save yoU.,,27 Cox then prayed with 

Griffith and urged him to trust Christ for forgiveness. Two to three weeks later, Griffith 

fully embraced Christ and received a measure of peace and comfort that he had not 

previously known. Cox recalls, "It was a great experience for me.,,28 

Cox's discussions with this janitor in the boiler room also led to Cox's :fil'st 

preaching engagement. To this point. Cox had never actual1y preached a sermon in 

church. He had taught the Juniors Sunday School class at First Baptist and had even 

taught some of the workers at the nearby Civilian Consc.rvation Corps Camp on Sunday 

mornings, but he had never actually preached. 

One day, Joe Griffith~ who attended the African Methodist Episcopal Zion 

27 Cox, Interview 4. 

281bid. 
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church in Kingston~ told Cox that he had spokcn with hi$ pastor about h::wing Cox come 

out to the church to preach. Cox, sixteen years old at the time, agreed to come and had 

his uncle drive him to the church one Sunday afternoon. Cox preached a sermon from I 

Corinthians 13. He doesn't remember the title of the sermon, but recalls the warm 

reception of the congregants at the church: "I am sure that I did not preach more than 

ten or fIfteen minutes.,,:!9 He adds, "There were people there that 1 knew and they were 

very kind and gracious ... 1 was the only white person there. They were very kind.',30 

While Cox was a student at Roane County High School, the editor of the 

local newspaper The Roane County Banner came by one day and spoke with the 

students. The editor explained that the paper wa.:; looking for students to submit poetry 

and other writings that were suitable for printing. Cox recalls, "This was good news to 

me!,,31 Cox el1joyed writing and relished the opportunity to see his suhmissions 

published in the newspaper. Thus began Cox's three year writing stint tor the 

newspaper. He wrote a weekly "Meditation" that was hased upon a biblical text and 

contained between 1,000 and 1,200 words. Cox continued writing the article into his 

first year and a half of college. 

These weekly submissions reveal Coxls early proficiency in English 

291bid. 

3tJames W. Cox, interview by author, 111e Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary, Louisvlllc, Kentucky, 10 February 2000. H.cl'caller referred to as Interview 
1. 
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grammar and compositioll,32 They also reveal Cox's wide range ofvocahulary usage at 

an early age. As a teenager, Cox freely used "'lords such as "enigmatic" and "esoteric:' 

He also used phrases such as "unstable emulsion" and "full-orbed splendor of 

individuality,!' Of course, having an educator f(')r a mother helped Cox a great deal. 

Cox recaBs that his mother would pore over his article submissions. checking tor style 

and spelling errors. When the demands of her teaching schedule became too time 

consuming, she urged Cox to buy himself an English grammar and composition text. 

Cox retains a booklet fl'om his early teens jn which he wrote several vocabulary words 

and definitions which he wa .. ') learning at the time and committing to memory. 

The "Meditation'; articles demonstrate Cox's wide reading and his early 

familiarity with persons such as D. L. Moody~ Charles Spurgeon~ and Jonathan 

Edwards. They also reveal Cox's early love for the Bible and bear witness to his strong. 

spiritual heritage. Consider. for example, the following excerpt: 

What does the Bible mean to you? Not much? If you do not care much for 
the Bible you come under one of the following classifications: you are a 
backslider, you are a worldling, or you are unsaved. It would be rather mean of a 
young man to refuse to open the letters of his avowed love, after he has professed 
to love her so much. Yet God in His providence has given us a message far more 
impO.ltant which most people today treat with an unpardonable insolence. Possibly 
you who read the Bible think rather well of yourself; but why do you read the 

32While the Roane Counzy Banner is no longer in publication, Cox has 
retained many of the carbon copies of his submissions. The author has read through 
many of these articles and has also traveled to the Tennessee archives building jn 
Nashville in hope of locating the articles as they originally appeared in the newspaper. 
Unfortunatcly~ only a handful ()f aliicles were located on microt11m. The articles were 
not in good condition and, consequently, did not c<)py welL The content of one of the 
artides. however. has been reproduced in its entirety and is induded in Appendix 4. 



Bible? Is it that your soul. may be fed. or that you may et*,y it for its superb 
quality? We should all do wel1 to do some seriolls thinking along this line:t " 

There is litde question that these early writing efforts in Cox's teenage years were 

particularly formative with respect to his later written contributions to the Held of 

homiletics. 

Continuing Education 
and Early Occasions for .Pastorates 

28 

After Cox graduated from high school he entered Cal'sotlftNcwman College in 

Jefferson City, Tennessee. Because the demands of college became increasingly 

burdensome, Cox gave up the writing of his weekly "Meditation" after his first one and 

a half years at Carson-Newman. There was also something else vying for his time 

while midwway through his college studies--·,a call 10 serve as pastor of a small church 

near the campus. 

The president ofCarson~Newman, Dr. James T. Wanen, wanted to 

recommend Cox to a larger church. but Cox dido't want to travel far from the school, so 

he accepted a call to pastor the Nance's Grove Baptist Church, a small church located 

near the town of New Market, just six miles from the school. Cox was ordained to the 

Gospel Ministry at the First Baptist Church in Jefferson City. His hometown pastor, the 

Reverend George Jarman of First Baptist in Kingston, preached Cox's ordination 

scm10n. Cox does not recall any particular difficulties that occurred during his 

pastorate at Nance's Grove. His duties were split evenly between finishing his degree 

3JJames W. Cox, "A Meditation: The Christian and God's Word," Roane 
County Banner (Roane County~ T(mnessee, February 19, 1942), n. p. This article is 
reproduced in its entirety in Appendix 4. 
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at Carson-Newman and pastoring the small church. Cox served the church for about a 

year and. a half from 1943 to 1944 . 

. After graduating from Carson~Newman College in 1944, Cox moved to 

.Louisville, Kentucky and enrolled at The Southern Baptist Theological SeminaryJ4 to 

pursue a Master of Divinity degree. WhHe at Southern Seminary, Cox met Elroy Lamb, 

mission pastor of a church supported by the Fh'st Baptist Church in Frankfort Lamb 

asked. Cox if he would come down to Frankt()1t and preach for him at the mission. Cox 

agreed and traveled to Frankfort fbr what h.e would latcr regard as a providential 

moment in his life. 

When Cox arrived in Frankfort on Sunday afternoon, he was given the 

responsibility oftranspol1ing persons who would assist at the mission station. Among 

them was a young woman from First Baptist Church who volunteered her time to play 

the piano and sponsor a training union for the mission. Cox picked up the young 

woman" Patricia Parrent, and drove her that Sunday to the sman mission. As it tumed 

out, nobody showed up that day for her training union class. Consequently, Cox and 

PalTent spent the time sitting in the room, getting better acquainted with one another. 

Cox recalls his immediate impressions of Parrent that fateful day, "1 said to myself right 

then, 'Well I hope that 1 get located somewhere close around here so I can see more of 

her. ,,,35 

;,4HereaH:cr relcrred to a.'S Southern Seminary. 

3:lJames W. Cox, interview by uuthor, tape recording, The Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky, 24 Febnuuy 2004. Hereafter referred to 
as Interview 5. 
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Cox would see more of Parrent. Elroy Lamb later recommended Cox to 

serve as pastor of another mission of First Baptist Frankfort. a mission that would 

eventually become Memorial Baptist Church, This made it possible to see more of 

Parrent The two saw each other often and, evcntual1y~ were mmTied in 1951 while Cox 

W;;\S still working on his Doctor of Theology degree at Southern Seminary. Because 

they met at the mission in the economically downtrodden area of Frankfort, Patricia 

likes to say that Cox '"met her in the slums,,,36 

The second mission of First Baptist, Frankfort. wa.!) initially located in a 

t()rmer resta.urant on Holmes Street in Frankfort. In 1945 it was organized into a church 

with one hundred charter members) l'he MenlOrial Baptist Church of Frankf()rt.37 Cox 

served as the first pastor of the chu.rch from 1945-1954, while a student at Southern 

Seminary. As in his former pastorate at Nance's Grove, there were no particular 

difficulties Cox f£wed while pastoring in Frankfort. He equally balanced his time 

pastoring at Memorial and studying at Southern Seminary. 

After obtaining his Master of Divinity from Southern Seminary in 1947 Cox 

enrolled in doctoral studies, pursuing a Doctor of Theology degree in Old Testament 

studies. While in graduate studies, Cox became interested in researching the biblical 

teaching about "the Word of God" found in the Old Testament. He explains how his 

36COX, Interview 5. 

371n 1995 Cox was invited back to Memorial Baptist Church to preach fbr the 
50w year anniversary of the church. The sermon that Cox preached is analyzed in 
Chapter 6 ofthis paper, "Sermonic Analysis," 
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growing interest in this topic led to the writing of his dissertation. "'file Word of God in 

the Old Testament": 

The conviction that there is a God who speaks is the basis of mortal hope in H 

purposive, transcc.ndent goal fbI' humanity and of an experiential knowledge ofthe 
nature of the Deity. It was the aim of the present study to delineate this conviction 
illsofar as it is illustra.ted in the Old Testament. 'rhe fascination of this subje<.~t 
transpired [is Dr. Dale Moody enthusiastically guided a seminar group on 
excursions into various areas of Old Testament thought Personal discussion with 
Dr. Moody led to a growing conviction of the possibJe fruitfulness of the subject in 
further study and to an intcnsHled desire to delve into the pages of the Old 
Testament: in order that the subject might yield its fruit38 

Cox's dissertation, 131 pages long, breaks down into :five sections: (I) The 

Problem and the Development of the Thesis, (2) The Prophetic Word. (3) The Written 

Word, (4) The Creative Word, and (5) The .Hypostatized Word, In his dissertation, Cox 

aims to demonstrate how the God of the Old Testament reveals himself to his creation, 

God reveals Himself. Cox argues, by speaking through three types of 

persons: the seer, who often received Goers word without any kind of emotional 

struggle, such as in a dream or visi.on; the nabi, who often spoke for God in connection 

to a heightened, emotional experience with Him. such as the Prophet Elijah's 

experiences; and the writing prophet, such as Isaiah, who announced the coming 

judgment of God upon a disobedient nation. 

In time, the word of God culminates into a written t()rm that is transferred 

iTom one generation to the next. 'Ihis written word of God is inevitable as preceding 

generations sought to preserve the spoken utterances and inspirations of God, The 

~HIJames W. Cox, "The Doctrine of the Word ofOod in the Old Testament" 
(Th,D. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1953), preface. 



written word also becomes authoritative and serves as a canon against which arc 

measured other persons who claim to speak f()f God. 
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Whether coming to humankind as the living word or the written word, 

however, God's word is creative iu history and nature. God's word achieves a speciflc. 

creative purpose. The universe, lor example. is created by the word of God, the God 

who continues to preserve creation for the purposes of His wilL Unlike ex.tra~biblical 

accounts of God's relation to nature, God's word in the Bible is both consistently moral 

and redemptive in purpose. 

Finally, the word of God, Cox argues, is regarded in the Bible as a form of 

hyposta.')is. 'nlat is, there is a sense in which the form of God's word is personified in 

the Old Testament, serving as a "living extension" of the personality of God. This 

revelation of God is meant to comfort His creation, providing a means by which 

humankind may be encouraged by the unfolding revelation of God' s purposes for them. 

Marriage and Children 

As previously mentioned, Cox married the fonner Patricia Parrent on August 

4, 1951.39 Patricia was bom in Frankfort on November 15, 1927. She and her family 

were members of the First Baptist Church in Frankfort when Cox first met her while the 

two worked together at the aforementioned mission. Patricia obtained the Bachelor of 

Science degree from the University of Kentucky. Her brother, Allan Parrent, grew to 

39Patricia Parrent has no liliddlc name. 
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become a professor for a number of years at the Protestant Episcopal Theological 

S · . Al d' V' .. 4() emmary Itl .. exan flU, lrgmm. 

Co.x would later dedicate volume 2 of his lIte Twentieth ('entury Pulpit to 

Patricia's parents. Lilli.an Mitchell Parrent and Overton Crockett Parrent. Interestingly, 

Patricia's father, Overton Crockett Parrent, was a direct descendant of Colonel Anthony 

Crockett of Revolutionary War fame. Crockett was an ancestor oftlle legendary Davy 

Crockett. 

Cox and Patricia would eventually raise two sons, David Allan, born April 

29, 1957 tind Kenneth Mitchell, born February 23, 1961. David would go on to obtain 

the Bachelor of Arts degree from Harvard University and graduate from medical school 

at Duke University. He would eventually marry the former Emily Norman, whose 

'father, Ralph Nonnan. served as editor of the joumaI, Soundings, for a number of 

years. 4 
1 Kenneth Mitchell would obtain the Bachelor of Arts degree from Duke 

University and study law at Vanderbilt University, obtaining the J. D. degree. He 

would marry the fonner Christy York in Louisville, Kentucky. 42 

Cox would later include his family on some of his writing projects. Patricia 

would help him do some editing for The Twentieth Century Pulpit. Vol. II fmd his son 

40Dr. Allan Parrent presently serves as Interim Dean of the School of 
Theology at The University oHhe South in Sewannc, Tennessee. 

41David Albm Cox is currently a practicing cardiologist in Knoxville. 

42Kenneth Mitchell Cox is currently employed as Corporate Counsel for Papa 
John's Pizza International, Inc. 
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Kenneth would assist Cox 'V1I;1:11 several editions of The lvfinis{(lr's 1\4anual. Kenneth 

would help by c0l11piling information for the section treating historical, cultural. and 

religious l:U1l1iversaries, 

Last 11astorate 
and Beginning of Teaching Careel· 

After Cox obtained his Doctor of 'nlcology degree in 1953, he became aware 

of a few churches in East Tennessee that were without pastors. One particular church, 

Centml Baptist, was located in Johnson City, Tennessee. Cox had never been to 

Johnson City, but remembered his mother telling him about attending a school there 

while furthering her education as a high school teacher. 

Upon the recommendation of Charles Trentham, pastor of Knoxville's First 

Baptist Church, Cox truveled to Johnson City and eventually accepted. a caU to become 

the pastor of Central Baptist Church. He served ao;; pastor of the church from 1954~ 

1959.43 A worship bulletin from January 22. 1956 lists total Sunday School attendance 

at the church at 908 and total Training Union attendance at 234.44 

Cox's predecessor at the church, W. R. RigeU, left Central Baptist to teach at 

Ea~t Tennessee State University. Over the years, Rigell became a good friend of Cox's; 

supporting his ministry and providing wise counsel when asked. Cox gratefully states, 

43Four scnnons Cox preached at Central Baptist Church are analyzed in 
Chapter 6 of this paper~ "Sermonic Analysis." 

44This worship bulletin was obtained by the author frOfn Cox tor the purpose 
of research. It remains in Cox's possession, 
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'"I couldn't have had ,\ better predecessof than I had in Dr. W. R Rigell:.45 While Cox 

had no outstanding diffIculties at the church. he remembers one particular instance 

when Rigel! and his wHe graciously helped him deal with u disgruntled church secretary 

by taking her out and calmly reasoning with her. 

While at Central Baptist, Cox recalls the opportunity he had one day to meet 

Ralph Cargille. CargilJe's fElther was one oft11e fhunders of Central Baptist Church and 

his sister was a member during Cox's pastorate. Cm'gilIe had worked fOf Thomas 

Edison, a fact which fascinated Cox given his youthful interest.s in chemic,ll science,46 

Cargille went on to fotUld R. P. Cargill Laboratories in New Jersey. Though Cox met 

him just once, CargiHc made quite an impression on. him: "He kind of made me feel that 

old nostalgia about my early scientific chemistry interests," Cox recalls.47 

Cox enjoyed pastoring at Central.Baptist, but some events happened in 1958 

that would result in his eventual change of careers. After preaching a revival for a 

iliend at Kingsport Tennessee, his friend wrote to Southern Seminary and 

recommended that Cox be considered for the faculty. In addition, Eric Rust, who was 

lecturing at East Tennessee State University preached once for Cox at Central Baptist 

Church. Rust was impressed with Cox's pastorallihrary at the church and also 

recommended Cox to the faculty of Southern Seminary. 

45COX~ Interview 5. 

46Coincidently, aile of Car gille's daughters married eminent Old Testament 
theologian Jruncs Alvin Sanders. 

47COX, Interview 3. 
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Cox was not looking to leave the pa..:;torate. In lact, 1958 was not considered 

by many to be a very good year to begin teaching at Southern Seminary. An ongoing 

power struggle between the faculty and the administration of the seminary had recently 

culminated in the resignations of thirteen professors from the school oftheology.48 

In time, however, Cox sensed that the Lord was calling him to begin a 

teaching career at the schooL Patricia, on the other hand, was not so sure. Cox recalls, 

"My wife loved the pa.qtorate, If you left it up to her. she would have said, 'Let's stay 

right here .• ,,49 '111e two eventually trusted that the Lord was leading them. to ll'l.ove to 

Louisville, Kentucky where Cox would begin teaching in August 1959 as Associate 

Professor of Preaching. 

Shortly after agreeing to teach at Southern Seminary, Cox discovered that 

two persons in the homiletics department would be leaving. Jesse Burton 

Weatherspoon would be going to Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary and 

Vemon Latrelle Stanfield was leaving for New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. 50 

Cox was particularly disheartened to learn that Stanfield would be leaving. He recalls~ 

"1 suppose ifI had known that Dr. Stanfield was not going to be here ... I might not 

have come."Sl Cox's reasoning was twofold. For one, he did not want anyone to think 

4RSee Jerry Sutton, The Baptist Reformation: The Conservative Resurgence in 
the Southem Baptist Convention (NashviJ1e: Broadman & Holman, 20(0), 56~57. 

49C' I . 5 ox •.. utervlcw •. 

50Neit1u.~r Weatherspooll nor Stanfield, however, was among the thirteen 
professors who resigned during the aJbrementioned controversy in 1958. 

51 Cox, Interview 4. 
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that he was "replacing~' Stanfield.52 Secondly~ Cox was not prcpan.~d for the d(~luge of 

work created by the outgoing professors. While Nolan Patrick Howington had taught in 

the preaching department •. Howington' s area of specialty was Christian ethics. 

Consequently, the only other help to Cox that first year was a PhD student \'Vho taught 

Cox's methodology ofpreachil1g. Nevertheless, Cox busily began a teaching career at 

Southern Seminary that would eventually span over four decades and result in the 

bi" l' t" I . b k '13 pu lC~ltlOns or transations o. C use to SIxty 00 S." 

Conclusion 

Cox's early life is a t1lscinating demonstration of the providential hand of 

God, working through the events of time to bring Cox to a position of influence among 

preachers and preaching. From an eady age, Cox learned from his parents both the 

importance of pursuing academic excellence and the virtue of Christian depOltment 

Early writings such as his weekly "Meditation" undoubtedly prepared Cox for the 

rigorous demands and deadlines that would accompany his future contributions to the 

field ofhomil.etics. His experience of three pastorates also shaped the counsel he would 

give in his preaching texts and in his classroom lectures. 

52While Stanfield was not among the thirteen professors who resigned, Cox 
believes that Stantield may have sympathized with the thirteen. Consequently, Cox 
feared others might wrongly perceive that he had come to replace Stanfield. He recalls 
joining Crescent Hill Baptist Church in 1959 (Stanfield~ s former church) and sensing 
this feeling among some ofthe membership. 

5:;'r11e reader is referred to the tctppcndices i()f more inf6mlatiot1 conccming 
the biography of cox~s academic career, See the '·Time ,L,ine" where the author 
provides a chronological account of significant events of Cox's life from birth to the 
present. and "Prca.ching Engagements" where the author has listed significl;lnt occasions 
for Cox's pulpit supply. 
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One can hardly think of Cox without wondering how he has bcml able to 

teach in one school fhr sllch a long period of time, especially given the inevitable 

periods of stifling bureaucracy and the academic tension that fllCCS filly institution of 

higher learning, Perhaps the context of the seminary in 1958-1959 strengthened Cox by 

equipping him with a fiml resolve to avoid future academic strife and remain forever 

focused upon the more important task of training students to preach. Remarks about his 

"staying power" are instructive: 

Well 1 am grateful for the opportunity for staying here and teaching. I have 
not gotten into the politics of the situation and there are people that I pray t()f 
every day that I do not agree with. When I look at the history of Christianity~ it is 
a mixed bag; something to think about. You look at Luther. We owe so much to 
Luther, but Luther was not a perfect man and there were some aspects to what he 
did that could have been done better, but he made his contribution, I think of what 
God did with the cross. It is the same God. There are things on both si.des-·or on 
all three or four sides--of so many issues that have faults, but I think that the grace 
and power of God and God's ultimate working out of things should give us great 
hope. 54 

54COX, Interview 4, 



CHAPTER 3 

WRITTEN HOMILETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter offers an overview Cox's major homiletical writings. As Cox 

has written prolifically, 110t all published c,ontributions will be surveyed. Books and 

major homiletical articles are the focus of this chapter. Lesser or repetit:ive articles are 

included ,in the bibliography at the conclusion of this chapter where the reader will tind 

this writer's attempt to construct a comprehensive index of Cox's writings, Because the 

chapter is meant to survey Cox's publications, the chapter is descriptive in nature. For 

critical comments concerning Cox's major homiletical books. the reader is referred to 

chapter seven of this paper "Cox Among His Colleagues." 

Learning to Speak Effectively 

Cox's first book is a short text on communication. Learning to Speak 

Effectively was first published in London by Hodder & Stoughton in 1966 and then 

republished by Baker in ] 974.1 To write this book, Cox located a small cell on the third 

floor of the library at Southern Seminary and disciplined himself to write for a certain 

I James W, Cox, Learning to Speak 1~11i"ctive~y (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton. 19(6), 

39 
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period of time each day.2 On the cover of the book is a picture of Cox seated at a desk, 

holding his glasses in one hand. The picture was taken by DougJas McCall. son of then 

Seminary President Duke McCalL Cox. said that he had simply forwarded the picture to 

Hodder & Stoughton, thinking they may want to use it, but had no idea they would put 

it on the cover of the book.3 

The editors ,",vrite on the back of the book: '"This book is invaluable tbr aU 

who are called upon to speak in pub1ic~ and especially for clergy and ministers.n4 Also 

on the back of the book is an endorsem.ent from D. W. Cleverley Ford, Director ofthc 

College of Preachers. He writes: "Having taught preaching to over a thousand clergy in 

the last six years, J do not hesik'lte to say that I should be happy to see my students go 

away from the training course with this book in their bag. It is t1rst class." 

Stephen F. Winward. with whom Cox would later compile selections for the 

.Minister's Worship Manual,s writes the foreword for the book. Noting that 

communicators of various professions will find the book helpfhl, Winward writes: 

2James W. Cox, interview by author, tape recording, The Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky, 10 February 2000. Hereafter referred to 
as Interview 1. 

4Due to the nature of this particular chapter, the writer will i{lotnote only 
those citations that are 110t clearly documented in the body of the tex.t. References to 
statements made on book jackets; .for example, will not be footnoted as the reader can 
infer the .location of such references from the text. Neither will general content from 
Cox's \vritings be footnoted as such documentation would become burdensome and 
obviously extraneous. Direct quotations from th.e writings, however, will continue to be 
documented by footnote. 

S Ernest A. Payne. Stcph(.~n F. Winward, and James W. Cox, eds., Minister's 
Worship .Mcmual (New York: World, 1969), 



"[Cox's] book can be of help to all who speak in public, for h.c has no one type of 

speech in mind. The rules he expounds apply to the teacher in class, the preacher in 

church, the politician in his constituency, the executive in the boardroom, the 

bridegroom at his wedding reception. the chainnan at the annual business meeting.,,6 
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The book is very short; 62 pages in an~ including three appendices. It breaks 

down into ten "ru1es" for effective speaking, each rule representing what amounts to a 

chapter each, though the word "chapter" is not used. The rules are as follows: (1) Have 

Something to Say, (2) Talk about the Wants and Needs of Your Audience, (3) Organiz.e 

Your Thoughts, (4) Start ill an Interesting Way, (5) Use a Variety of Supporting 

Material, (6) Make a Pointed Conclusion; (7) Simplify Your Sentences and Your 

Language, (8) Identify with Your Audience, (9) Know what You will Say, and (10) Be 

Alive vihen You Speak. 

Cox writes that these ten rules cover all kinds of public speech. He adds: "I 

am convinced that if you follow these rules you wiI] be liberated and soon on your way 

towards success as a speaker, whether you make a political speech, address a club 

meeting, talk to a group of salesmen, give a devoti.onal talk, teach a Sunday school 

class, or preach a sennon.,,7 

Much of the advice offered in this text is indicative of Cox's homiletical 

philosophy and method. For example, Cox stresses the importance of having unity and 

order in speeches, characteristic of his deductive approach to preaching. WWl respect 

6Cox,Leaming to ,r.,'{Jeak Etfi!f.:tive(y, "Foreword," n. p. 

7Ibid., 13 H I 4. 



to conclusions, he writes: 4'Plan your speech so that it will both cond.ude and seem to 

conclude at the right mmllent." and, "Do not sit down before you have told your 

listeners what you want them to do."s 
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In the section entitled, "Rule Eight: Identify with Your Audience," Cox 

recounts an interesting discussion he had with Karl Barth's son, Markus Barth, at Union 

Theological Seminary. Cox asked Markus about his fathee s use of first person 

pronouns in his sermons to prisoners in Basle, Switzerland. Cox was struck by the 

theologian's frequent use of the words "we" and "our" in his sermons as wel) as the fact 

that each sermon began with the phrase "My dear brothers and sisters." The approach 

helped Barth identify with his audience. Markus told Cox that when Barth was done 

preaching, the prisoners often wanted to see him and talk with him further.9 

The book cOIlcludes with three appendices, Appendix A is entitled "A 

Cheek-List for Speeches:' which includes questions to ask ofthe finished speech. 

Questions include "Have you eliminated all traces of arrogance or of 'holier-than-thou' 

attitudes?" and "Does the introduction lead logically into the main discussionT'\O The 

second appendix is entitled "Suggestions for Special Types of Speech." Here Cox 

provides counsel for speeches ranging anywhere from simplc introductions to 

acceptance speeches, to dinner speeches, and to sermons. 

Concerning the category of sennons, Cox offers advice such as "Twenty to 

8Ibid,,33. 

91bid .. 39. See also 61 n, 2. 

tOlbid., 50. 
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thirty minutes is a tol{~ra.hle lengthtbr most scnnons" and "Avoid the 'ministerial 

tone. m 11 He also refers the reader to a nurnber of books containing "helpful definitions 

and distinctions" to discover how sennons arc diHerent from other i()m1S of public 

address. These books include P. T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching and the Modern A1ind; 

John Knox, The In'egri~y (?!,Preaching; Dietrich Ritschl, A Theology (d'Proc/amation; 

Ronald Sleeth, The Prociarnation of the Word, Cox adds that the reader should 

"especially" consider Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, yol. I, pt. 2 and will find "unusual 

value" ill James D. Smart, 11u;! Interpretation o/Scripture and Paul Scherer, The Word 

God Sent. 

The book concludes with Appendix C which is entitled "The Speaker's 

Voice." Cox believes that speakers may speak adequately with their natural voices and 

recommends ways by which they may improye. These ways include diaphragmatic 

breathing, clear diction, and proper inflection. Cox also recommends the use of a tape 

recorder that the speaker may discover his strengths and weaknesses. 

Preaching Texts and Book of'Sermons 

Cox has written two main preaching texts. The first, A Guide to Biblical 

Preaching, was published in 1976 by Abingdon. The second, Preaching: A 

Comprehensive Approach to the Design and Delivery o/Sermons, was published in 

1985 by liarper & Row. It was revised in 1993 by Harper Collins and has been 

published and lIsed by Seminary Extension of the Southern. Baptist Selllillt1ries. This 

section pt'ovides an overview of these two main homiletical textbooks. After a brief 

lllbid,,54. 
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analysis of the structure and content of each chapter, some attention wilt be given to the 

various persons cited, quoted, or recQmmend(~d as worthy of consideration. 12 Cox also 

authored a study guide on. preaching entitled Contemporary Chri,\'tian PrcachinK: Sh/(~}I 

Guide, This guide was published in 1988 by The Seminary Extenlal Education 

Division of the Southern Baptist Seminaries. Finally, this section includes an overview 

of a book of original sermons by Cox. The book is entitled Surprised by God, 

Interpreting God's Ollis ofLifa and Couragefi)'!' Living. It was published in 1979 by 

Broadman. 

A Guide to Biblical Preaching 

'Illis textbook continues to be utilized by homiletical students across the 

country.B Cox would like to believe that the book's popularity is owing to its succinct 

presentation of homiletical essentials, but admits that it is more likely the book's brevity 

that draws the attraction of teachers and students. J4 The text is rather small; 142 pages 

of very readable print bound together in a book closer in size to an issue of Reader's 

Digest than the size of most homiletical textbooks. To be sure, however, the text is 

J2This writer presupposes that Cox's :favorable mention of particular names 
provides the reader with helpful insights into Cox's own homiletical contributions by 
considering those who have shaped or influenced his philosophy and method. For this 
reason, this chapter will include the mention of certain names cited, reterenced, or 
quoted by Cox. For an iu"depth treatment of Cox's herrnencutics and homiletical 
method as informed from the writings overviewed in this sectioll, see chapters 4 and 5 
of this paper. 

BJames W. Cox. A Guide to Biblical Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon, 1975). 

14COX, Interview 1. 



merely a "Guide" to biblical preaching, certainly not intended to be the .fiml1 word on 

homiletics. 

The back of the book boasts several endorsements by different periodicals. 
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The Clergy Journal writes: "James W. Cox has sl.1perbJy displayed the art of sermon 

writing and preaching ... , One assumes that seminarians will be required to read Cox's 

book. Experienced preachers somehow ought to be required to read it. too." The 

Princeton S'eminary Bulletin writes that Cox's book is one of"exceptional quality and 

usefulness.~· Christianity Today ren~rs to it as "both c01'nprehensive and concise, .. 

packed with specific helps," A reviewer for Review and [t,,lcpositor asserts: "The 

distinguishing marks of this work are maturity, brevity, and practicality ... , ifI could 

have only one book on the subject, this would be my choice." Finally, Christian 

Mini.!m:v writes: "An extremely practical 'how-to' book and one that every preacher 

ought to read through non-stop .... A worthwhile addition to your professional 

library." 

In the "Preface and Acknowledgments" section of the book, Cox 

acknowledges his professional indebtedness to a number of persons who intluenced his 

thought in this text. While mentioning no one in particular, Cox states that several 

"respected mentors" helped shape his views. Among these, of course, are the persons 

he favorably footnotes throughout his text In addition, Cox writes that these mentors 

include "protessors and colleagues in the Southern Baptist 'rheological Seminary. first 

of aU, and also those in Union Seminary, Princeton Seminary, the University of Zurich, 
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and the Baptist SemimU)' of RiischlikorhZurich. Switzerland:,15 

'[he book breaks down into five chapters with an average of about twenty 

pages per chapter. The briefintroductiou, "How to Usc This Book," suggests pnlctical 

ways that the reader may gain the most from his reading. Cox recommends at least two 

readings; the first to discover how the book resonates with the way the reader is 

currently preaching and the second with a view toward a more in-depth analysis of 

sections of the book that appeal to the reader. 

Chapter 1 t "What is Biblical Preaching,'~ contains material found in an article 

bearing the same title that Cox wrote two years em'lier for an issue of Proclaim 

magazine. 16 The chapter contains two main divisions: (I) Why Preach from the Bible, 

and (2) .How to Preach from the Bible. A thoughtful scan ofthis chapter reveals those 

who have inf1uenced Cox and those whom he favorably cit.es. He writes, tbr example, 

how he was influenced in his youth by E. Y .. Mullins' Christian Religion in Its Doctrinal 

Expression and Harry Emerson Fosdick's Guide to Understanding the Bible. Cox also 

favOl'able cites a considerable amount of material from one of James T. Cleland's 

sermons and recommends that the reader look at the sermons of Eduaxd Schweizer in 

God's inescapable Nearness and Km'l Barth in Deliverance to the C'aptives. From these 

last two, Cox believes the reader will Jearn "how to let the transfbnning spirit of God 

come to expression through the text from the very beginning.,,17 

15COX, A Guide to Biblical Preaching, "Preface and Acknowledgments~" no 
page number. 

IIlJarnes W. Cox, "What is Biblical PreachingT' Proclaim (Ju.ly 1975): 35~39 . 

.17(. . ,/ (' '.1 ?£.' ,ox, /l JUlue, .... \). 
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Chapter 2. "Using Texts," is the shortest chapter in the book, Injust eight 

pages, Cox treats the f'bllowing tour areas: (l) The Purpose of a Text, (2) Types of 

Texts, (3) Objections to Texts, and (4) Defense of Texts. Cox makes reference to a 

"breathtaking homiletical pertonnance" by Rev. D. J. McDowell in a printed sernl011 

that used the entire Bible as the text for a sermon on Jesus Christ. III As ~'excellent 

examples" of biblical character preaching. Cox recommends the reader consider 

Alexander Whyte's Bible Characters t\,') well as volumes by Clarence E. Macartney and 

Clovis ChappelL 19 I;'urthcrmore, Cox recommends that the reader consider the sermons 

of Helmut Thielicke and Walter Luthi in order to discover messages that are "filled with 

drama and vitality. ,,;10 

Like the first chapter, Chapter 3, "Mitring the Scriptural Treasures," contains 

information previously published by Cox in the earlier Proclaim article?l The chapter 

is comprised of two sections: (1) "Preparing lor the Future," where Cox suggests ways 

in which the preacher may prepare his sermons as far ahead as possible, and (2) 

"Excavating the Text," where Cox treats the matter of biblical interpretation. In this 

second section, Cox suggests fourteen questions to ask when interpreting a passage of 

Scripture.22 "Some of these questions," Cox writes later in Preaching. '\vere suggested 

18Ibid., 32. 

191bid,,33. 

20Ibid., 37. 

21See above. 

22See chupter 4 of this paper, "Hermeneutics/' where each of these questions 
is examined in some detaiL 
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in classroom 1ectures of Professor Paul Scherer~ by James Black in his Alystery (~r 

Preaching~ by Harry Emerson. Fosdick in a symposium led by Charles McGlon. "flow r 

Prepare My Sermons," and by HaH(Jrd Luccock in his in the .Minister's Workshop.,,23 

Chapter 4, "The Anatomy ofthe Sermon," is the longest chapter oftha text 

This chapter treats how the sermon is composed and is divided into three logical 

sections: (1) The Beginning, (2) The Middle. and (3) "rhe End. Concerning 

introductions, Cox suggests thoughtful opening sentences to engage the hearer. 

Examples are provided by James S. Stewart. Ralph W. Sockman, Robert W. 

McCracken, Halford E. Luccock. John S. Bonnell, Harry Emerson Fosdick, Ernest T. 

Campbell, and Eduard Schweizer. III the second section of this chapter. Cox favorably 

cites H. Grady Davis to support his belief that the sennon must have a main idea or 

controlling purpose, an idea that Cox usually refers to as the "Central Idea," Many 

sermon outlines are provided throughout the chapter; some by Cox and others by Barth) 

Broadus, Fosdick, Stewart, W.E. Sangster, C. Roy Angell, George A. Buttrick, Merrill 

R. Abbey, and James Cleland. Cox also cites fro111 Andrew Blackwood's text, The 

Preparation a/Sermons. 

The last chapter is entitled 04Style and Illustration." Here Cox treats three 

main areas: (1) Points and Paragraphs, (2) Sentences, and (3) Words. Cox refers to the 

"remarkable" ability of George W. Truett to use the rhetorical device of repetition and 

:
23James W. Cox, Preaching, A Comprehensive Approach to the Design and 

Delivery ofSemums (Nashville: Seminary Extenllion, n. d. ), 296 n. 9. Hereafter 
referred to as Preaching. 
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also cites a portion of a sermon by Phillips Brooks as an example.24 Cox also regards 

the use of simile by Fulton J. Sheen as '"impressivc.,,25 Conccming the use of sentences 

in the sermon~ Cox discusses three "targets" to keep in mind: Clarity. Interest, and 

Impressiveness. Cox also treats word usage and transitions. At the conclusion of this 

chapter. Cox provides an "EpHogue," wherein he suggests five actions the reader should 

take that "will give the contents ofthis book its maximum value:"26 (1) Read widely. (2) 

Analyze what you read, (3) Imitate, (4) Practice, and (5) Go public. In this last action, 

Cox quotes "an old saying," He writes: "The only way to learn to preach is by 

preaching. ,.27 

'I11C text concludes with three appendices. The first. Appendix A, is entitled, 

"Examples of Sermon Preliminaries. ,,28 Here Cox provides timr examples of semlOllS 

broken down by title, lesson, text, central idea, general end; and specif1c intent. For 

some of this content, Cox acknowledges his indebtedness to James Cleland, Dean of the 

Chapel and Professor of Homiletics at Duke Divinity SchooL In the preface of the text, 

Cox writes: "His [Cleland's] sermon adaptations of the concepts of General End and 

Specific Intent put forth by Alan Monroe in his Principles and Types (?lSpeech are 

24COX, A Guide, 93. 

25Ibid,,97. 

26Ibid., 113. 

2111 'd 11-)1., :'l. 

28Sce Appendix 2 of this paper for a reproduction. 
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retlected" in Appendix A.29 

Appendix B, "Guiding Principlesf()c the Interpretation of The Bible:' 

contains findings of the Ecumenical Study Conference held at Wadham College. 

Oxford, June~July, 1949. Cox recommends these principles as "helpfullbr review. ,~:JO 

Members of the conference include C.H. Dodd, W. Eichrodt, ,md W. Schweitzer." 

Appendix Cis entitled, "Lectionary for the Christian Year." It inc.ludes a 

three year lectionary Cox obtained from The Worship Book~·-Services and l(vmns. Cox 

recommends the option of using a lectionary as a way of regularly preaching through 

the Bible. In his first pastorate after seminary, Cox "discovered the value of a 

lectionary."n .He explains: "Partly to take the pain out of getting a text for at least one 

sermon each Sund,lY and partly as a discipline to compel myself to come to grips with 

certain scripture that 1 might otherwise unconsciously avoid, I turned to the lectionaries 

for help. ,,33 He adds: "This did not become my exclusive method, yet I used it often 

enough and long enough to prove its value. ,,34 

29COX. A Guide, "Preface and Acknowledgements," no page number. 

30Ibid., 12. 

:!IIbid., 127-28. See also Appendix 3 of this paper for a reproduction. 

32COX, A Guide; 43 . 

. p 
-"'Ibid. 
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As the title suggests. this text is meant to be a more in~dcpth treatment of the 

preparation and delivery of sermons than Cox's fonner text. With a sum total 01'329 

pages, the text is more than twice the size of A Guide to Biblical Preaching. The book 

divides into five main sections: 1) The Importance of Preaching, 2) The Context of 

Preaching, 3) The Content of Semlons, 4) 1110 Making of Sennolls. and 5) The Delivery 

OfSemlOtls. 

The book jacket from the 1993 Harper Conins publication pmmises that the 

text "is remarkable for its comprehensiveness, covering not only the sermons n'om the 

central idea (the statement of emergent truth) to presentation, but also different 

homiletic styles." The book, originally published in 1985, made Preaching magazine's 

"Ten Recent Books Every Preacher Should Read.,,35 

Cox dedicates the book to his family. He writes: ''To my sons, David Allan 

Cox and Kenneth Mitchell Cox, whose genuine interest, tUlfailing encouragement, and 

sound advice have added to my joy in writing this book ... And to my wife, Patricia 

Pan-ent Cox, who has lovingly contributed her special affirmation and inspiration to this 

project and to every aspect of my ministry.,,36 

In the preface, Cox explains that two particular individuals urged him to write 

the book, namely Charles L. Wallis~ fhrmer editor of Pulpit Digest and The Ministers 

J5Michael Duduit, ed., "Ten :Recent Books Every Preacher Should Read," 
Preaching (.Ianuary~February, 1(87): 6. 

36COX, Preaching. Dedication Page. 
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A1anual, and John Shopp, editor at Harper Publishers in San Francisco. Cox ex.plains 

that the text "would have no doubt appeared earlier, except for the unexpected death of 

Mr. Wallis, whose editorial duties [with Pulpit Digest] I took over and added to my 

already full schedule. ,,37 Cox also acknow]edges his indebtedness to the influence of 

former hmniletidans and texts, noting in pal1icular John A. Broadus, Arthur E. Phillips, 

and James T. Cleland. 

The first section of the book, "The Importance of Preaching;' consists of just 

two chapters: 1) The Nature of Preaching, and 2) The Preacher's Authority. These two 

chapters are foundational to Cox's homiletical philosophy and methodology. The first 

chapter treats what Cox beHeves are ttmr elements that define the nature of preaching. 

These elements are proclamation, w.itness, teaching, and prophesying?1 In the second 

chapter, Cox treats the matter of the preacher's authority. Cox believes that the 

preacher's sources of authority include a divine can, ordination, education, experience, 

character, and the biblical text. The Holy Spirit is set apalt as a "special authority." 

Additional remarks include Cox's beliefs that authority may be conferred or imposed. 

authority may be earned, and authority can be lost. Throughout the first section of the 

book; Cox quotes or cites from a wide array of scholars. Among them are Walter 

Eichrodt, H. H. Rowley, Phillips Brooks, Charles Spurgeon, Karl Barth, .He1mut 

Thielicke, John Baillie and Dale Moody. 

"7 . Ibid., ix~x. 

38See Chapter 5 of this di.ssertation for a fuller discussion of these four 
elements. 
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The second sectinn, "The Context of Preaching," includes the 1bllowing three 

chapters: The Cultural Context, The Worship Context. and The Sharing of Meaning. 

as the culture's expectations of ministers and how the public worship service pro.vides 

the occasion for preaching, In chapter four o.fthis section, "'I'he Sharing of Meaning," 

Cox enjoins the reader to preach in such a way as to. engage hearers in the message. 

While preaching is strictly defined as monolo~'14e in nature, the preacher should, 

nevertheless, strive for dialogue through what Cox terms "mutual respect." By this Co.X 

means that the preacher should strive for ways he may identify with the he(11'or,39 This 

second section contains quotations or citations from scholars including Paul 'l'illich, 

William Temp.ie, Yngve Brilioth. Karl Barth, Paul Scherer, P. T. Forsyth, Karl Rahner, 

Eduard Schweizer, John Killinger, and Don Aycock. 

'111C third section, "The Content of Sermons," introduces the more practical 

material of the book. This section is divided into the fo.llowing three chapters: The 

Text, The Emergent Truth, and The Aim. 

In chapter 6, "The Text," Cox treats the matters of text selection and 

interpretation. He off.crs several recommendations co.ncerning the selection of 

particular texts. These recommendations include: avoid spurious texts, do not 

misunderstand the text, do not be bmmd by authorized interpretations, avoid allegorical 

interpret.'ltions~ and use typological interpretation very carefully. Cox stresses the 

importarwc of what he calls "executing the text." By this he mea.ns the application of 

39COX, Preaching, 56. 
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the text once the preacher has explained its meaning. He vvrites: "It is not nearly so 

important that the text should get explained as that it should gel carried out. ,,40 He 

explains: 

I recall a conversation with Professor Gerhard Ebeling at the Hermeneutical 
Institute in Zurich. We talked about his play on two GenTIan words-auslegung 
("exposition") and ausfiihrung ("exectltion~')-!:ts a most important distinction for 
preaching. In one of his essays he uses the analogy of the judge and the accused. 
What matters to the person standing before the judge is how the judge applies the 
law in his ctt')e, not the judge's explanation of it, though, in fl\ct, the judge may 
deem it wise and necessary to explain the law before pronouncing the sentence. 
The most important thing that could happen when I speak about a text or read or 
hear a discussion of o.ne is this: God may be speaking to me or to those who hear 
me through the text.41 

Cox also provides in this chapter the fourteen questions to aid text interpretation that he 

provides in A Guide to Biblical Preaching.42 

In chapter 7, "The Emergent Truth," Cox introduces his concept of the 

"central idea.'~ The central idea. is the "theologically shaped statement" which most 

homileticians refcr to as the proposition. This idea consists of both a subject and a 

predicate. The subject is the main topic of the message and the predicate elaborates 

upon the subject, demonstrating the relevance of the topic. Cox writes a.bout sources, 

themes, and fomls of the central idea, providing examples derived from the text in 

Joshua 24: 16~34. Also included in this chapter are several examples of central ideas as 

provided by various preachers of different backgrounds and time periods. In addition to 

40Ibid .• 69. 

4IIbid., 69~ 70. 

ifZA Guide, 49~58. See also chapter 4 of this paper, "Hermeneutics," where 
each of thest~ questions is examined in fuller detaiL 
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their clarity, Cox adds that these statements "arc promising ofinteresting or signiikant 

discussion to follow.,,43 Cox then provides examples from (he following preadlers: 

Robert South, F. V. Reinhard, Austin Phelps, Thomas Chalmers, Horace Bushnell, 

Nathaniel Emmons. D. M. Baillie. Harry Emerson Fosdick, G. Earl Guinn, J. Wallace 

Hamilton, Wayne E. Oates, Norman Vincent Peale, John A. T. Robinson. Robert 

Schuller, Pau.l TilHch, and John Claypool. 

Chapter 8, "The Aim," cone ems the purpose of preaching. Cox. delineates six 

different "aims" of preaching and discusses each one in some detail. 'These six aims are 

imbedded in the following types of preaching: evangelistic, expository, doctrinal. 

ethical, pastoral, and devotionaL Through each one of these alms~ the hearer wiH 

discover the relevance of the text as demonstrated by the preacher, The preacher, then. 

has "something definite to aim at: a person to be saved, a text to be explained, a 

doctrine to be taught, a conscienc,e to be guIded, a heart to be comfhrted, or a worshiper 

to be met with God.w44 

In addition to the names already mentioned above, Cox quotes or cites a 

number of other scholars in this section. Among these scholars are included Claus 

Westermann, Krister Stendahl, James Sanders, PaulW. Hoon, Charles Reynolds 

Brown, William James, Dietrich Ritschl, Leander Keck, Fred Craddock, Donald G. 

Miller, James Stewart. John Dewey, Peter Bnmner, Robert .1. McCracken, Horton 

Davies, 1ll1d Richard B(1,,,xter. 

43COX, Preaching, 89. 

44Ibid.~ 94. 
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Sectioll four, "The Maki.ng of Serm()ns,~' is predictably the largest and most 

practical section of material in the book. Here Cox provides nine chapters treating the 

crafting of the sermon.. These chapters, nine through seventeen. cover topics such as the 

preparation of sermons, sermon structure, introductions and conclusions, motivation, 

illustration. and style. 

For general sermon preparation, Cox recommends wide reading, keeping 

abreast of changes in culture~ continuing education, and the study of other sermons. 

Suggestions are also made concerning specific semlon preparation. Preachers~ 

however, will best find their own methods of preparations by way of experit:nentation. 

Concerning sermon stmcture. Cox recommends the following rules: (1) Let 

your structure bTtOW out of the text or the central idea, (2) Let your sermon have unity~ 

and (3) Let your semlOn achieve suitable climax. Cox also recommends some 

"Suggestions for Structuring a Sel1TIon." These principles are: (1) Do not always state 

your points or leading ideas before you discuss them, (2) Do not discuss too many 

points, (3) Avoid wordy statement of your points, (4) Do not overlap the points. (5) Do 

not make a main point of a SUb-point. (6) Do not fail to group ideas that can be 

discussed under one head, (7) Avoid putting ideas under the wrong heading, and (8) 

Avoid artificial or strained alliteration. Cox then recommends four different ways of 

sermon outlining: the word outline, the phrase outline, the complete sentence outline, 

and a "directional sentence" outline as used by Clyde Fant. 

In chapter 11, "Structural OptiOllS/' Cox argues that the preacher will be 

better prepared to present his sen.non once he determines which structural form the 

sermon should take. Cox believes senTIons fall into main structural categories. In fact, 



he notes that the scnnons hc compiled fot' his two volumes of The Tl+'enlieth Century 

Pulpit faU into such main categories, In this chapter, Cox discusses the following 

structural options: explaining .. -as in the explanation of a tcxt or doctriJle~ affirming, 

reasoning, applying, questing, storytelling, and combining. 

The structural option of "explaining" represents the kind of sermon most 

homileticians refer to as expository sermons. Cox believes that expository sennons arc 

differentiated from other types of messages primarily i.n thl;\t "expository sermons 

heavily emphasize the explaining of scripture. ,,45 Cox explains that verse-by~verse 

expositional preaching has traditionally been termed 11 "homily," though he notes that 

the word has come to take on a more general meaning. Cox believes that the sermons 

of Martin Luther, Karl Barth, and Eduard Schweizer "often demonstrate the best 

features of the homily, ~,46 

The other structural options are provided as equally viable ways to preach. 

The "aftirming" sermon is that which proclaims assumed biblical truths without making 

any attempt to argue their validity. The "reasoning" seml0n, on the other hand, 

attempts to argue the validity of the biblical tmths presented in the message. 

"Applying" sermons are those which set forth a main principle derived from the text 

and then seek to demonstrate the relevance of the principle throughout the remainder of 

the message. The structural option of "question" is that which raises questions and then 

seeks to answer those questions throughout the sermon. "Storytelling" as its name 

4'iIb'd ·l51 ' .1 " •. .. 

46/b'·) 1 n") .. J(., .) .... 
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suggests is the sermon that is presented illl1arrative fashion. It: may be either a biblical 

story or a contemporary story, but it must be contextually grounded in the biblical text. 

The "combining'! sermon combines different modes of structural development. Cox 

writes about what James Cleland temlS the "old expository" semlOfl. Aside frorn th(~ 

introduction and conclusion, this approach consists ofthree main divisions; (1) 

exegesis~the htllen" of the text, (2) exposjtion~~the "aJways'; of the text, and 3) 

application-the "now" of the text. 

Sermon introductions should be related to iHe, anticipatory, and brief. The 

very first sentence of the sermon should be ··promising.,,47 That is, the,preacher should 

begin the message in an engaging manner by creating an interest in the sermon. The 

preacher will also be benellted by using a variety of different introductions in his 

sermons. 

Conclusions are the place "where the hearer renders a verdiet.,,48 Like 

introductions, conclusions should generally be brief. Furthermore. the preacher should 

"never introduce new material" in the conclusion.49 Rather, he may summarize the 

main points, provide an illustration or story that encapsulates the whole of the message, 

or call for a decision of some sort. 

While sennons need not have a title, Cox recommends that, "for the sake of 

the congregation that needs a peg on which to hang the preacher's message, the effbrt to 

47Ibid., 182. 

481bid .• 185. 

49Ibid .. 187. 
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formulate a memorable titJe is time well spent.',50 Sermon titles may focus on a need, 

create curiosity. raise a question, make a statement, focus on the text, or suggest a 

theme, 

In chapter 14, ·'The Factors of Attention and Interest," Cox explains how the 

preacher may effectively engage hearers in the preached sermon. The preacher 

accomplishes this working the following themes into his messages: matters ()fyital 

interest, the familiar, the unusual, l'nystcry, suspense, conflict, humor, and the concrete. 

Concerning the ethics of motivation, Cox writes that one may assume the 

following statements: (l) God uses us to communicate with others like us, (2) God uses 

the messengers' humanity in the c,ommunication process, (3) God uses persons called 

and dedicated to the preaching task to speak tbr Him. and (4) God"called persons may 

make their ef1brts to communicate God's message more effectively by their manner of 

communication, Cox warns that the preacher will be judged for whatever motives he 

may have for preaching, but then issues a "needed caveat." He asserts: "Don't permit 

your fear of doing the wrong thing cause you to do nothing to bring people to faith and 

obedience."sl The preacher is expected to make '"lawful and responsible" persuasion. 52 

Cox next writes about sennon development and support. By development, 

Cox means the development of thought. There are four main methods of development: 

definition, explanation, restatement, and argument. By support Cox means the support 

50Ibid., 190, 

51Ibid" 214. 

S21b'd 2'15 " 1., . 
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of ideas or what is more generally catt:gorized as "illustration." Support of ideas mny 

take the torm of examples-including general, specific. and hypothetical. They may 

also take the fbrm of illustrations-such as simile, analogy. metaphor, 01' allegory. 

IlIustratkms may also include stories, such as anecdotes, parables, or ntbles. Finally~ 

support of ideas may take the form of testimony. By testimony, Cox has in mind the use 

of particular individuals whose testimony "lends authority to the preacher's word.,,;3 

Chapter 17, "8ty10/' has to do primarily with the preacher's word choice. 

Cox urges clarity and simplicity. Effective style includes speaking in the first person 

singular, taHoring messages to the audience~ honesty, use ofthe indicative mood over 

the imperative, ski1lftll repetition, and economic use of words. In order to impr(}ve 

one's style, Cox recommends wide reading, writing. studying other preachers, and 

critiquin.g one's own sermons. 

This lengthy section contains a number of quotations and citations. Several 

scholars have already been mentioned in the previous three sections. In. addition to 

those names, Cox references persons such as Fulton Sheen, Robert J. McCracken, 

George W. Webber, John Watson (Ian Maclaren), Emil Brmmer, St. Augustine, R. C. 

11. Lenski. Joseph Fort Newton, Harry A. Overstreet, Henry Ward Beecher, D. W. 

Cleverly Ford, George A. Buttrick, Andrew Blackwood. G. Paul Butler, Frederick 

Buechner, Arthur Edward Phillips, Clement Rogers, Rudolf Flesch. and Theodore 

Parker Ferris. 

~3 . "Ibid., 233. 
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The last section tocuses upon the delivery of sermons, The section is 

comprised of the fbllowing chapter topics: the mastery of the message, the use of voice 

and body, and the preacher's personality. 

Cox notes that there are at least four ways in which preachers may delivery 

their sermons: preaching without 11otes, preaching with notes, verbatim memoriz.ation, 

and reading fi'om a manuscript. He then discusses the various strengths and weaknesses 

of each method. No one method is presented as the best method. In fact. the preacher 

is encouraged to experiment Cox writes: "No preacher should quickly settle into a 

pattern of sermon delivery Vv1thout exploring the different possibilities, so as to 

detennine which method of delivery will maximize one's effectiveness:,54 

As the title promises, chapter 19, "The Use o:fVoice and Body," explores 

various concepts about which the preacher should be aware in sennon delivery. Cox 

discusses the importance of good vocal pitch, quality, artkulation, prolllmciation, rate~ 

phrasing, and volume. Bodily gestures should be natural, graceful, and varied. 

The final chapter, "The Preacher~s Personality," concerns the matter of the 

preacher's ethos. Cox discusses the importance of Bible reading and prayer. In 

addition, the preacher's character should develop as he grows in the disciplines of 

caring, working, believing, and obeying. 

Like the previous sections of material, this last section contains references to 

several ditlerent scholars. Including references to scholars already made in previous 

54I·b'd ")66 1 ., "") • 



sections, Cox references persons such as Virgil A. Anderson. Raymond W. Albright. 

Markus Barth, Henri J. M. Nouwen. Paul Tournier, and John Bunyan. 

The book contains a helpful ni.ne page bibliographic section entitled, "For 

.FurtherR.eading and Reference.~' The "Introduction" ofthis materi.al is divide·d into 

books recommended in the areas of both rhetoric and homiletics. Among those listed, 

Cox notes with asterisks works that are "especially recommended." For rhetoric, COl( 

especially recommends Lane C()oper~ The Rhetoric (~lArist()tle. For homiletics, he 

especially recommends S~tint Augustine, On Christian Doctrine; John A. Broadus, On 

the Preparation and Delivery (~lSermons, 4th ed., revised by Vernon L. Stanfield; 

James Cox, The Twentieth Centwy Pulpil, 2 vols.; H. Grady Davis, Design/ill' 

Preaching; Clyde E. Fant and William M. Pinson, Jr., eds., Twenty Centuries afGreat 

Preaching; 11.H. Farmer, The S'ervant of the Word; P. T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching 

and the Modern .Mind; and John Killinger, Fundamentals (?l Preaching. 

The remaining mate.rial of the bibliographic suggestions is divided into 

sections corresponding to the divisions of the book. TI1lls. Part 1 is entitled; "The 

Importance of Preaching." These works, then, correspond to what Cox wrote in 

chapters one and two. Here Cox especially recommends Karl Barth, Church 

Dogmatics. Vol. I., and C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching. 

From Part II, ''The Context of Preaching," Cox especially recommends David 

K. Berlo, The Process qj' Communication; George M. Gibson, The 8tm:}! of the 

Christian Year; Wayne E. Oates, .The Psychology q(Religion; Eric C. Rust, Science and 

.Faith; and Geoffrey Wainwright, Doxology: The Praise of God in W()rship. Doctrine 

and Lifi~: A S:vstematic Theology. 
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In Part Ill, "The Content of Sen nons," Cox especially recommends his cdit\~d 

collection, Biblical Preaching: An Expositor '.'I' Treasury; Robert H. Mounce, The 

Essential Nature of New Testament Preaching; und James S. Stewart, A Faith to 

Proclaim. 

Patt IV. "The Making ofSennolls:' contains the f()llowi.ng special 

recornmendatiollS: Rl.1dolfF.Flesch, How 10 Write, Speak and Think .M{}re 41fectively: 

R. C. H. Lenski. The Sermon: Its Homil(~tical Construction; Alan H. Monroe, Principles 

and Types (~f5'peech; A. E. Phillips, E1fective Spectking; and Eduard Schweizer, Ood's 

Inescapable Nearness. 

The final section, Part V, "The Delivery of Sermons," contains the following 

special recommendations by Cox: Virgil A. Anderson. Training the Speaking Voice; 

John Baillie. A Diary qf'Private Prayer; Daniel T. Niles, The Preacher's Calling to Be 

Servant; and Dwight E. Stevenson and Charles F. Diehl, Reaching People/hun the 

Pulpit. 

Contemporary Christian Preacbing: 
Study Guide 

This 81 ~page guide was written by Cox in connection with a course of Ie red in 

the Seminary Extension Diploma Curriculum Series of the six Southern Baptist 

Seminaries. 55 Such courses are taught by way of correspondence or by c1assroom 

through a seminary extension center. The study guide is to be used alongside Cox's 

55 JamesW. Cox, Contemporary Christian Preaching: Stu<~v Guide 
(Nashville: Seminary Extension Department, 1(88), 
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Preaching text. Consequently. students tlfe instructed to read both the guide and Cox's 

Preaching in their entirety. 

After £1 brief "Course Overview," tho remainder of the guide divides in.to four 

units: (1) The Importance of Pro aching, (2) The Context and Content of Sen nons, (3) 

The Constnlction of Sermons, and (4) The Delivery of Sermons. These units are ftu1her 

divided into seventeen diflerent lessons which roughly correspcmd to the chapter 

divisions in .Preaching. Following each lesson are learning exercises and questions fbI' 

discussion and personal reflection. 

In the beginning pages of the guide, Cox discusses his approach.H.e writes, 

"I want to challenge you to find your own best way of preaching the unsearchable 

riches of Christ. An effective sermon does not have to be shouted, written out, loaded 

down with stories, memorized, read off, preached without notes, narratcd-.... or done in 

any other specific way. ,,56 He add, "I have tried to draw the .limits broadly, so preachers 

with varying talents can .find room to preach with increasing eompetence, skill, and 

success.,,57 

The guide also contains a helpful five·page bibliography as well as 

recommended parallel readings in addition to Cox's Preaching. These parallel readings 

include: Fred B. Craddock, Preaching; H. Stephen Shoemaker, Retelling the Biblical 

Story; Eugene L. Lowry. The Homiletical Plot; Ilion T. Jones, The Principles and 

Practice of Preaching; and Daniel T. Niles, The Preacher's Calling to Be Servant. 

56Ibid.,2. 

57Ibid. 
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This book is a collection of seventeen sermons written by Cox, semlOns that 

focus upon God's grace that are meant to encourage.58 (:ox writes: "The messages in 

this book were born of the faith that God is love and that this love, which we meet most 

meaningfully in Jesus Christ, will never let us go."S!) 

All of the Sen110tlS were actually preached before being published in book 

form, Some of the sermons were preached during chapel at The Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary. One of the benefits of this book to students of Cox's homiletical 

contributions is that it reflects the various ways in which Cox believes sermons may be 

preached. The sennOllS also reneet Cox~s high regard fbI' the Bible in preaching. He 

writes: "I hope they reflect the seriousness with which I regard the written Word; they 

also reflect, I am sure, my shifting moods and what was uppermost in my mind when 

they were preached. ,,60 

The book is 131 pages long and is dedicated to the memory of Cox's parents, 

Carrie Driskill Cox and Isham Monroe Cox, as well as Cox's brother, Isham Monroe 

Cox, Jr. Four of these sermons are analyzed in Chapter 5 of this paper where the writer 

treats Cox's homiletical method. Two others are treated more critically in Chapter 6 of 

this paper, "Sermon Analysis." 

5liJames W. Cox, Surprised by God. Interpreting God's G{fi;s ofL!/e and 
Courage.fi}r Living (Nashville: Broadman, 1979). Hereafter referred to as Surprised by 
God. 

59Ibid., Preface. 
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Edited and Transbded .Publications 

In addition to the books he has authored, C()X has cditl~d or translated a 

number of different works. 'fhis section overviews the most significant contributions. 

In some instances, special attention will be given to (:ommellts made by Cox as the 

editor of these works. The publications will be examined in chronological fashion. 

Tlu! Spirit-Paradete in tile Fmtrth Gospel 

This short book is part of a biblical series edited in 196861 by John 

Reumann.62 It is a collection of two essays, originally written in Gennan by Hans 

Windisch (1881 ~ 1935), Professor of New Testament at Leiden1 Kiel~ and Halle, 

Germany. The first essay. "The Five Johannine Parac1ete Sayings" is a translation of 

"Die fUnfjohanneischen Parakletsprtiche," first published in Festgabe}ttr Ado?l 

Jalieller (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeek], 1927). The second essay, "Jesus ,md 

the Spirit in the Gospel ofJohl1" is a translation of "Jesus und der Geist im 

Johannesevangelium/' first published in Amicitiae Corolla (University of London Press, 

1933). Cox suggested that these two essays be included in the series edited by 

Reumann and served as the translator for them. 

The first essay treats the five "Paraclete Sayings" that occur in the Gospel of 

John (John 14:15~17; 14:25-26; 15:26~27; 16:5~1l; and 16:12-15). In this essay 

6lHans Windisch, The Spirit~Paraclete in the P'ourth Gospel, trans. by James 
W. Cox (Philadelphit'l: F01trcss, 19(8). 

62 At the time of publicat.ion, Reumann wa'S a professor at the Luthem 
Theological Seminary in Philadelphia and also the New 'restament book review editor 
(lfthe Journal olBibli"al Literature. 
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Windisch argues that the Paraclcte sayings are to be detached from their present context 

and understood first as prewChristian references to a late Judaism angelic figure. The 

Apostle John, according to Windisch, later appropriates these Pamclet.c Sayings to the 

Holy Spirit. 

In the second essay Windisch examines the Paraclete Sayings and the 

SYll0ptic gospel accounts of significant events in Jesus) lite such as his baptism and his 

"breathing" the Holy Spirit on his disciples. Windisch then ofiers a presentation of 

Jesus as the One who baptizes with the Holy Spirit. 

Minister's Worship Manual 

Not to be confused with Cox's later editions of The .Minister 's Manual, the 

Minister's Worship Manual was published in 1969 as a compiJation of orders and 

prayers fbr worship,63 Cox served as a compiler along with Ernest A. Payne and 

Stephen F. Winward. The manual was originally published in Great Britain in 1960 by 

The Baptist Union of Great Britain and Ireland under the title Orders and Prayersfbr 

Church Worship. This 1969 publication, simultaneously published in Canada by 

Nelson, Foster & Scott Ltd., represents the first printing of an American edition of the 

manual. 

l11e manual is comprised of eight sections: (1) PrepaJ'ation for Worship, (2) 

The Order of Public Worship, (3) Material for Public Worship, (4) Sentences and 

Prayers tbe the Christian Year, (5) Sentences and Prayers for SpecIal Occasions~ (6) 

63Emcst A. Payne. Stephen F. Winward, and James W. Cox, eds., .Minister's 
Worship Manual (New York: World, 1969). 



Ordinances of the Church. (7) The Ministry of Visitation, and (8) Lectionary. As the 

title suggests, Cox. Payne, and Winward seek to provide worship l{~aders with helpful 

material for use in both public worship as well as related pastoral fun~ti()ns. 

God's hlcscapablc Nearness 

This book, edited in 1971. is l.arge1y the result of Cox's work during the 

summer of t 965 while on sabbatical leave from the Southem Baptist 111cologlcal 

Seminary.64 Cox attended lectures at the University of Zurich, S~'itzerland, where he 
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had the occasion to meet with Eduard Schweizer, Professor of New Testament Exegesis 

and Theology. In the Introduction ofthi$ book, Cox writes that Schweizer "regularly 

invited students into his home for fellowship and discussion, and he and his family were 

unusually kind to visiting scholars,,,65 He adds: "On one occasion, I asked Dr. 

Schweizer if any of his semlOns were in print. 'I have stacks of them,' he said. 'You 

may go up to my study and help yourself if you would like.' That evening I left with 

more than thirty different sermons. Later. other sermons were added as they were 

66 printed. " 

This book is a collection of thirteen different sermons by Eduard Schweizer 

which Cox has translated from Genmm into English. As the title implies, these sermons 

emphasize the closeness of God in the lives of everyday people, Furthermore, each of 

these set1110ns was preached fbUowing an earlier ninety minute discussion between 

(,I/James W. Cox, God's Inescapable Nearness (Waco: Word, 1971). 

6SIbid.,7. 

661·1 . ·1 ')1( • 
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Schweizer and members of his congregation over the biblical text. This practice, 

referred to by Cox as a "SentlOn Seminar" and recommended in his preaching texts,67 

took place regularly each week. Cox explains: "Schweizer holds a 'Vorbereitung,' a 

preparation period before the sermon is written for preaching. A group of laymen meets 

with him to discuss his text. This has been an unvarying rule both in his own parish 

ministry and in his supply preaching since going to teach at the Univcrsit.y:,611 

In the book~ Cox writes a 25-page introduction entitled, "Better Expository 

Preaching." This introductory article represents the fruit of Cox's study of Schweizer's 

sennons. After studyillg the sermons, Cox concluded that Schweizer faithfully applied 

the biblical text to the contemporary world and wrote this introduction to help the read(~r 

understand Schweizer's expository method. In the introduction, Cox laments the fact 

that Schweizer's style of biblical preaching is til! too sparse in many pUlpits. For this 

reason, Cox believes that Schweizer's method is worthy of serious study and emulation. 

He writes: "1 would be pleased if such study would help some preacher, young or old, to 

use the Bible in sermons more responsibly and to deal with human needs more 

effectively. ,,69 

Cox offers his introductory article to the book as a survey of the homiletical 

principles he has discovered in Schweizer's sermons. Cox cautions that his "own 

philosophy will, understandably, vary from Schweiz,er's at certain points," but adds that 

67See A Guide, 21, and Preaching, 82~83. 

630od's lm.'scapable Nearness, 16. 

(;9Ibid., 9. 
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his intention is "to proceed more descriptively than critically.,,70 Thus~ while the at1k:lc 

primarily contains intbrmation conceming Schweizer's homiletical method, the study of 

the article will also assist the reader in gaining hclpflll insights as to Cox's own 

homiletical philosophy.71 Cox writcs of Schweizer's faithfulness in always using, and 

preaching through, a bibHcal text Furthermore. Cox notes that Schweizer makes good 

use of the hi,storicaiwcritical method, locating both the original intent of the author and 

how the text applies today. Homiletically. Schweizer employs good rhetorical devices 

sueh as restatement, example, and testimony. Finally, Schweizer preaches with a cleat· 

style and successfully achieves rapport with his hearers. 

Tbe Twentieth Century Pulpit 

Edited in 1978, this publication is a collection ofthirty-scvcn. sennons from 

men of various faith backgrounds.72 While the book is patterned aiter Andrew 

Blackwood's earlier The Protestant Pulpit/3 Cox's collection differs in that it includes 

Roman Catholic contributions and focuses solely on the twentieth century. 

Acknowledging that some readers may encounter persons with whom they disagree. 

Cox assures: "No matter! The book could hardly be representative of the preaching of 

70Ibid. 

71For an in~depth treatment of Cmes own homiletical. method, see chapter 5 
of this dissertation. 

72Jamcs W. Cox, cd., 111(: Twentieth Centur.Y Pulpit (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1978). 

'lJAndrew Blackwood. The Protestant Pulpit (NI:tshvillc: Abingdon~ 
Cokesbury~ 1947). 



this century and at the same time be unifonn in expression. Each preacher bears his 

own witness to truth as he sees it. The reader will judge for himself or herself what is 

helpful.'~74 

71 

Cox adds that one criterion used to detcJ1nine whether a sermon would be 

included was his own "knowledge and tastes:,7S The wide array of contributors 

includes men such as D. M. Baillie, Kl::lrl Barth, Fredrick Buechner, George A. Buttrick, 

Harry Emerson Fosdick, Billy Graham, Martin Luther King, Jr., Peter Marshal1,Wayne 

E. Oates, Woltluut Pannenburg. Norman Vincent Peale, Edul:ird Schweizer~ Fulton J. 

Sheen, John R. W. Stott, Helmut T11ielicke, George W. Truett, ~uld (icrhatd VOll Rad 

(Cox tmnslates von Rad's sennon from (Jerman). Cox includes a seventeen page 

section entitled "Biographical Notes" which gives a short biography on each 

contributor. Also included is a two page appendix entitled "Guidelinesfbr Studying a 

Semlon." These brief guidelines suggest that readers consider several factors as they 

study and analyze senTIons. These guidelines include matters such as sermon structure, 

title, central idea, introduction, body, conclusion, supportive material, transitions, unity, 

style, and general observations. 

The Twentieth Century Pulpit, Vol. 2. 

Edited in 1981 as a follow-up to the tirs! volume of The Twentieth Centw:v 

74COX, The Twentieth Century Pulpit, 7. 

"Ibid., 8. 
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Pulpit, Cox compiles sermons that are equally worthy of study.76 H.c explains; "When 

I compiled Volume I of UTe Twentieth Century Pulpit a few years ago. I left out a 

number of sermons that I had wanted to include,,,77 Cox also becmne a.ware of other 

sermons that he wished to include and offered this vol.ume as a new collection of 

commendable sermons. 

The contributors consist of twenty-seven persons, m.ostly of "a younger 

generation" whose sermons deal primarily with social and ethical issues. As in the :t1rst 

volmne, Cox warns that readers "will disagree at points with some of the preachers-",,"' 

with their beliefs and with their approaches. Yet they may 'find dialogue with these 

preachers stimulating in many ways.~'71~ The contributors include Elizabeth Achtemeier, 

William Sloane Coffin, Jr., Fred B. Craddock, D. W. Cleverley Ford. WiIli,uu E. lIull, 

James Earl Massey. Jiirgen Moltmann~ Jean Myers, Robert H. Schuller, Paul Tillich, 

and William P. Tuck. The volume includes a sermon by Cox entitled "God's Way into 

Our Lives" that also appears in Surprised by God. 

As in the first volume, this publication also contains the helpful biographical 

entries and the appendix, "Guidelines for Studying a Sermon." Cox's wife, Patricia 

Parrent Cox, assisted him in tIns publication and consequently is listed as an editor of 

the book. Cox dedicates the book to Patricia's parents, Lillian Mitchell Parrent and 

Overton Crockett Parrent. 

". __ ._-------
76James W, Cox, ed. The Twentieth Century Pulpit, vol. 2 (Nashville: 

Abingdon. 19& 1 ). 

77J"b'd (\ I ., ':I. 
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BibJicall>reachillg: 
An Expositor's Treasury 

The bookjacket of this publication promises: "A compl'Chcnsive guide for 

biblical exposition··",--from every part of the Scriptures-induding over 200 sermon 

outlines.,,7\} Edited in 1983. Bihlical Preaching: An Expositor's Treasury is a work 

comprised of the t()Uowing eighteen contributors: Elizabeth Achtcmeier, George R 

Beasley-Murray, Ronald E. Clements. James W. Cox, Clyde T. Francisco (to whom the 

book is dedicated), ReginaJd H. Fuller, William E. Hull, Donald Macleod, James Earl 

Massey. Henry H. Mitchell, Eric C. Rust, Leo R. Sands~ Eduard Schweizer, Frank 

Stagg. Krister Stendhal, Dwight E. Stevenson, William P. Tuek, and John D. W. Watts. 

The book is intended to appeal to any Christian denomination and provides 

interpretive helps for every literary f0I111 in the Bible. Each chapter is written by a 

contributor who deals with a particular part ofthe Bible. In additi.on, eaeh chapter "can 

be divided roughly into two parts: (1) general exegetical/henncneutical matters related 

to the biblical writer~s themes(s) and (2) homiletical studies of pivotal texts."S() One of 

the "assmnptions" made by each contributor is that "the historical~criticalmethod is 

essential to a thorough understanding of the text in its present significance. ·,81 

Cox expresses his gratitude for "two esteemed colleagues" who assisted ill 

the editorial work, namely Eric Rust, who edited the Old Testament writings, and Frank 

79James W. Cox. ed.~ Bihlical Preaching: .An E:x;posilOr 's Treasury 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983). 

lloIbid., 13w 14. 

8IIbid., B. 
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Stagg, who edited the New Testament writings, Cox and Rust arc co~cnntrlbutors to 

Chapter 3~ "Preaching from the History of the Exodus Wanderings," Cox: \wites the 

section of this chapter entitled "Sennon Studies" where he provides the following brief 

expositions: Exodus 20; 1-] 7, ~'God and His Covenant;;' Leviticus 19: 1-2, 17u 18, "How 

to Be Holy;" Deuteronomy 12:1-12, "The Place for Worship;" and Joshua 24:14-28, 

"Religion as Personal Choice." 

The Minister's Manual 

Cox has been editing The ,Minister's Manual every year since 1984.82 The 

first printing of this series occurred in 1926. For a time. the manual was titled Doran's 

Ministers Alanual. Cox's predecessor was editor Charles 1.. Wallis. former professor at 

Keuka College in Keuka Park, NY whose death in 1981 resulted in Cox's being asked 

to assume editorial duties of the annual publication. Cox had been writing for Wallis 

since 1973, providing submissions for The Minister's Alanual as well Pulpit Digest 

(mentioned below), also edited by Wallis. Sometime before his death Wallis had told 

the publisher that ifhe (Wallis) had to give up editing The Minister's Manual and Pulpit 

Digest that the publishers should get in touch with COX.
83 The manual has also been 

published in Korea since 1985. 

In the preface to the 1984 edition, Cox describes the benefit of this manual. 

He writes: "Throughout the past fifty·eight years~ The .Ministers .Manual has performed 

82 JamesW. Cox; ed., The lvlinister 's ~Manual (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 
Haq")cr Collins, 1984). See the bibliography ofthis paper for various publications of 
this book. 

I!3COX, Interview 1, 



a valuable service to the Church. Pastors. Sunday School teachers. group leaders, 

chaplains, missionaries. and laypeopJe have used this volume tor sermon suggestions, 

illustrations. church programs, and devotional enrichment. ,,&4 
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'Inc manual is divided into 11ft)' two Sundays and contains brief sermons with 

illustrations and "General Aids and Resources'; such as quotes, questions, and the 

anniversaries of hymns, hymn writers, and composers during the year. The "index of 

contributors" contains an extensive number of preachers and scholars from a wide 

variety of eras and denomimltional backgrounds. Cox himself contributes to this first 

volume, including, l:Ullong other things. a few of his own quotes. His son, Kenneth M, 

Cox, assists in several editions by compiling information for the section treating 

historical~ cultural, and religious anniversaries occurring throughout the year. 

The succeeding volumes of The .Ministers Manual are similar to the 1984 

volume though the content and format have changed a bit over the years. The 1990 

edition, for example, "rearranged and combined some features. while omitting a few 

others,,,85 and the 1998 edition began to include, among other things, "Hymn 

Suggestions.,,&6 Cox has written the preface for every edition and has kept his own 

contributions to each volume at a minimum. 

84COX, 111C! .Minister 's }/kmualjbr 1984, v. 

85COX, The .Ministers .Manua.ljhr 1990. vii. 

!\6Cox, The Alinisters ,Manualfor 1998, ix. 
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Best Sermons 1~7 

Cox edited seven volumes of sermons fi.·om a wide variety of contributors. lI
! 

His son, Kenneth M. Cox, appears alongside his i~lther as an associate editor a.s ht~ 

assisted Cox with some of the work. The series began in 1988 and ceased in 1994 at the 

decision of the publisher. Cox explains the purpose of the series in the first book, Best 

Sermon.,' 1. His purpose is to collect a number of the most effective messages from a 

wide variety of sources. He writes: "A remarkable variety is hen .. "--sermons from 

women and men; Protestant, Catholic, and Jew~ seasoned past()r and student; professor; 

sermons preached in churches large and small and in university chapels."s8 

The first volume contains a total oftiftywtwo semlons~ twenty-four of which 

were deemed "besf' of over 2,000 sermon entries from all around the world. The 

process included un advertised campaign for interested parties to submit sennons that 

would be judged for originality, scriptural and/or Christian basis, relevance, clarity. and 

interest. In the sermon evaluation process, Cox led the following team of judges: 

Walter J. Burghardt, S. J., David Allan Hubbard, John Killinger, James Earl M,lssey, 

Carolyn Weathertl.)rd, and William H. Willimon. The sermons were then categorized as 

evangeHstic, expository, doctrinal/theological, ethical, pastoral~ or devotional. 89 

87 James W. Cox, ed., Best Sermons 1 (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988); 
idem, Best Sermons 2 (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1989); idem, Best S(.1rmons 3 
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1990); idem, Best Sermons 4 (SW) Francisco: Harper 
Collins, 1991); idem, Best Sermons 5 (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1992); idem. Best 
.s'ermons 6 (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1993); idem, Best Sermons 7 (San Frandsco: 
Harper Collins, 1994). 

8SCox, /Jest Sermons 1, Prciace. 

89These categories occur in Cox's Preaching, 93~122. 
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Also included in the first vol.ume are twenty~cight s(wmons by preachers 

commissioned by Cox to al1gment the book. These other preachers were se.lected based 

upon their ;'considerable visibility",90 'rhey include preachers such as John Killinger, 

David Buttrick, Haddon Robinson, Carl F. H. Henry, Allan M. Parrent (Cox's brother-

in-law), James Earl Massey, Eduard Schweizer, Leonard Griffith, and Fred Craddock. 

Cox admits that the sele{.~ti()n process tbr "winners" is not an easy one. He 

writes: HAs with any competition of this nature, selecting the best of many fine entries is 

not easy. The evaluation of a sermon, whether that sermon is heard or l'ead~ is an 

inherently SUbjective undeltaking, and certainly none of the judges could claim to have 

applied only objective standards.~,91 

The first volume was widely popular. Pre(u:hing magazine cited it as the top 

book of 1988 and hailed the book as "a collection of sermons exhibiting excellence and 

recognIzable quality,,,92 Cox was also featured in the January-February 1989 issue and 

interviewed by then associate editor R. Albert Mohler. 

The succeeding volumes, 2-7, are similar to volume one insofar as they 

contain sermons judged by the same criteria and include sermons of other preachers 

whom Cox selected to include in each volume. The number of sermons, however, 

vades as docs the makeup of the panel of judges. The final volume, published in 1994, 

contains a sermon by Cox, "A Word for All Seasons" that was suggested for publication 

<lUI"!. 'd . l11 • 

91Jb'd 
1 '. X. 

92R, Albert Mohler, "Best Sermons Cited as Top Book of 1988," Preaching 4 
(January-February, 1989): 1. 
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by a fellow church member after hearing it preached by Cox in his church. Crescent Hill 

Baptist, in Louisville, Kentucky. Cox V\'11tes that his sermon appears at the very end of 

the book "like Alfred Iiitchcock's fleeting imagc in his filrns",93 

Hnndbook of Tbt\mcs for Preaching 

As the title suggests, Cox endeavors to bring together a nmnber of diftcrent 

themes from which prc(lchers may find useful information for biblical preaching.')4 

There are more than one hundred themes including topics such as abortion, addiction, 

death, Eucharist, mystery, providence, sexuality, and women's issues. Cox writes that 

each topic is written by "a specialist in the subject" who "offers his or her most current 

thinking for your use in bringing God's message to your congregation.,,9:5 Each topic 

begins with a definition and includes an analysis, biblical instances of the theme, and 

options for preaching. 

The contributors to this volume are varied. Cox attests to their different 

backgrounds: "They represent a wide ecumenical range of religious traditions, from 

Quaker, to Anglican and Roman Catholic, as well as Presbyterian, Southern Baptist, 

Methodist, Lutheran, and a rich variety of other traditions.,,96 A number of the 

contributors were on the faculty of the Southcm Baptist Theological Seminary in 1991 

93COX, Best Sermons 7, Preface. 

94James W. Cox, Handbook (?tThemesfor Preaching (Louisville: 
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991). 

9511. 'd L • ()1 .~ \). 

96Ibid. 
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when the book was published. These contributors include James L. Blevins, Gerald L. 

Borchert, l:lugo H. Culpepper, R. Alan Culpepper, Richard B. Cunningha.m, Joel F. 

Drinkard, Jr., William L Hendricks, E. Glenn Hinson, J. Estill Jones, Bill J. Leonard, 

Larry L. McSwain, Molly MnrshaUpGreel1, Wayne E. Oates, Dan R .. Stiver, and Wayne 

E. Ward. 

;Journallt~diting 

In addition to the number of books Cox has edited, he also has served as both 

contributor and editor for two prominent journals: Pulpit Digest al1d R(~view and 

Er:positor. This section will briefly treat these two journals, highlighting a few of the 

more significant atiicles written by Cox. 

Pulpit I>i.gest 

This bi~monthly periodical was also referred 1.0 as Nel'll Pulpit Digest from the 

years 1972~1977. Cox served as Contributing Editor from 1973~1982 and Editor from 

1983~ 1985. He succeeded Editor Charles Wallis, mentioned above as also the former 

editor for The Minister's Manual. Cox continued to serve as an Advisory Editor for the 

journal and has published a number of articles over the years. The articles tend to be 

very brief: generally just a few pages. Due to the both the brevity of these articles and 

the fact that several of the articles are referenced in chapters four and five of this paper, 

they will not be examined here. The reader is referred, however, to the bibliography 

where t.he writer has attempted to list aU knO'Wl1 published articles for the journal. 
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Review and Rxpositor 

The Review and Expositor is a quarterly Baptist theological journal that 

began in 1904 under the title of Baptist Review and Expositor. It was fClUnded and 

published by the faculty of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary until 1996 when 

the journal's editorial board reorganized and voted to have the journal removed from 

the jurisdiction of the seminary. Cox served as Editor of the jotlmal from 1992-1993 

and Consulting Editor in 1993. In addition, Cox published a total of nine articles for the 

journal from 1965~1997. The articles pertaining to Cox's homHetical contributi.ons arc 

surveyed here. 

"The Uniqueness of Preacbing." 'I'his article is a reprint of a fi.lculty 

address given by Cox at The Southern Baptist 'rheological Scminary on February 8, 

1967.97 Cox's main purpose i.s to demonstrate that Christian preaching is unlike any 

other fonn of public address. He makes three points to demonstrate the uniqueness of 

preaching: (l) Preaching is different because the man who preaches is different (the 

preacher); (2) Preaching is different because the message is different (the gospel); and 

(3) Preaching is different because the objective is different (a relationship with God). 

The preacher, argues Cox, is both herald and v/itness. As herald, the 

preacher is God's spokesman proclaiming the divine message given him in the 

Scriptures. He is witness in the sense that his own personality and experience shape the 

delivery of the message. 

97Jmnes W. Cox, "'rhe Uniqueness of Preaching." Review and Expositor 64 
(Fall 1967): 523~33. 



(;ox also argues that the sel'moo. IllUst be bound bv the biblical text He - . 
argues: "When the preacher takes the object of the text seriously, he cannot pra{~tice 

homiletical karate on the text. The text will bind him to the truth it holds {hr him,~,9!« 

He also notes that reading the biblical text before the sermon will help ensure that the 

preacher stay on course. adding that this was apparently the practice of Jesus as he 

preached in the synagogue in Luke 4: 16ff. 

Cox advocates preaching from a wide spectmm of biblical texts. One can 

accomplish this by either using the lectionary or by systematically preaching through 

biblical books. Doing so ensures that the preacher avoids his own biases and that his 

hearers get a balanced diet of truth. 
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"The Southern Baptist Pulpit, 1845~1970." Cox wrote this article in 1970 

for the purpose of surveying the pulpit of Southem Baptists over the preceding 125 

years.99 The article is a succinct, historical account of some of the more prominent 

Southern Baptist preachers and their respective contributions to American society. 

Cox notes that Southern Baptist preachers have been generally strong 

proponents of preaching biblical sennons. Their messages are those that find their 

genesis in a biblical text whether the preacher treats the text in a verse~by~verse fashion 

or whether he merely bases his sermon upon a text. Cox mentions several notable 

98Ib'd 5/8 , 1 .. ~ '*"'" " 

99 James W. Cox. "The Southern Baptist Pulpit, 1845~ 1970." Reviel1' and 
Expositor 67 (Spring 1970): 195 AA202. 



expositors such us John A Uroad\ls~ W, A. Criswell, Herschel H. Hobbs, and John L. 

HilL 

As doctrinal and theological controversies dominated the period of 1830~ 

1865, Cox observes that Southern Baptists preached polemical sermons against the 

teachings of Alexander Campbell and against Roman Catholicism. J. R. Graves 

preached messages sOluetimes as long as three hOUTS, holding the attention of his 

hearers like no other Baptist of his time. 
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Cox also writes about the issue of slavery among Southern Baptists. Most 

preachet~s avoided the issue, preferring rather to speak out against less controversial 

sins. "Gamblil1g~ dancing, theatres, circuses. horse~racing, and card~p]aying aroused 

more ethical concerns," writes Cox, "than did the institution of sla,vcry,'~IOO 

Nevertheless~ some Southern Baptists spoke against the practice of slavery. Included 

among them is Richard Fuller, one of the founders of the Southern Baptist Convention. 

11lOUgh a slaveholder himself: Fuller called fbr a gradual remmciation of the institution 

over time, 

Concerning the matter of religious liberty and political duty, Cox notes the 

significant impact of George W. Truett, mentioning a particularly stirring message 

preached by Truett in 1920 on the steps ofthe nation's capitol in Washington D.C. On 

that day, some ten to fifteen thousand persons-including prominent political office 

holders----heard Truett encourage them to take an active role in securing religiol1s liberty 

for all people_ 

IOOIbid., 199. 
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"F:loquent~Mighty in the Scriptures: Biblical.Preachers from 

Chrysostom to Tbielicke." In this article, Cox. provides short biographical infbrmation 

on five preachers of note: John Chrysostom. Martin l.,uther, Charles Spurgeon, Karl 

Barth, and Helmut 'I11ielickc, 101 These five preachers are viewed favorably by Cox fbr 

their eloquence as well as for their use ofthe biblical text. 

Cox. beHeves Chrysosb.:>ln to be "the greatest preacher ofantiquity."Hl2 He 

writes ofChl'ysost01l1'S great oratorical skills and of his being kidnapped to till the 

Constantinople see. He also praises his exegetical method which one will discover 

when. he peruses the some six hundred extant messages of Chl'ysostom. Cox notes that 

Chrysostom rejected the allegorical method of interpretation and labored to interpret the 

biblical text in a literal fashion. 

Luther is recognized by Cox as seeing the concept of justification by faith as 

the key to biblical interpretation. The two testaments combined to make for one unified 

message,Luther viewed the Old Testament as "the swaddling cloths in which Christ is 

wrapped and the manger in which the precious treasure is laid."I03 Cox notes that some 

2300 messages of Luther are extant, providing the reader with the opportunity to view 

the varying methods by which he preached. 

lOJ James W. Cox, "Eloquent···-Mighty in the Scriptures: Biblical Preachers 
from Chrysostom to Thielicke," Review and E~positor 72 (Spring] 975): 189~20 1. 

1021bid" 189. 

1()3Ibid., 192. 
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Cox describes Charles Haddon Spurgeon as <ta clerical phenomcnon,,,W4 

Despite his lack of fbnnal education, Spurgeon was a brillhmt preacher. He read and 

studIed on his own and was able to hold the attention of some 10,000 persons while 

only in. his twenties. Cox describes Spurgeon~ s sermon preparation habits, how he 

typically worked out his Sunday morning message on Saturday evening and his Sunday 

evening message on Sunday afternoon, While this procedure may sound peculiar, Cox 

notes that Spurgeon was always studying the Bible. always thinking of biblical texts, 

such that when he preached his mess~\ges. he connected with his hearers. "Those who 

canlC to heal' him hungry:' Cox "''rites) "went away fiUed:,105 

In Cox's judgment, Karl Bruth intluenced the preaching of "modern times" 

more than any other person. Cox writes of Barth's strong beliefs about preaching the 

biblical text. Because of his theology, Barth did not believe pre~l(~hers could engender 1;\ 

favorable disposition among their hearers for the preaching event. Consequently, Bat1.h 

disregarded introductions and conclusions and chose rather to begin the sermon with the 

biblical text mId end the sermon where the text ended. Furthermore, Barth's preaching 

was always centered in the person and work of Jesus Christ. Cox recommends the 

sermons in Barth's book Deliverance to the Captives as worthy of careful study and 

emulation. 

Finally, Cox describes Helmut ThieHcke as "one preacher who has created 

I04Ibid., 193. 

I05Ibid" 195. 
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genuine excitement in recent ycars.'~I06 He writes about ThieUcke's studies at Marburg, 

Erlangen, and Bonn, before becoming Professor of Systematic Theology at the 

University of Hamburg, Germany. Cox commends Thielicke's ability to combine 

serious biblical scholarship with sermons that engage the contemporary hearers by 

demonstrating to them the relevance of the biblical text. 

"The Pulpit and Southern." In this artic,le~ Cox briefly surveys the m.\jor 

proi:essors. of homiletics since the fOlmding of The Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary in 1859, 107 He breaks the time period down into three sections: The .f1rst 

half-centttry, the second half~century, and the last quarte1"~century. 

From the first-half century, Cox di.scusses the contributions of John Albert 

Broadus, John Richard Sampey, Archibald Thomas Robert"lon1 William Owen Carver, 

and Edwin Charles Dargan. Each of these men is noted for his respective emphasis and 

impact upon the field of homiletics. Broadus, for example, is noted for his timeless 

book A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery qfSermons. Sampey is recognized for 

his book Practical Hints on Preaching, :from which Cox excerpts five elements 

necessary for good sermon delivery. TIlese live are an earnest manner, self-control, 

naturalness, distinct enunciation, and a well-modulated voice. 

From the second half-century, Cox overviews the homiletical contributions of 

just three men: Charles Spurgeon Gardner, Jesse Burton Weatherspoon, and Vernon 

IOli1bid., 199. 

101James W. C()X~ "The Pulpit and Southern," Review and Expositor 82 
(Winter 1(85): 77-Sft 



Latrelle Stanfield. Gardner emphasized the importance of rcl<lting the field of 

psychol<.>gy to preaching while Weatherspoon and Stanfield stressed the need for 

evangelistic preaching. 

Inlhe last section oHhe article, Cox surveys the time period from 1957 to 

what was then the present: 1985. He notes the various contributions of Nolan Patrick 

Howington, John W, Carlton. George Earl Guinn; William Powell Tuck, Raymond 

Bailey, and himself. Howingtoll and Guinn are both recognized for their preference fbr 

expository preaching while Tuck is noted fbr his stress on "life situation'~ preaching. 

Concerning his own homiletical philosophy, he writes: "Cox would resist a reductionist 

methodology for the design and delivery of sermons .... there is value in individuality: 

the Bible, the history of the Church, and current practice suggest a variety of methods of 

c0111munication,,,I08 

Article Series in Preaching Magazine 

In the January~Fcbruary 1987 issue of Preaching magazine-the same issue 

that listed his book Preaching as one of the "Ten Recent Books Every Preacher Should 

Read"--""Cox wrote the fIrst article of a five-part series 011 preaching evaluation. The 

remaining articles, parts four through tive, occur in the succeeding issues of the 

magazine with the last one appearing in the September-October 1987 issue. This 

section chronologically overviews each of these five articles, 



"Evaluating the Content 
of Your l'reac::hing" 

In this first artjcJe~ Cox provides preachers with several questions to ask of 
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their preaching, questions focusing upon the content of their sermons, 109 The questions 

cover a wide array of areas dealing with sermon preparation, questions such l;\.<; whether 

the sermon is biblical, concrete. and whether it makes proper use of illustrations. 

Whether the preacher proceeds deductively or inductively is not as important 

to Cox as \Nhether the preacher is faithful to preaching a biblical text Cox notes the 

strenf,rths ofthe inductIve approach, citing f<}r example, Fred Craddock~s recent work, 

but states that the deductive approach remains a powerful way to preach, as evidenced 

by deductive preachers such as Spurgeon and Fosdick. 

Cox recommends that the preacher ask whether his semlOns properly treat the 

one~sided nature of texts. By this Cox means that preachers should be careful not to 

overly qualify their messages. The preacher treating James' remarks 011 Hlith, for 

example, wil1no doubt attempt to reconcile those remarks with Paul's. Nevertheless, 

the preacher must come back to James and spend time adequately teaching his main 

thrust. Too much qualification of one text against another may drain the text of its 

intended power for its intended audience. 

The preacher's sennons should also make ample use of the concrete elements 

ofthe text. He should avoid preaching in abstract language and must anticipate his 

hearers' questions, answering them in dear ways. On this note, Cox commends 

109James W. Cox, "Evaluating the Content of Your Preaching," Preaching 
(January-February 1(87): 14~17, 
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preachers such as John Killinger and David B. C. Read tor their ability to "hrIng 

theology Qut of the clouds and put it where the people live.'~IJ(J 

Cox a.rgues f.()l· the usc of biblical and contemporary illustrations. Cox 

believes that some of the best illustrations a preacher can use are biblical illustrations. 

The preacher does well to scan the many books of the Bible~ searching for good, 

illustrativernaterial for preaching texts. At the same time~ however, the preacher may 

not need to go outside of the text at hand. If he is preaching on the Prodigal Son, for 

example. he may find aU of the illustration necessary in the story itself: 

Cox believes sermons occasiomtlly need a penetrating word of judgment 

from God. There are times when the hearer needs to be jarred from his complacency~ 

compelled to consider contbrmity to the ethical norms of Scripture. At the same time. 

however, the prea.cher must take care to preach in the context of Om.i' s grace. 

Finally, Cox calls for sermons that have a personal touch to them as well as 

sermons that address the heart as well as the head. 8C1111on8 are meant to do more than 

give facts and information. They must move the heart and will, evoking the emotions 

of the hearer. 

"Evaluating tbe Form of Your Preaching" 

This article strives at helping the preacher evaluate his sermons based upon 

the sermonic foml of each message. I II Here Cox focuses on interests such as whether 

!Hllbid., 15. 

III James W. Cox, "Evaluating the Form of Your Preaching," Preaching 
(March-April 1987): 19~22. 



the sennon is logically organized. bas a good central idea and whether the sermon has 

one unified message. 
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Cox believes the pl'encher should consider the wide variety of literary forms 

as suggestive of the varying ways sermons may be preached. The preacher need not 

always preach his messages in one particular fashion. He is encouraged to try diflering 

ways to present the truths of the text. 

Every ser111on, in Cox's judgment, will attempt to explain, convince, 

revitalize. or actuate. Furthennore, every semlOU should be about one, unified message. 

The main points of the sennon should be intel1'elated to the main thrust, or central idea. 

At the same time, however~ the preacher must avoid being "too pertect" in following the 

rules of preaching, remaining open to those times when it may be necessary to bend the 

"normal homiletical canons" in the interest of meeting a particular spiritual need. 

Cox argues that sermons should have a sustaining sense of forward 

movement. They should take the hearer to a specific place and the hearer should feel 

engaged along the way. To accomplish this, the preacher should make certain that he 

has allotted adequate time to cover each point, weighing the material as necessary. He 

also should use smooth transitions and see that his central idea and main points are 

"stated in a clear, striking, and memorable form.,,112 

The preacher should aim for simplicity in the structure of his sermons, 

remembering that the main purpose of preaching is to get into the minds of the hearers 

those things the preacher is trying to communicate. Simple sermon stTUcture aid.s this 

112Ibid.,21. 



purpose. Furthermore, the preacher docs wen to study various sermon forms in his 

attempt to tind the fbrm that best drives home the message. 

"Evaluating tb.e Interest Factor 
in Your Prc{iching" 

The third article in this series focuses on ways in which the preacher may 

keep his listeners engaged and interested in his sermons. ln Cox treats matters here 

such as the usc of humor and tension in sermons, Much of the .material is similar to 

chapter 14 of his book Preaching entitled "The Factors of Attention and Interest." 
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Cox argues that one ofthe best ways for preachers to engage their hearers is 

for themselves to be engaged in what they are preaching. The preacher must have a 

passion for the things he is saying 11'he expects his hearers to continue listening to him. 

This passion is often cultivated by repeatedly reading through the text until its truth 

claims take hold of the preacher. 

The preacher should strive to make use of tension in his preaching. Because 

tension is a part of normal human experience, argues Cox, it should be found in the 

preacher's sermons. Whether used in narrative texts, or didactic texts, the preacher 

engages his hearers best by preaching sennons that make llse of antagonism and 

suspense. 

Cox urges the preacher to preach through various literary fomls. Such 

preaching is aecomplished by use of the lectionary or by preaching through books of the 

1J3James W. Cox, "Evaluating the Interest Factor in Your Preal.:hing," 
Preaching (May~Junc 1987): 23~26. 
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Bible. Whichever method the preacJl,er chooses. his attempts will ensure that he docs 

not neglect the rich possibilities of "kaleicioscopic variety~' in the Bible, I 14 

Humor is another way by which the preacher can maintain the intcrest of hi~ 

hearers. 'I11is is no call for being what Cox calls the "'funny man in the pulpit,,,ll:.' but 

rather a call tor being a keen observer of human nature, allowing humor to serve the 

message in a natural manner. 

"Evaluating the Delivery 
of Your Sermon:" 

As the title of this artIclc suggests. Cox aims at providing the preacher with 

some questions to ask of his sermons relating to their adherence to good principles of 

sermon delivery. t 16 Cox treats various matters here such as verbal language, rate of 

speech, and use of grammar. 

The preacher should work to overcome "vocal faults" such as a harshness of 

voice due to improper use of the vocal chords. Diaphragmatic breathing ensures that he 

speaks in a natural and pleasing manner. His rate should be varied, speaking quickly at 

times and more slowly at others. The phrasing of his sentences should be smooth and 

natural, avoiding the choppy pattern of pausing regularly after saying just a few words. 

Furthermore, grammatical errors should be avoided as preachers aim to use simple 

1I4]b'd ?4 .. 1 .,"" , 

1151hid, 26. 

116James W. Cox. "Evulmlting the Delivery of Your Sl;:r01on," Preaching 
(July~August 1987): 16~20, 
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words rather than the impressive, esoteric words that draw more attention to the 

messenger than to the message. 

Cox urges the preacher to experiment with vari.()us ways to deliver his 

messages. Some occasions seem to call f6r use of a sermon manuscript while others 

may call for no use of notes at all. The preacher does well. in Cox's judgment, "to work 

toward homiletical Hbcration." I 17 That is, the preacher preaches best when he is less 

dependent upon notes in the pulpit. 

Bodily gestures should be natural, varied, and wen~tlmed. Preaching is best, 

argues Cox, when it involves the whole body. Cox favorably quotes Spurgeon who 

advises. "Let the gestures tally with the words, and be a sort of ruIming commentary 

and practical ex.egesis upon what you are saying.,,1!!! 

"Evaluating the Style 
of Your Preaching" 

In this last article of the series, Cox underscores some of the points made in 

the preceding article with respect to the words used in sermon construction.) 19 He caUs 

again for attention to good grammar and simple word choice. He also caUs tor other 

aims such as the preacher's use of inclusive language, the sparing use of quotations, and 

the favoring of the indicative mood over the imperative. 

On this last point, use of the indicative mood, Cox means that the preacher 

Il1Ibid" 19. 

118Ibid. 

I J9James W. Cox. "Evaluating the Style of Your Preaching," Preaching 
(September~October 1987): 11-13. 
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should avoid imperative statements such as H\)O this" or "We must" where such 

statement'S are not grounded in theological indicatives. For example, the imperatives 

found in the Ten Commandments ZlfC grounded in the theological indicatives ofOod's 

having chosen and redeemed .His people. Understood i.n this light, the commandments 

suggest a "We want to" rather than a "We have to." Imperative statements are 

theologically appropriate, then, only when they are grounded in the indicatives of God~ s 

grace. Anything less may result in lit caU-·-intentional or unintentional-Ie)f slavish, 

legalistic, obcdkmee. 

Cox ,lisa urges the preacher to make generous use of questions in his 

seml0ns. Asking natural questions throughout the message enables the preacher to 

better engage his hearers by drawing them into the sennon. The preacher anticipates 

questions and seeks to answer them. He may say, for example, UI imagine there is 

someone here who is asking .... " Such preaching gives the message a natural, 

dialogical feel and demonstrates sympathy with the listeners. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has sought to provide an overview of Cox's major homiletical 

writings. While Cox's major books have been surveyed as well as his major 

homiletical articles, there are other articles that have 110t been treated here. Some of the 

articles are very brief, such as those published in Pulpit Digest, Many of these articles 

and others like them, however, are referenced in other places of this paper such as in the 

chapters treating Cox's hermeneutics and homiletical method. 

()ther articles or contributions are so similar in content to the writings treated 

in this chapter that an overview of them is unnecessary. For example., Cox wrote an 



article in Proclaim magazine (~ntitled "What is Biblical PrcachingT'120 This article is 

reproduced in its entirety in Chapter One of Cox's book A Guide to z:Jiblica/ Preaching. 

Consequently, this writer treatcd the content of the article in the OVt~l'view of Cox's 

book A Guide to Biblical Preaching. 

Other instances of this overlap occur in books where Cox contributes a 

chapter or an article. In Heralcl.s· 10 a NelN Age, for example, Cox contributes a chapter 

entitled, "Seven Questions about Sermon Structure and Content.,,121 The information in 

this chapter is very similar in content to the above information in Cox'sfive~part article 

scries in Preaching magazine. Similarly, Cox's contribution to the Handbook of 

Contemporary Pn.wching entitled "Evaluating the Semlon" is also nearly identical in 

content to the series in Preaching magazine and therefore was not overviewed. 122 The 

reader is referred, however, to the bibliography at the conclusion of this paper where an 

attempt has been made to provide a comprehensive index of Cox's writings. 

"J'here is no question that Cox has written prolifically over the past thirty~five 

years. Altogether he has published, edited, or translated some sixty books directly or 

indirectly related to Christian preaching. In addition, his articles have stimulated 

countless persons to work on improving their preaching. Cox's 10ve for writing ~U1d 

editing is obvious and his motivation is clear. In 1983, when asked why a full-time 

120James W. C(Jx~ "What is Biblical Preaching?," Proclaim (July] 974): 35~ 
39. 

121 James W. Cox, "Seven Questions abmlt Serrnon Structure and Content," in 
Herald\' to (J New Age. ed. Don M. Aycock (Elgin, IL: Brethren, 1985), 233~38. 

122James W. Cox, "Evaluating the Sennnn," in Handbook (~lC()ntemporary 
Preaching, ed. Michael Duduit (Na"{hvHle: Broadman~ 1992), 225~35. 
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professor of preaching would take on the added editoria.l duties for Pulpit Digest ,tnd 

The AfinisteY '8 Manual, he responded simply: "1 hope it's a contribution to the cause of 

preaching," 123 

123"Editor Cox Scales Paper Mountail1/~ The Tit: ('fhe Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary) (May 1983): 6. 



CHAPTER 4 

HER.MENEUTICS 

Introduction 

This chapter will examine the contributions Cox has made in both his 

students and the readers of his many books in the fie.td ofhermcneutic.s. Some 

consideration will be given to whether his own semlOns reflect the hermeneutical 

method he teaches. In the main, however, the chapter will provide the reader with a 

succinct, descriptive account of the hcmlcneutical method of James W. Cox. 

Tile Bible: Its Inspiration and Authority 

Arguably, one's view of Scripture necessarily influences one's interpretation 

of Scripture. There is no doubt that Cox argues for biblical preaching. He has asserted 

on more than one occasion that the Bible is the preacher's "homiletical home."\ In 

poetic imagery, he argues: 

The Bible is the native port fi'om which we sail on the high seas of modern 
thought and living. We may sail far into the mysteries of modem depth 
psychology, along the uncertain shores of modem philosophy, into the towering 
waves of world crises, or upon the more serene ebb and flow of the ,tIts; yet the 
Bible is our home. A text is the reminder of who we are, where we are going, and 

IJames W. Cox, "Biblical Preaching (k~cturc given at the Continuing 
Theological Education Conference, Southern Baptist Th(lological Seminary [SBTSI 
March 1985), audiocassette. 
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what we ought to be doing.2 

But what docs this "hmniletical home)' of til a Bible look like? Cox takes care 

to speak of the Bibk~ in telms of its inspiration and authority. hi a sermon on 2 Timothy 

3: 1 0-17, he declares, "Whatever you may say then about th15 book. you have to say that 

this book is inspired. That is to say it is God"breathed.,~3 He continues, "What we have 

here is not a setting down simply of personal opinions and observations, so much as it is 

the setting dO\\lD. of what the Spirit of God led (the writers of Scripture] ... to set 

dOWI1.,,4 

In this particular sermon, Cox distinbruishes between biblical inspiration and 

what one might term literary' inspiration. That is, the Bible is not only '"inspired" in the 

sense that one understands the works of Shakespeare or Brow11ing to be "inspirational." 

The Bible is more than an "inspiring" book to read. It is also more than merely a book 

"written by men." Cox states: 

31. 

The inspiration of the Bible is of all altogether different quality. It is what 
God does as God works on the hearts and minds of people [whom] He has chosen 
to record His mighty acts among His people and in the world; people He has 
chosen to look in faith to the future believing-and in their hearts, and in their 
sanctified imagination-·knowing what God will do in the days, and years, and 

f . 
eons to come. ) 

2James W. Cox, A Ouide to Biblical Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon: 1976), 

3 James W. Cox, "The Bible: What It Is and What It Is Not/' sermon preached 
at Sand Spring Baptist Church, Lawrenceburg, KY, 1995. 

'This writer's terminology. 
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Thus, the Bible is inspired in the ~ense that It is "God~breathed," It i:;; God at work "in 

the hearts and minds" of those whom lIe has chosen to record his acts and deeds. And 

because the Bible is G()d~breathed it may also be considered reliable and trustworthy. 

But the Bible is also understood as authoritative. In chapter two of his book 

Preaching; in a chapter entitled, "The Preacher's Authority,~' Cox delineates several 

sources of authority concerning the preacher himself; authority granted him through 

means such as ordination, education. and experience. Among these and other SOUl'ces of 

authority, the Bible is designated as that which "lends authority to the preacher. ,57 

Indeed, the Bible is the most important source of authority insofar as it bears upon 

understanding and practicing the essentials of the Christian faith. As Cox reasons 

elsewhere: "Other sources may be important f'Or und.erstanding our faith, but the Bible is 

more important. We test aU other sources offaith, inspiration, and information by [the 

Bible's] fundamental, as wen a'3, enduring standard."!! 

Cox tinds Emil Brunner's distinction betweenfbrmal and instrumental 

authority as particularly helpful. FOnTI.al authority is that aspect of authority which is 

recognized primarily by Western Civilization, regardless of one's religious beliefs. 

'Dms, when one p1aces his band upon the Bible in order to take an oath, he is 

demonstrating the formal authority that the Bible bas had throughout the ages. As Cox 

illustrates, "When a teacher, a philosopher, a stateS01tUl, or a thcologian, a preacher, 

7]l;lmes W. Cox, Preaching: A Comprehensive ApproClch to the Design & 
DelivelY o/Sermons (Nashville: Seminary Extension. n.d.). 19. 

!Ie·' 4 (' . J '17 OX~. "uwe.. . 
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appeals to the Bible, the hearers, or at least some of them, give special attention to the 

one who is speaking/,9 

But this is altogether different tl'om instrumental authority. Cox. asserts, 

"Instrumental authority is the authority that it has working in you and ill socie~v."lO To 

further illustrate the differences between the two terms, he states, "There is a tipping of 

the hat to it, that's one thing, anothcr is embracing it, wholly. in your heart.,,!l Thus, 

Cox asks elsewhere, "When do we fecI that the authority of the Bibl.c in preaching i.s 

most definitely present? Isn't it "vhen the Bible is preached? When the .Bible is 

preached it becomes a catalyst ofprofbund religious experiencc.,,12 

Cox frequently quotes the Swiss Reformer Johann Heinrich Bullinger, ir()lll 

the Second .Helvetic Confession: "The preaching of the word of God is the word of 

God.~,13 However~ two clarifications are in order. First, by quoting Bullinger, Cox docs 

not mean that the hel'uer must be "ttmed in" to the preaching in order for the Bible to be 

considered the word of God. As he states. "You wonder, don't you, suppose he is not 

9COX, "Biblical Preaching is-." 

lOJames W. Cox, interview by author, tape recording, The Southem Baptist 
Theological Seminary. Louisville. Kentucky, 4 May 2000. Hereafter. referred to as 
Interview 2. 

(llbid. 

!2COX, "Biblical Preaching is-," 

13See La Confession Helvetique Posterieure (Texte Francais de 1566, 
Neuchatel: Delachaux & Niestle~ 1944), 42. 
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tuned in, it could be the word of God for him if he were listening. it's the word l?l God 

anytt'~y.~>14 

Secondly, to conclude that the ael of preaching the word of God is a 

necessary contingent to its authoritative and ontologie-a] nature would be to 

misunderstand Cox and to commit the fallacy of denying the antecedent. That is, for 

Cox. it does not follow that without the act of preaching, the Bible is not the word of 

God. The Bible, in and of itself, apart from the act of preaching, is the word of God. 

But for Cox, this understanding of the phrase <~word of God," goes beyond a term for 

the Bible itself: As Cox maintains in an article in the Encyclopedia of Southern 

Baptists: HAlthough the Bible may be correctly regarded as the Word of God, the Bible 

itself uses the expression in a richer, more comprehensive way.',IS Indeed. in Cox's 

doctoral dissertation, he traces the expression-'word of God' ---throughout the Old 

Testament, revealing concepts such as the living, written, and creative nature of "the 

word of God.,,)6 

Consequently, and particularly in light of the New Testament, Cox likes t() 

say that the Bible is "derivatively" the word of God. As he states, "Jesus Christ was 

called the Word of God. But we speak also of the Bible as the Word of God, for it is 

derivatively God's Word, and we say that because it is the vehicle in which Jesus Christ 

14COX. Interview 2 (This writer's emphasis on last phrase). 

15James W. Cox, "Word of God," in Encyclopedia (~lSoutl1(m1, Raptis/s. ed. 
Southcm Baptist Convention (Nashville: Broadman~ 1958) 2: 1545. 

16James W. Cox, "The Doctrine of the Word of (iod in the Old Testament" 
(Th.D. thesis~ The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1953). 
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came to us.,,17 Discussions com:erning the "word of God" must find their ultimate 

expression in Jesus Christ, who is; "the supreme and fimtl revelation ofGod.,ds 

At this point. one may find Cox's view of the Scripturc$ to be relatively 

similar to the popular views of German thcologhm Karl Barth, yet with some obvious 

qualifications. Paul Enos provides a helpful summation of the threefold manner in 

which Bal1h regarded the Scriptures as "the word of G{)d.~· He vvrites: 

Barth categorized the Word of God into three realms. (1) The "Revealed Word" is 
God revealing Himself by speaking to the apostles and the prophets. (2) The 
"Written Word" is the deposit of revelation made by man, Because man wrote the 
Bible it cannot be equated with the Word of God. (3) The "Preached Word" is 
the proclamation of the Word, and when the grace of God breaks through to the 
individual, then the Bible becomes the Word of God, II) 

Thus, for Barth, the Bible may not be regarded as the "word of God" in an ontological 

sense, but only in afunctional sense. The Bible only "becomes" the word of God 

through divine, existential encounter. Barth asserts: "The Bible is God's Word so far as 

God lets it be His Word, so far as God speaks through it. ,,20 Elsewhere j BaI1h states. 

"For me the Word of God is a happening, not a thing. Therefore, the Bible must 

become the Word of God, and it does this through the work of the Spirit.,,21 

J 7 Cox, "The Bible." 

18COX, "Word of God," 2: 1546. 

19Paul Enns, The Moody Handbook ofT1u?()logy (Chicago: Moody, 1989), 
562. This threefold summary is explained in detail in Kad Barth, Church Dogmatics, 
trans. Gcoffi'cy W. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936), vol. 1, pt. 1:137. 

2oSarth, Church Dogmatics, 1, pt. 1: 1 

21 John D. Godsey, ed., Karl Barth's Table Talk (Richmond: John Knox, 
1963),26. 
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Cox, on the other hand, docs not believe that "the Bible must become lh,~ 

Word of God," but rather that the Bible already is the word of God,22 Fur1henn()n~. 

Barth regards the Bible as only, "a human document like any other," which "can lay no 

a priori dogmatic claim to special attention and cOllsideration."Z3 For this reason, Barth 

takes an explicit position on the implications of stressing the "'humanness" of the Bible . 

. He argues: ·'The prophets and apostles as such, even in their ot1ice, even in their 

function as witnesses, even in the act of writing down their witness were real, historical 

men as \-YC are, and therefore sinful in their action, and capable and actually guilty of 

error in their spoken and written word."z4 

Cox, however, prefers to speak of the Bible in tenns of its "authoritative~" 

"trustworthy" and "reliable" nature. The Bible's primary purpose is to reveal to 

mankind the availability of redemption through Jesus Christ Thus. while the Bible is 

not to be understood as an "exact" 01' comprehensive authority on matters outside the 

realm of Christian faith and practice. the authors of Scripture-as primary witnesses--· 

have handed down to mankind those things which God has purposed in order to 

reconcile Himself with His creation. Cox argues: 

We attach unusual importance to what has been handed down to us by the primary 
witnesses, that is to say, by those who were first to hear the word of God or to see 
God's revelation in action. We take seriously the fi.rst hand testimony of, tet us 
say, Jeremiah, Amos, Mark and Paul. They were there. And they told us what it 
was like and what it is. And we have to take notice. 

------~" .... 

22 See discussion above~ especially n. 14, 

23KarJ Barth, 11u; ff'ord flOod and the Word (~lAlan (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1957)~ 60. 

24Uarth, Church Dogmutics. 1, pt. 2:529. 
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Now to say these things, however, doesn't require us to subscribe to the 
cxagg'~rated claims s()metitncs made the the Bible ill other J'esp(;~cts. Jt's wrong to 
turn the Bible into a law book. Jesus c,hallenged that view with such words: "It 
was said by them of old time, but 1 say unto you." It's Wl'Ong to turn the Bible into 
a science hook j though it docs have things to say to science. Its purpose is not to 
give exact scientific data, but to affirm. God as the ultimate source and sustainer of 
the universe. It's wrong to turn the Bible into a history book. Its purpose is not to 
give us a comprehensive account of world events, but to declare God's activity 
among a special people with a world mission.25 

Thus, while Cox can hoJd the Bible in his hand and sincerely proclaim: "This 

is th.c word ofGod/' he resists an over-focusing upon the ontological nature of the 

Bible, preferring rdther to focus upon the Bible's derivative nature: the Bible as the 

vehicle in which is revealed "the ultimate Word of God ... Jesus Christ.,,26 

This focus on the derivative nature of the Bible is where Cox adopts what 

may be termed a "modified Barthian" position. Barth writes of the Bible's witness to 

the Word incarnate~ Jesus Chdst. He explains, "When we have to do with the Bible, we 

have to do primarily with this means, with these words, with the witness which as such 

is not itself revelation, but only-and this is the limitation-the witness to it.,,:n He 

continues, "In this limitation the Bible is not distinguished from revelation. It is simply 

revelation as it eomes to us, mediating and theretore accommodating itself to us---to us 

who are not ourselves prophets and apostles, and therefore not the immediate and direct 

. . t' hI" f' h t' f' J Chr' t ),28 reCIpients 0 t e one reve. atum, WItnesses o. t e resurrec IOn o. esus ' .1S.· 

25COX, "The Bible:~ 

26COX, Interview 2. 

2'7Barth, Church Dogmatics1 1, pt. 2:463. 

231bid. 
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Similarly. Cox expl<lins why the Bible may b{~ regarded as authoritative. He 

writes: "It [the Bible] witnesses to the revelation of God through a special history. ,,2<1 

He adds. "It is the testimony of those who were closest to what Clod was rcvealing~ und, 

by its fruits, it bears the stamp of divine inspiration. A man may find it hard to accept 

what is to be beHeved in the Bible, but he should have no trouble in detcnnining,·,-in the 

main·-what was believed by those who wrote it. ,,::lO 

Both Cox and Barth agree that the Bible "witnesses to" the revelation of God. 

Where they differ is in their usage of the phrase i4word of God." Barth's dialectical 

theology requires that he synthesize the holy "otherness" of God with the "hullllmness" 

of the Scriptures. An existential encounter is necessary.in order f()r the Bible to 

"become" the word of God. Cox, on the other hand, while agreeing that the Bible 

"witnesses to" the revelation of God, is equally comr()rt,lble asserting tbat the Bible 

itself may be regarded as "the word ofOod," When using this phrase, however, Cox 

has in mind the "derivative" nature of the word of God. As previously examined in his 

sermon on 2 Timothy 3:10-17: "Jesus Christ was called the Word ofOod. But we 

speak also of the Bible as the Word ofOod, f()f it is derivatively God's Word, and we 

say that because it is the vehicle in which Jesus Christ came to us.,,31 

29COX, A Guide, 17. 

:301 bid. 

:HCox, "The Bible." 
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IA)Cation of Meaning in ~l Text 

In his A Guide to Biblicul Preaching, Cox makes an interesting biographical 

remark with respect to early shapers of his hermeneutical method. lIe writes: 

When I was still. in high school~ I was blessed to have a pastor who was 
interested in me and lent me his books, some of whi.ch I am sure he was inclined 
theologically to rate "X" for my young eyes. My science teacher .in high school 
was a devout churchman and introduced me to the treasures in the county l.ibrary. 
So, while still young. I read E. y, MuUins', Christian Religion in It's Doctrinal 
Expression and Harry Emerson .Fosdick's, (iuid(! to Understanding the Bihle. '1110 

first work ('xmfronted me with a contemporary synthesis of the basic biblical ideas; 
the second, with a statement of the development of leading biblical ideas as they 
wound their way through the Old Testament and the New. It was a wonderful 
experience---excitillg, disturbing, challenging, and enriching. 32 

Cox explains the impact these two authors made upon his helnlCneutics, He states, 

"Since then I have tried to look at every text from two viewpoints: (1) what it meant in 

the particular time and circumstance in which it arose and (2) what it means in our 

present life situation.,,33 

Of course, the above statement takes for granted that the preacher will have a 

biblical text as the subject of his sennon. This is the norm. Cox explains: 

Of course, some emergency might arise when you would not use a biblical 
text but you would address yourself to some need of the congregation apart from a 
text, but that would be an aberration, an exception. Having said that, it must be 
confessed that much that passes for "the nonnal" in preaching is anything but 
normaL Text becomes pretext. Scripture is twisted and betrayed. Preachers wrest 
the Scriptures sometimes to their own-and their hearers'---destruction. And it's 
no wonder that James warned tllat not many of us should become teachers 

32(·, A (' 'l ?() "ox, "Ul(, e,... . 
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knowing that W(~ would be the more heavily judged, 34 

Once a biblical text has been selected for preaching, the meaning of the text 

must be discovered, A quick glance at <1 section of Cox's chapter six in Preaching. 

'"The Text," could lead a hasty rel:.lder to mistakenly believe that 1hr Cox the: location of 

meaning is found solely within the text itself (i.e., and not the author), Cox writes, 

"Know what the Bible meant. Krister 8tendahl has rightly asserted that the task of the 

pulpit can be carried out only if we know what the text meant. ,,35 But this is no 

Ricoeurian hermeneutic where the reader places himself, "ill front of the text rather than 

behind it, to allow the textual world to control the hermeneutical process.,,36 Rather, it 

is clear from the rest of this chapter that Cox. believes the meaning of a text is bound up 

with the intended meaning ofthe author ofthe text. He asserts, '"It will not do to read 

our own way of thinking back into the text Not until we have let the text speak its O\vtl 

language are we prepared to translate it into our contemporary tongue.'d7 

In A Guide to Biblical Preaching, Cox mentions two viewpoints he utilizes 

when examining a text: "1) what it meant in the particular time and circumstances in 

34COX, "Biblical Preaching ls-," 

35COX. Preaching. 67. 

36Grant Osborne, The Hermeneutical .)"piral: A Comprehensive Introduction 
to Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, [L: IVP. 1991), 388. Here Osbome explains 
the hermeneutics of Paul Ricoeur, namely that the text itsclf.~~-rather than the author's 
intended meaning·-drives the hemlcneutical method. 

17 ~ .. . (,ox, Preachl11g, 67. 
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which it arose and 2) what it means in our present life situation.,,3l:! Further, he supplies 

an appendix in this book entitled, "Guiding Prim.:iples for the Interpretntion of the 

Bible.,,39 While Cox did not author these principles, he recommends them as "'helpful 

to review. ,,40 With respect to interpreting a specific passage of Scripture, the guidelines 

state that, among other things, the interpreter must seek "the meaning which the words 

had for the original. author and hearer or reader,,,41 Cox would add to Stendahl's 

statement: "You need to know what the text meant when it was written and what the 

4'> author intended to say," ~ 

Cox seems to agree with a Hirschian understanding of one spednc and fixed 

meaning within a text, yet a varied signil1cance for the illterpreter.43 That is, every text 

has but one meaning, yet a number of possible implications 01' applications that arise 

from that one meaning. But how does the interpreter determine that one fixed meaning 

of the text? The next section of this chapter will address this topic. 

38C A G" 'd 20 ox, Ul e, . 

391bid., "Appendix B," 123~28. See also Appendix 3 of this paper for a 
reproduction. 

40Ibid., 12. 

4lIbid .. 125. 

42COX. Interview 2. 

430sborne, The Hermeneutical ,,)'piralj 393~95, Here Osborne explains the 
hem1cneutics of RD. Hirsch. See also. however, the later section of this chapter where 
the matter of senSllS plenior is treated. 
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Histori.cal~CrUical Method 

Cox recommends using the historical~critical tools of scholarship in getting at 

the meaning of a text Indeed, his Biblical Preaching: An E~'Xp()silor 's ~n-easUfy, was 

edited with the assumption that there is significant value to the historical~crHical 

method. Cox writes: "The historical~critical method is essential to a thorough 

understanding of the text in its present significance",44 However, Cox's use of the 

historical~critical method seems more along the lines of what Sidney Greidanus terms a 

"holistic historical~critical method.'.45 That is, while Cox does not share the 

philosophical naturalistic worldview that underlies the historical-critical method. he 

nevertllcless finds it valuable insofar as it helps to locate the meaning of biblical texts. 

Thus, when he quotes Walter Wink's striking statement that. "Historical biblical 

criticism is bankrupt," he explains: "lIe didn't mean there is no good in it. Rather that 

in itselfit is powerless to accomplish what should be the primary purpose of biblical 

study: personal and social transformation.H46 He adds, "The historical critical is only a 

place to begin.,,47 

44James W. Cox, Biblical Preaching: An Expositor's Treaswy (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1983)~ 13. 

45Sidney Greidanus, The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text: Interpreting 
and Preaching Biblical Literature (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 36 H 47 (emphasis 
added). 

47Ibid. 
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Consequently, the preacher employs the historical~criticaI m{.~thod only tIS an 

aid to determine the meaning of the biblical text. Cox states: 

Historical and critical research can sometim.cs go behind these text<:: as we 
have them and discern an earlier form, and that lllUY be useful in our interpretation. 
Whatever historical study of the Script.ures has to offer of value we should 
welcome. However, the text as it stands before us will inevitably have the greater 
claim upon ms:iS 

Delivering a faculty address at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary 

years ago, Cox compares the biblical interpreter's critical work to that of lit scientHic 

scholar. "But," he states~ "once this work is done, there often comes a parting of the 

ways. The scientific scholar goes one way, and the preacher another. This parting is 

not necessary. yet it happens. Preaching is concerned about the object of the text:,49 

Cox's view certainly has been consistent over the years. Speaking recently of the 

historical-critical method, he acknowledges its fbiture where it has been misapplied: 

"Some of it went to seed ... so that it became a consuming passion that obscured what 

was profound in continuing significance in what was the concern of the various bibli.cal 

writers."so And again, "One doesn't get bogged down in the historical details as a 

consuming passion as if the answers to those questions, all of them, would result in a 

right relationship with God.,,:,)l 

48COX, Preaching, 67. 

49Ja.mes W. Cox, "The Uniqueness ofPreaching~' (faculty address in Alumni 
Memorial Chapel, S13TS, February 8, 1967. Review and Expositor 64 (Fall 1967): 523~ 
33. 

50Cox. fnterview 2. 

51 " Ibid. 
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General He.rmeneuticaJ Prim:~iJ)Jes 

In Preachinf{, Cox provides the reader with four preliminary considerations 

concerning the interpretation of texts. 52 First. he recommends that the interpreter "avoid 

spurious texts." Cox has in mind here texts that "are not supported by the best biblical 

scholarship.,,:B A good grasp of textual criticism would aid the interpreter here, as 

would the careful comparison between English translations. This also aids the 

interpreter in following Cox's second principle: "Be careful not to mismlderstand the 

text" 

Thirdly, Cox recotTIlncnds that the interpreter "avoid allegorical 

interpretation." This third principle touches on several related aspects of henneneutics 

and requires a more extensive treatment at this point. Many are familiar with the rather 

fanciful interpretations of the parables by early church tllthers such as Origen and 

Augustine. Of the latter, Cox states: "No 1ess a theologian than Augustine asserted that 

church doctrine must be founded on the clear teaching of Scripture, though he beHeved 

that a spiritualized understanding of some texts could be supportive of those clear 

teachings. ,,54 And others would agree. Spurgeon, for example, clearly disagreed with 

those who condemned the practice of spiritualizing. ss But Cox issues a helpful caveat: 

In practice~ however, this method does not come off too well. The line between 
the literal and the spiritual meaning becomes blurred. It appears, however, that 

52COX, Preaching, 63-65. 

:Ulb'd 6·3 . 1 ., .. , 

54Ibid., 64. 

55Chades Haddon Spurgeon, "'On Spiritualizing;" in Le(,:tures 10M), Students, 
(reprint, Grand R.apids: Zondervau. 1954), 97~ 1 09, 
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such a story as the stilling of the stonn (Matt 8:23~27; Mark 4:35~41; Luke 8:22~ 
25) was meant to have an extended application to such storms as those of 
persecution and so on. in addition to its .literal l'neaning. With these texts "ve have 
to proceed with cl;lUtion.56 

Spiritualizing remains a debatable topic. Greidanus considers it inappropriate 

to take a text such as the above~mentioned Mark 4:35~41 and use it in such as way as to 

conclude that "ifC.hrist is on the ship ... there can come calm instead of stOlID. ,,57 Ht~ 

argues that such spiritualizing '"fails to do justice to the text, and its use Ulldermines the 

authority of the sermon:,S8 But Cox would demur. He argues: 

Karl Barth pointed out~ and I agree with him; that there are biblical texts that 
make history, that they /;Ire historical, but they have something in addition to that 
particular historical setting, an impl.ication there, Barth said some of the old time 
interpreters were better with the text than some more recent ones, and he was 
talking about those [recent ones] that would focus simply on some of those 
historical critical details, , . and f{)rget that there was also an historical miradc, a 
parabolic meaning, in addition. He wasn't saying just treat these miracles as; 
parables. But you might look fbr-in addition to the historical situation-a 
parabolic significance ... when it makes history, it makes history and parable at 
the same time.59 

Cox's expository sermon on Matthew 8:18-27, entitled "Ship of.Fools," 

illustrates this understanding. Consider a few phrases from this sennon: 

To follow Jesus Christ means to go with him into the very teeth oHIle stonn .... 
For us, the storm may be the critical illness of a child, the embarrassing loss of a 
job~ conflict in the home, temptation to some kind of wrongdoing, or a collapse of 
religious faith. It may also be a nation in crisis or a world on the verge of war .... 
lfhe can tame the wild stoml, he can raise up the sick. he can give you a better job 
than the one you lost, he can bring peace to a troubled family or world, he can 

56COX, Preaching, 64. 

S10rcidanus. The A40dern Preacher and the Ancient Text, 165, n. 27. See 
also Greidanus, The Jvfodern Preacher and Ihe An(,,~ienIText, 160-61. 

5I!Ibid., 161" 

59COX, Interview 2. 
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break the back of temptation, and he can bring strength and radiru1cc om.~c more to 
a jaded faith . , . , When Christ has dealt with us, and the winds and the sea are at 
rest, we i:ind ourselves saying with the first disciples~ "What sort of man is this, 
that even winds and sea obey hirn'?" 60 

This discussion is tangential to another debatable topic, Can the interpreter 

justifiably interpret a. text in such a way that he preaches solely from the viewpoint of 

one partie-ular character in a nan'ative? For instance, can he preach a sermon on 

Zacchaeus from the viewpoint of the crowd, or from the viewpoint of the Pharisees? 

Can he take the text of the Prodigal Son and preach a sermon merely from the view of 

the elder son, or the father? This method is recommended by homileticians such as 

Charles Koller.6
! However, scholars like Gl'eidanus would disagree with both 

"character" and "biographical" preaching, calling this method more "'anthropocentric," 

rather than "theocentric. ,,62 Indeed~ Greidanus even argues against the claim that an 

interpreter could justifiably do both in interpretation, that is, preach 011 it particular 

character, and at the same time; maintain a theocentric emphasis. He states: 

Sometimes preachers, sensing the def1ciency of straight anthropocentric 
preaching, will try to do justice to both God and human characters as two distinct 
factors in the text. This procedure often leads to a curious split in the sermon 
between a theocentric explication and an anthropocentric application.63 

But Cox finds it perfectly legitimate to interpret the text in such a manner, so kmg as 

60James W. Cox, "Ship of Fools," in Surprised by God: interpreting God's 
Gifts (?f L~fe and Courage/or Living (Nashville: Broadman, 1979), 39~44. 

61Chades W. Koller, How to Preach without Notes (Grand Rapids: Baker; 
1997), 59~60. 

62Gl'eidanus, The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text, passim. 

631bkL. 217. 
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one is careful to not "ignore, and be disciplined by~ the larger meaning.,,64 Furthcrnmre, 

Cox finds validity in the imaginative insertion of other characters in the sennon so long 

as no violence is done to the meaning of the biblical text For example, he sees 

legitimacy in sermons such as "Faces around the Cross," where the viewpoints of 

various persona.lities are examined as they witness Jesus" crucifixion. But again, he 

cautions that no violence be done to the historical scene. Furthermore, one must first 

deal. with the meaning of the text: "You could deal with it in a sentence, .. and then go 

on to what you want to say.,,65 

Imagination in interpretation requires the use of qualifying words and 

phra')es. Cox stresses that the preacher mu.st be clear when using this homiletical 

device: "You could say, 'It seems to me/ or, ~C()uld it be,' , .. beCtnlSe after all, as we 

read one of those parables, or historical situations, we furnish our own imagination with 

questions, possibilities.,,66 His sermon on Zacchaeus, entitled "The Conversion of an 

Unpromising Prospect," illustrates the use of these qualifying phrases. Consider a few 

examples: 

"Even some of his disdainful contemporaries could have said .. ," 

"Could it be that ... 1" 

"Had Zacchaeus heard ... '1" 

"Can you visualize it?" 

MCOX, Interview 2. See also Cox, A Guide, 32-33, where the preaching of 
biblical characters is suggested. 

65COK, Interview 2. 

6!''lbid. 
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"Y ou can imagine the kind of things they said:~ 

"Picture these people as they climbed ... ~' 

""['hink of the exp]anations, the defenses. , ." 

"Did he finally give up .. :r 

"I imagine that ... ,,67 

As <:l fOU1'th general hermeneutical principle, Cox recommends one "should 

use typological interpretation very carefully. ,,61\ While he notes that scholars such as 

Gerhard von Rad tind validity ill an intlnite number of Old Testament types, he 

recommends a more conservative approach: "The safer course for the preacher, 

however, would be to leave typology to the biblical writers and use only their types in 

preaching. ,,69 

Responsible Interpretation 

Having mentioned the importance of the historical~critica1 method in 

detennining the meaning of a text, there are other principles which must be applied to 

the hermeneutical process.70 Cox stresses the importance of a syntactical and 

theological study of the text as wen. lIe advocates the study of the originallan&,ruages, 

so that the interpreter might understand the meaning of'individual words. Therefore, 

67COX, Surprised by God, 17-23. 

68(, 'f:> h' £'4 'ox, reac mg, 0 • 

69Ib'd 6'5 ,I " ~. 

70The heading "Responsible Interpretation" is taken ii'om Cox, ''Toward 
Responsible Interpretation." in Preaching, 65~ 74. 
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works such as A.T. Robt.~rtson's Grammar (?lthe Greek Nel1-' Testament in the Light (~l 

Historical Research and Gerhard Kittel's 111eological Dictionary (~llhe New Tes/amen/ 

are recommended. However, Cox reminds the interpreter that context is the key to 

careful interpretation rather than the specific meanings of isolated words. He states: 

Interpretation, h()wever~ does not proceed so much 011 atomistic meanings tound in 
individual words and metaphors as on related meanings in a syntactical context 
The problem is usually not what this or that word means. Often th.e meaning of the 
individual word derives as much, perhaps more, from the immediate context as 
from the original root from which it sprang or from other contexts in which the 
word has been used.?1 

'nms, while Cox advocates the study of biblical languages, he would concede 

that proper interpretation could be accomplished by using good English translations and 

by paying close attention to the context of the passage. Furthermore, the biblical 

languages should seldom find their way into the pUlpit. In fact, he says that, "to import 

gratuitously, the Greek or Hebrew into the sennon is counter~productive."72 He adds, "j 

think there may be a real strong reason occasionally to do it, when a matter is in dispute, 

or controversy. But I don't think that will happen every Sunday.,,13 

Cox also insists that the interpreter must take into account what some have 

termed "progressive revelation." The use of both Testaments is crucial to determining 

the meaning of a particular text. Indeed, a "fuller revelation" is discovered when the 

71 Cox, Preaching, 68. 

nCox. Interview 2. 
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Old Testament is read in light of the New,74 .Here Cox is in agreement with the 

previously mentioned "(Juiding Principles for the Interpretation of the Bible" listed in 

the appendix of his A Guide to Biblical Preaching.75 Part I (c) states: 

It is agreed that the lmity of the Old and the New Tcstal'nents is not to be 
found in any naturalistic development or in any static jdentity~ but in the ongoing 
redClnptive activity of God in the history of Olle people, reaching its fttlfillment in 
Christ. Accordingly it is of decisive importance for hermeneutical method to 
interpret the Old Testanlcnt in the light of the total revelation in the person of Jesus 
Christ, the Incarnate Word of God, from which arises the full Trinitarian f~tith of 
the Church.16 

Furthermore, comparison between the two Testaments is a crucial step in order to 

detemline the bearing of the text upon the theme of "salvation history," or 

He ilsgeschichte. 77 

New Testament usage of the Old brings up the idea of sensus plenior. The 

"Guiding Principles" state that an Old Testament passage, "may also disclose in the 

light of the New Testament a new and more profound significance~ unknown to the 

original writer.,,78 For Cox, an example of this would be the "servant passages" in the 

last section of the book ofIsaiah. Cox maintains that while Israel was called the 

74COX, Preaching) 67. 

75COX. "Appendix B," inA Guide, 123~28. Again. see Appendix 3 of this 
paper for a reproduction. 

76Ibid., 124. 

77lbid .• 125. 
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"servant" in these passages, "Jesus Christ was the fulfillment pal' (~xcellence of Isracl~ 

so [the text] would have that fuller [or] ... ideal meaning.,,7() 

However, the ultimate, or ideal meaning in prophetic passages may have been 

either kn.own or unknown to the original writer. Cox believes that while it is possible 

that the original vvriter may not have kmmrn about the "fuller" meaning of a certain text, 

at the same time, it is possible that he did know. As he states, "He might have had, as it 

were, a prophetic vision, and visions were very important to those ancient pl'Ophets.,,1l0 

The form of the text as it appears in the Scriptures also plays an impOliant 

role in detenninlng the meaning of the passage. Further, Cox suggests that. the closer 

one adheres to the biblical form, the more likely the message may be received by the 

hearers. He argues that the wide variety of literary forms "are waiting to be used in 

their special forms to make your sermons easier to listen to.,,!:1 Rather than forcing the 

text into a preformed homiletical grid, Cox suggests getting "as much of the form of the 

sennon as you can from the form ofthe text. ,,82 While Cox concedes that it is not 

always possible to preach every text in the form in which it appears, he maintains that 

"the sermon does look and sound more biblical when it is possible. dB 

With regard to text selection, Cox suggests that a preacher's use ofthe 

79COX; Interview 2. 

lll('~ d (~ • J 15 ~OX, if fUleleo • 

82Ibld., 22. 

83COX, "Biblical Preaching 
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lectionary will (mabIe him to preach a wide variety of biblical material as well as 

prevent the preaching of l'l1Crely his favorite texts, He also recommends the method of 

preaching through biblical books a,,) a way to accomplish a. baltmce of biblical exposure. 

Nevertheless, he cautions, HOf course, we can import our prejudices into any text ... "~4 

Consequently, the interpreter must constantly guard against the practice of eisegesis in 

the place of exegesis. 

Cox also recomrncnds the practice of choosing a biblical text bascd upon a 

perceived need of the congregation. While this idea often generates a lot of discussion 

from its objectors, one wonders how any text may be selected without giving at I.east 

some thought to the perceived needs ofthe hearers. Certainly the preaching expositor 

of biblical books gives some thought to the perceived needs of his congregation befbre 

selecting a particular book for a preaching series. For Cox, it seems more important 

that the preacher have a text. As he writes elsewhere, in response to the question of 

whether a preacher should begin with a text or a theme, "It doesn't really matter where 

the sermon begins, whether with a text or with a theme; a preacher who is committed to 

preaching biblically will preach biblically in either case."S5 

Questions to Aid Text Interpretation 

The remainder of this chapter consists of fourteen questions that Cox lists in 

1HCOX, Preaching. 63. 

It5 James W. Cox, ed., Handbook l~lThemesf()r PreClching (Louisville: 
Westminster/John Knox, 1991), 5. 
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both of his preaching texts as an aid to interpreting biblical texts,!!!! The qucstions are 

meant by Cox ncither to be exhaustive, n.Of necessarily to he asked of every text. 

Rather, the list, Hoffers a place to begin:;!!? The questions are those raised by both 

Cox's mentors and by himself. He notes: 

Some of these questions were suggested in classroom lectures of Professor 
Paul Scherer. by James Black in his Mystery q/,Preaching, by Ilarry Emerson 
Fosdick in a symposium by Charles McGlon~ "How I prepare My Sermons:' and 
by llalford Luccock in his In the lvfinisler '.')' Workshop.SF, 

Wh.at is the Text About? 

Cox recommends first to try to ascertain what particular theme comes 

through in the text Here, he has primarily in mind doctrinal themes, such as 

eschatology or soteriology. 

What does the Text mean to You? 

Cox acknowledges that the order of this question may seem alarming. He 

anticipates the argument, "Should we not do careful exegesis and look at the history of 

the interpretation of the text first?"S9 He answers. "Not necessarily. Your 11r8t 

impression is likely to be the lU1derstanding o:t'the average reader of the text. So it is a 

86COX, A Guide, 49-58, and Preaching, 74-77. 

87COX, Preaching, 74. 

88Ibid .• 296 n. 9. 

lNlbid., 74. 
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good place to begin, ,,90 Indeed. the very next question (msures that the proper meaning 

has been i:~scertajned in light of exegetical study, 

This question reveals the importance Cox feels in thinking about the hearers 

early OIl in the interpretive process. Elsewhere, he recommends a procedure practiced 

by Eduard Schweizer, called, "the sermon seminar." Here, in the early stages of semI-on 

preparation, the preacher meets with a smart number of people who will be the hearers 

of his message. For a period of about 90 minutes, the preacher listens while the various 

individuals discuss their inte.rpretatiol1s and perceptions of the biblical text The 

preacher himself does little talking, except perhaps to aid in the answering of a technical 

question. He is spending the majority of the time listening to his future audience as 

they discuss the text he will soon preach. Cox, who practiced this method himself and 

recommends its usage, relays its benefits. He states: "A text whose relevance may not 

be superficially obvious, may have its relevance uncovered, unpacked, when a group of 

people begin to share their experience with it, their questions about it, their insights into 

it, and the possible meaning it could have for them and their times. ,,91 

What Crucial Exegetical Issues in the Text 
might bear on a Corred Interpretation? 

Here, the interpreter studies areas covered earlier in this chapter, areas such 

as historical-critical research, context, syntactical and grammatical study, etc. 

91 Cox. "Biblical Preaching Is,,",,}' 



What is the Significan.ce of the Text in Relation 
to .Jesus Cbrist and the History of Redcm.ptiou<! 

Cox elaborates Up011 the need to interpret the text in light of its history of 

121 

redemption. He states: "Moreover, the ethical teachings of Jesus lInd the apostles have 

to be seen as a part (ifand not apc.Jrt.!i'orn the movement of God's grace toward us and 

toward all people in the Christ event. Christian preaching is always within the context 

(' (., d' I ol' J ('1' ,,92 o . .10 . S purpose revea eel In esus .- mst. . 

This hermeneutical principle is similar to the main theltle of Bryan Chapell's 

preaching text wherein he bemoans the lack of a "redemption" theme in Itmch 

contemporary preachingY3 Indeed, preaching ethical imperatives from texts such as the 

Sennon on the Mount apart ji-om the redemptive theme of grace~ would likely result in 

nothing less than Pharisaical legalism, 

What has the Text Meant 
to Other Interpreters? 

Cox. recommends the study of a variety of scholars. early church fathers as 

well as modem theologians. Such a study "enriches" the interpreter's own 

understanding of the tex.t. 

What is the Point of Immediacy? 
Where does the Text Strike Closest 
to Home in your Life? 

Cox states: wnw point of immediacy could be at one place one time and at 
----_._-_ .. _---

92COX, Preaching. 75. 

93Bryan Chapen, Christ-Centered Preaching: Redeeming the ft7xpositol),' 
Sermon (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1997); see particularly Part 3, "A Theology of Christ
Centered Messages," 263~311. 
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another place another time. ,,94 

What is There itt the Text 
That w(mid make it nifficult to Communicate'! 

Homileticians have long spoken of the need for the preacher to "exegete his 

audience." This idea is what Cox has in mind by this question. The interpreter must try 

to place himself in the shoes of his hearers, so as to anticipate their perspective of the 

pret\ched message, 

Can the Truth in the Text Stand Alone, 
or Does it Need to be Seen in Relation 
to a Counterbalancing Truth'! 

At times, the preacher must reconcile certain blblic,ll truths with other truths 

in order to present a more accurate understanding of the text at hand. For instance, a 

sermon on faith from Romans may need the teaching of James to bring a more balanced 

understanding of "faith" and "works." But Cox cautions: "A too well-balanced sermon 

does not really convey its message. ),95 

What are Some of the Causes of the Condition 
or Situation Discussed or Suggested in the Text? 

The goal here is to consider how the situation in the text may be relevantly 

applied to the hearers. 

94«1 I)· < h' 75 .~ox, < l'eac mg, . 

95Ibid., 76. 
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What are the Theoiogical.lmplications 
or Practical Duties that Hrow Out of tile Text'! 

Agail1~ this question considers the necessary applicati<m that arises 1h)111 the 

theological principles found in. the text 

What Ob.iections may be Raised to Your Conclusions 
about the Implications and Applications 
of tbe Truth of the Text'! 

Cox states: "It should be noted that the ancient rhetoricians made a place in a 

discourse for 'answers to objcctiotls.",96 A bit like question seven, the interpreter must 

constantly think of his audience a"l he handles the text 

Wbat would be the Results of Knowing 
or Failing to Know, Uelieving or .Failing to BeUeve, 
or Doing or Failing to do what the Text Suggests? 

The preacher must consider the consequences of the text's demands upon its 

hearers. This thinking prepares him to warn or encourage his hearers accordingly. 

Wbat Must you do to Make the Message of the Text 
Real and True in Your Own Life'? 

Here, something of Phillips Brooks's "truth through personality,,97 is in view. 

Cox asselts: "The gospel becomes incarnate and is revealed through our own experience 

of it in the dimensions and shape of our own necd.,,98 The message of the text can 

%Ibid" 77, 

97Phillips Brooks, The Joy (~f Preaching (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1989). 25~ 
26. 



hardly become real ill the lives of the preacher's h,~arcrs if it has not first touched his 

own heart. 

What is there in General Literature, in nibiicalResources, 
in Personal Counseling, aud in Personal Observation 
and Experience that will Jj~xeD1plify or Illustrate 
the Truth of the Text? 

Cox believes the need fbr the interpreter to consider illustrative material is 

crucial to his task of relaying biblical truth to his hearers. As he states. "The finest 

argument pales beside the strength of an ac,tual instance of truth. M.oreover, human 

interest stories are endlessly fascinating.;,99 

Conclusion 

The hermeneutical method of JrunesW. Cox is a balanced approach to 

interpreting the Bible that takes critical scholarship seriously. The tools of critical 
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research, however, are helpful only to the extent that they aid the process of determining 

the author's intended meaning ofa text. For Cox, the location of meaning is found in 

the fixed intent ofthe author as deposited in the text. At the same time, however, 

biblical texts have numerous applications of meaning that cross cultural and historical 

boundaries. The interpreter, then, must labor to elucidate the relevancy of the biblical 

text for any given situation. Cox's passion for proper biblical interpretation is clear: 

"The text is there to be understood, believed, and applied to personal and social need. 
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The approach to interpretation, thcrefore~ rnust be clarifying, convincing, and 

practical."JOO 

IOOI"b'd t:," 1 " "t ., f,l • 



CIIAPTER 5 

HOMILETICAL METHOD 

Jnh'oduction 

Central to Cox's homiletical method is the place and priority of the Bible and 

its integral use in Christian preaching. His statement that "the Bible is our homiletical 

home',! serves as a succinct summary of his homiletical method. While he allows that 

there may be special circumstances in which the preacher may not use a particular 

biblical text for his sermon, he rnaintains that snch circumstanceswou1d he very rare. 

Indeed~ as Cox states, "Pity the preacher who appears with only personal opinions!"z 

Thus, Cox greatly stresses the priority ofthe Bible's place in the field of homiletics. 

Perhaps this seems obvious to conservative evangelicals committed to the Bible's 

authority in preaching. But it may be that even the staunchest defender ofthe Bible 

could possibly fall prey to the temptation to place himself in a position above the 

authority of Scripture. As Cox states: 

The problem of some preachers with the Bible is not that they feeJ more or 
less helpless before the vastness and the uncertainties of the terrain that the Bible 
marks out. Nor is it a misuse of the Bible by ignorance or prejudice. 'fhe problem 

-----.-------

I James W. Cox, "Biblical Preachingls~-·-," lecture given at the Continuing 
Theological Education Confbrence~ Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (SBTS). 
March 1985, audiocassette. 

2James W. Cox, Preaching: A Compl'ehensiw Approach to the Design & 
Delivery (~lSermons (NashviJle: Seminary Extension. n.d.), 19. 
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is emancipation from th{~ Bible, The prt~aChcr1 wise in his own conceits. stands 
above the Bible in judgment He imagines that he's too intelligent or too mod~m 
for it. He has come of age and so he can put away the th.ings that belonged to the 
childhood of ftlith.3 

FLU'thermOfC, Cox is very pa'lsionate about the primacy of biblical preaching. 

Consider, for example, his introductory remarks under the "Course Overview" section 

of his study guide thr Contemporary Chrislian Preaching. He writes: "Let me welcome 

you to what may be the single most valuable course for your ministry. I say "most 

valuable" because--foc the preacher-biblical, theological, and other studies count for 

nothing if the preacher cannot deliver the goods.,,4 Cox.'s homiletical method is an 

approach unmistakabl.y rooted in the Holy Scriptures, In titct, the preacher, "never 

actually begins to prcach until he begins to give account of the bearing of the Bible on 

the matter. ,,5 

Tbe Nature of I)reacbing 

In the first chapter of his book Preaching, Cox identifies four elements that 

comprise the nature of Christian preaching.6 These four elements are proclamation. 

witness, teaching and prophesying. A brief exanlination of each ofthese elements 

reveals Cox's philosophical basis fbI' his homiletical method. 

3COX, "Biblical Preaching 18-." 

4James W. Cox, Contemporary Christian Preaching PAl 0257 Siw~}1 Guide 
(NashvilIe: Seminary Extension Department, 1988). 1. 

5James W. Cox, "'I'he IJniqueness of Preaching," faculty address in Alumni 
Memorial Chapel. SBTS, Fcbmary 8; 1967; as print,~d in Review and Expositor 64 (Fall 
1967): 528, 

6COX, Preaching, 3~I5. 
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Proclamation 

Christian preaching is the proclamation of good news. l'he preacher is the 

"messenger" (keryx) who proclaims the "message" (ke/J'gma). The nature of the 

message is the "good news" (evangelion). The preacher heralds the good news that 

Jesus Christ is the victor over Satan and that He brings salvation to all who will believe. 

Proclamation finds its fullest expression, then, ill the presentation of JeslIs Christ as the 

One who died for our sins and sav<.~s us from our sin if we will accept the truth claims 

made by the herald. 

Witness 

The preacher who proclaims the message of good news bears witness to the 

message. That is, he himself accentuates the message by virtue of his specHic 

personality and experiences. Cox illustrates: "The kerygma is like the metal of which a 

coin is made; witness is that metal with the image and superscription of the messengcr 

upon it. What the gospel does to the messenger. therefore, becomes a part of what is 

preached."? As messenger of the kerygma, the preacher is affected by the content of the 

message. TIle message, then, finds expression through the personality and experience 

of the preacher. The result is not that the message has changed, but rather that it is 

refined, shaped, and informed as it passes through the messenger. Cox cites Philips 

Brooks' comments as helpful to the discussion of witness: 

The truth must come really through the person, not merely over his lips. not 
merely into his understanding and out through his pen. It must come through his 
character. his aff1=cti()t1s, his whole intellectual and moral being, It lllust come 

'[bid., 7. 
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genuinely through him. I think that. granting equal i.ntt~lligencc and study, here i.s 
the great diflerence between two preachers of the Word. 'rhe Gospel has CODle 

over one of them and reaches us tinged and tlavored with his supel't1eial 
characteristics, belittled with hl.8 lIttleness, The Gospci has come through the 
other, and we receive it impressed and winged with all the earnestness and strength 
that there is in him. in the first case (he man has been but a printing machine or a 
trunlpet. In the other case he has been a true man and a real messenger of God. * 

Teaching 

'Inc preacher is also a teacher. In fact, he is the principal teacher of the loeal 

congregation. Teaching is accomplished through both hera1dlng the good news to the 

lost (kel)lgma) and teaching Christian doctrine to believers (didache). Cox believes, 

however that one '·cannot draw a sharp line between kerygma and didache.~·9 

Evangelistic sermons, for ex.ample, may contain a great deal of doctrinal teaching. 

Likewise~ sennons preached for the purpose of edifying the church may contain enough 

gospel content to point the way of salvation for the unconverted, 

'Teaching, then, is inseparable from proclaiming the good news. Of course, 

teaching is most readily thought of in relation to discipleship, Cox believes the 

preacher's primary task is to teach his church members. He favorably cites Elton 

Trueblood who said that "every church ought to be a little seminary," 10 Cox also 

believes that the reference in Ephesians 4: 11 to "pastors and teachers" is most likely a 

reference to just one office, the office of pastor-teacher. 

SCm<\:. cites fhml Phillips Brooks, On Preaching (New York: Seabury, 1964), 
8. The quote may also be fi.1Und in Phillips Bro()ks~ l1u! Joy (?f Preaching (Grand 
Rapids: Kregc1, 1989),27. 

i)Cox, Preaching, 12~ 13. 
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By prophesying. Cox means "giving a message perceived to meet a present 

need."ll He also refers to this kind ofprcaching as "heart~to-hea1"t." That is, the 

preacher proclaims the truth of God's word in such a way that the hearer perceives that 

a realnced may be met. This dialogical aspect occurs best in the pastoral context where 

the pastor is preaching to his familiar flock. Cox explains: 

All "I~thott relationship between preacher mld hearer prevails. We hear not 
only what God, the Bible, Christian tradition, and our own hearts may say; we he:::lf 
also what the people to whom we preach are saying, as we know the temptations, 
the guilt, the sorrows, the sufferings) and the doubts of these people. We read the 
lives of these people from what we see of their everyday living, their casual 
conversation, their requests for counsel, and even their demeanor during the act of 
preaching. Thus the message comes alive with reaHty.12 

In light of this last eiement~ Cox believes there are many valid ways to 

proclaim the message of the good news. The preacher may preach expository sennons, 

devotional sermons, Of evangelistic semlOns. There is no one way to preach. III fflct, 

Cox believes a number of "stmctural optiol1s" exists for forming the sermol1. 13 DIe 

reader will note later in this chapter that Cox's own method demonstrates a variety of 

ways in which the preacher may preach his messages. 

Not aU contemporary homileticians are comfortable with classifying sermons 

by various sermon categories. John Stott, for example, arguing f'Or the supremacy of 

expository preaching; resists the classification of sennons by various types. R.eferring 

11 Ibid.~ 14. 

121bid., 14~ 15. 

!3See Cox, Preaching, 150~ 72. Cox provides seven sermon structures: 
explaining. affirming, reasoning, applying, questing, storytelling, and combining. 
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to W. E. Sangster's The Crc!fi qlthe Sermon., in which Sangster identities three n1f~jor 

categories of sennons, Stott writcs: 

Othcr writers, less thorough than Sangster, have been content with simpler 
classifications. There are topical sermons and textual semlons, they say. Some 
are evangelistic or apologetic Of prophetic, others doctrinal or devotional or ethic,al 
or ho.rtatory, while somewhere down the line 'cxegeticzi!' o.r 'expository' sermons 
are included. I cannot myself acquiesce in this relegation (sometimes even 
gmdging) of expository preaching to one alternative among many. His my 
contention that all true Christian preaching is expository preaching. 14 

Stott clarifies, however~ that by "expository preaching" he means the exposing of a 

text-regardless of sizt}-,~·s() that the selmon is thoroughly biblical. Similarly, John 

MacArthur~ Jr. strongly argues for the supremacy of expository preaching, going so far 

as to conclude that such preaching is "mandated" for anyone ho1ding to biblical 

inerrancy.I5 Like Stott. however~ MacArthur understands "biblical preaching" as 

"exposition." By exposition he means "preaching in such a way that the meaning of the 

Bible passage is presented entirely and exactly as it was intended by God:,16 Given this 

definition, many different semlon "types" arguably could be classified as "expository" 

so long as the sermons remain thoroughly biblical. 

'Ine issue, then, may be largely one of semantics. Cox uses the term 

"expository" primarily in the sense of "explanation" which is the way in which he 

understands John Broadus to use the tenn. Broadus, to whom Cox acknowledges his 

14John R. W. Stott, Between 1"w{) Worlck' The Art (4Preaching in the 
l\ventieth Century (Grand Rapids: Eerdmalls. 1982); 125. 

15John MacArtbur~ Jr.~ "The Mandate of Biblical Inerrancy: Expository 
Preachit1g~'~ in Rediscowring Expository Preaching, ed. Richard L. Mayhue and Robert 
.L. 'fhomas (Dallas: Word, 1992). 22M 35. 

'. '," 

16Ibid., 23 .. 24. 
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"indebtedness" in thc preface of his book Preaching, trents three "dHlcrcnt species" of 

sermons in his classic A Treatise on the Preparation and the Delivery (?l8£mnons. 17 

Distinguishing the expositiona1 form ii-om its counterparts is not always an easy task .. 

Broadus writes: ·'We at once perceive that there .is no broad line of division bctween 

expository preaching and the common methods, but that one may pass by almost 

insensible gradations from textual to expository sermons. We see, too, that men often 

preach expository sermons which they would .not call by that name.,,'1l 

In any case, Cox clearly calls for biblica.l sermons. The.fiJrm of the semlOn .is 

not nearly as importtUlt as whether the sermon js thoroughly grounded in the Bible. He 

writes: "Good. scripturally grounded preaching does not have to be "expository, ~ as I 

use the word, to be soundly biblical. Biblical preaching is the sine qua non of the 

Christian preacher,',19 For Cox, whether the preacher begins his message with a text or 

wheth.er he begins with a topic, he certainly must have a biblical text and treat the text 

with integrity. 

The Central Idea 

Homileticians often refer to a main theme or purpose of the sermon that 

shapes the arrangement of the material. H. Grady Davis refers to this main theme or 

17John Albert Broadus, A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery (?l 
Sermons, 30th ed" ed. Edwin Chades Dargan (New York: University Press. 189&), 306~ 
38. 'Here Broadus discusses "subject sermons," '<text sermons," and "expository 
sermons." 

lllIbid .• 322. 

19("·'. Ph·' 1\(9 .,OX. rea" mg, ';I • 
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purpose as the "Anatomy of the Idea,";w Haddon Robinson calls it the "Big Idea:,2l 

H.amesh Richard refers to it as the "Central Propositi.on ofthe Sermon" or CPS.22 Cox 

prefers to use the phrase "Central Idea." .11.c writes: "'The central idea of the sermon is a 

statement of the truth that ernerges from a study of tlle text and that detennil1cs the 

f' h ,,")'~ Wh'j 1 '}" f' h content () '. t e sermon. ... 1 e many loml .eticlwls preer to use t e tenn 

"proposition," Cox uses the term central idea because it "can include ideas that are not 

argumentati\ln, as would be suggested by the term proposition, as well as subjects, 

which do not cI;my a complete thought, and thus do not merit the term proposition.,,24 

The central idea is comprised of a subject and predicate, TIle subject is the 

main thnlst or theme of the sermon as found in the biblical text. The predicate, then, is 

that which the preacher is saying about the subJect. It is an elaboration of the subject as 

the preacher intends to explain or prove it. Taken together, the subject and the predicate 

represent "the sermon in a nutshell-the central idea, ,,25 '1110 central idea, then; 

20H. Grady Davis, Design/or Preaching (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1958), 24~ 
39, 

21Haddon W. Robinson, Biblical Preaching (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980), 31 ~ 
48. 

22Ramesh Richard, Preparing Erposit01y Sermons: A S'even-S'tep "Method/ill' 
Biblical Preaching (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2001), 85-93. 

23COX, Preaching, 78. 

24lbid, 

2~ • "IbId., 80. 
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represents the essence of the seml0n. It provides the necessary limitations to the 

message and gives the message a unified sense of direction. 

'fhe central idea should be wnrded in such a way as its truth transcends time. 

The contemporary hearer should not focI that the truth is limited to the ancient world, 

but that it also rings with authority in his own world. Cox explains: "U is historically 

correct to say, 'When Simon Peter denied his I"ord, he dishollored Jesus aIld brought 

remorse upon himself:' but it is homiletically better to say, 'When we deny our Lord. 

we dishonor Jesus and bring remorse upon ourselves. ",26 Richard agrees ~':ith the idea 

of putting the centra] idea in universal language. Treating the central proposition. of the 

sermon (CPS), he states: "You are 110t speaking to the Ephesians 01' to Moses' audience. 

You are speaking to your own congregation.,,27 Putting the central idea in ulliversal 

language dra:ws the hearer of the contemporary world into the world of the Bible and 

aids in keeping him engaged throughout the message. 

From Text to Sermon 

In an article written for The Princeton Seminary Bulletin, Cox provides the 

reader with some basic rules for developing it homiletical outline from the Biblical text. 

lIe challenges the preacher first to take his collected ideas from the text and consider 

the needs of his congregation, thereby arriving at one main purpose for the sermon. He 

favorably quotes Phillips Brooks: "In all your desire to create good sermons you should 

261b'i 88 l(.~ .• 

27Richard, Preparing E1:po.'litory Sermons, 90. 
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think no sermon good that does not do its work. Let the end tor which you preach play 

freely in and modify your form of preaching. ,,28 

Secondly, Cox discusses the nmmgcmcnt of sermonic materiaL The 

preacher)s outline should be an extension of the central idea. All of the ,main points are 

informed~ qualified, and restricted by the central idea. As Cox notes elsewhere, the 

"controlling purpose" of the scrnlo,n will shape the development of the outline. 29 [f 

material works its way into the sermon that is not an extensi.on of the central idea, there 

is a good chan<.~e that the sem10n may lack a sense of order in its final form. 

Cox further argues for the importance of unity in the sermon by making 

favorable mention of the Aristotelian method of '(beginning, middle, and end.,,30 This is 

followed by an appeal for a "suitable climax" in the sermon. Cox encourages the 

preacher to consider a variety of ways to accomplish this, whether by moving from 

general to particular, or vice versa. 

Cox provides a number of cautionary statements concerning sermon 

construction. For example, he does not believe it is always wise for the preacher to 

state his sermon points up front. The intentional and deliberate announcement of points 

28James W. Cox, "Fonning the Pattem of the SemlOn," The Princeton 
SeminaF:v Bulletin, 58 (June 1965), 32. 

29James W. Cox, A Guide to Biblical Preaching (Na'3hville: Abingdon, 1976), 
61. Note Appendix 2 of this paper, which provides examples of the "controlling 
purpose." See the headings, "General End" and "Specific Intent. H 

3()See also chapter 4 of Cox's A Guide to Biblical Preaching. "The Anatomy 
of the Sermon," where Cox divides the chapter into these three se<.~tions of beginning, 
middle, ~:U1d end. 
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may cause the preacher to fall into a predictable pattern of delivery th~\t ]os,~s something 

of the "fetching quality" that makes preaching so exdting,:H 

Cox also suggests that the preacher not have too many points in hi.s sermon. 

He believes that most hearers find about three main points~ tersely worded, to be as 

much as they can handle in a message. At the same time, however1 Cox al10ws for the 

possibility of more points if such points are necessary to deliver the message. The 

preacher must, however, avoid the overlapping of points. He must take care to see that 

material covered under one point is easHy distinguishable from material covered under 

another point 

Finally, the preacher should avoid "artificial or strained alliteration" of 

points.32 Cox is not against alliteration. In fact, he calls attention to those who have 

used it well, preachers such as James S. Stewart and Arthur E. Dalton. At the same 

time, however, Cox believes the preacher should exercise great care in word choice. 

"Otherwise," he cautions, "while the words chime, the ideas wilt clash. ,,33 

Sermon Types 

No one predominant fonn characterizes Cox's own sermons. In tact, one 

finds great homiletical variety in the types of semlOllS Cox preaches. He believes that 

preachers should be become adept at recognizing different sermon forms and should 

also experiment with different methods in their pulpits. Cox's collection of sermons in 

31 Jbid., 34. 

32lb'd "f. . I ' •• h}, 

:t'lIbid. 
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SU11,rised hy Goci4 demonstrates the llutubcr of varying ways biblical t~xts may be 

preached. Consider how the fhlh.)wing fbur examples reveal differences concerning 

structure, the enumeration of points, use oftransitiol1al statements, and application. JS 

Expository Sermon of llidactic Text 

Cox's "HopeUnashamcd," is a sermon based on Romans 5:1~5.36 This 

message best represents what most homileticians refer to as an expository selw.on. Cox 

treats the text (with the exception of the first verse) in an expositional maJ:ll1Cf in the 

following way: (1) Hope is Ours (v.2); (2) Hope is Hard~woll (vv.3~4); (3) Hope is 

Reliable (v.S). 

The introduction builds the case tor our need of hope. Cox mcntions 

"occasional crises," which arise in our everyday lives, crises such as, "illness, 

persecution, failure. marital difficulty, and bereavement,,37 Following this introduction, 

Cox's proposition becomes clear when he states: "Let us examine this shining word that 

God has thrust among us in the midst of darkness, deteat, and death.,,38 He then clearly 

34James W. Cox, Surprised by God, Interpreting God's Gifts of Life and 
Courage for Living (Nashville: Broadman, 1979). 

35The following classifications (Expository Sermon of Didactic Text, etc.) are 
this writer's categorizations based upon popular sermon designations. 

36COX. Surp1'ised by God, 87~93. 

37Ibid.~ 87. 

18 • . Ihld., 88. 
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states the form the sermon will take: "1 want to say three simple things. First, hop{~ is 

ours. Second, hope is hard~won. And third, hope is reliable.,,:;9 

Cox utilizes clear, transitional statements between the various palts of the 

message: "first of all ... now let's go a step fhrther ... and now a final step.,,40 He 

reads each verse as it SUPPOlts each main point. In the first point, he distinguishes 

biblical hope fCOIn secular definitions. Biblical hope is "coniident assurance" an 

assurance that is "oms for the taking:,41 In the next point, Cox points out that it is not 

unusual for the Christian to go through tri,lls. His exposition closely tbllows the text: 

suffering produces endurance, endurance produces eh£iracter, and character produces 

hope. Finally (point three), Cox interprets the RSV text, "hope does not disappoint us, 

because Crod's love has been poured into our hearts ... " as~ "hope is reliablc.,,42 Thus, 

he states: "The hope of which the apostle speaks is reliable because it rests on God 

Cox concludes by challenging his hearers to confidently lay claim to the hope 

they have as Christians in the midst of suffering. He exhorts: "Accept the suffering of 

the present moment. ,,44 Then, following a quotation of Hebrews 12:6, he concludes 

40Ibid .• 88-89. 

41 lbid" 89. 

421bid., 91. 

44Ib'd 9" 1 .. , " .j, 
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with a quote from Karl. Barth: "The gate at which all hope seems lost is the pla<'lc at 

h" h" . 11 1 ,,4" W Ie. 1.t IS contmua. y rcnewe( .. , 

Textual Sermon 

Cox's "A Savior f()( YoU!,,46 is a message from John I: I ~ 12. This sermon 

represents what most homileticians \vould characterize as a textual sermon, though 

some may label it as "topical." H.cre the biblical text, 10hn's prologue, suggests for Cox 

an evangelistic message built upon the idea of receiving or rejecting Jesus Christ as 

Lord and Savior. The prologue itself is not the basis fbr the message, nor does Cox 

necessarily intend to teach systematic doctrinal truths such as the pre~existence of the 

Son. Rather, the message is largely based upon verses 11 and .12. 

After a paraphrase and then a quote of verse 1], the introduction proceeds 

with three illustrations of the r~iection ofChr1st: the dch young ruler, the high priest. 

and the crowd at Jesus' trial. Cox then raises the question regarding how modem day 

hearers have responded to Christ and states that his message will take the form of three 

questions to consider. 

The first question (point I) is, "Can you handle the pastT47 By this, Cox 

means for the hearer to consider particular sinful thoughts and actions which have 

occurred in the past. This challenge is summarized by a restatement of the question as a 

46Ibid" 9-16. 

47Ibid., 11. 
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transition to the next point. Cox states: "So 1 ask the question~ Can you handle t.he 

past-your past. with its sins, its guilt, its fanures~-".without Jesus Christ, the SaviorT,4i'l 

Secondly, Cox asks, "Can you-on your own--overcomc the sin in your 

hcart?,,49 Of course, as with the HI'st point, Cox intends for the hearer to examine his 

own heart and note his shortcomings. 

Cox concludes the message with a third question: "Can you be 1\dly satistied 

with an earthbound view of life?,,50 After telling the story of Nicodemus, Cox 

encourages his hearers to tmst in the Lord, who promises to, "forgive your sins, to give 

you better things to live for, to help you do what: is right, and to give you everlasting 

Iife."sl Cox concludes with: "There is a Savio.r for you! Receive him today~ and enter 

into all the riches of tile blessings of God!,,52 

Itxpositional Sermon of NaITutive Text 
(Without Explicit Points) 

The sermon "The Conversion of an Unpromising Prospect" is a message 

based upon Luke 19: 1-10. It is a narrative Seml011 about the familiar character of 

Zacchaeus.53 Unlike any other sennon in Cox's book, this particular one does not 

48Ibid., 12. 

501bid., 14. 

~IIb'd I' , 1",. 6. 

53Jbid., 17-23. 



contain explicit "sermon points" to support the central idea. Rather, Cox takes the 

narrative form of the biblical tcxt and preaches it in narrative~exp()siti()nal fashion, 

finding no structured points necessarily emerging from the tcxt 
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His introductory statement reveals what he sees as the main thrust ofthe 

narrative. Cox states: "Zacchaeus was not the kind of man most people would go out of 

their way to save."S4 Thus~ the emphasis of the sermon is upon our following the 

evangelistic example of Jesus. This emphasis is stressed again by the last words of the 

sermon: "Jesus declared that the 'Son of man came to seek and to save the lost.' As 

those who represent him today, we have no greater task ourse!ves,',55 

Cox strives for immediate application in this message, After a brief 

description ofZacchaeus in his opening words, Cox states, "We do not have an exact 

equivalent of Zacchaeus in our society. But don't we treat many people as the Jews 

treated Zacchaeus?"s6 

In narrative fashion, Cox treats every verse of the text in one way or another. 

He uses a great deal of imagination in accomplishing the free flowing style of the 

message. Reading between the lines of the biblical text, Cox suggests possible 

statements made by the biblical characters. The crowd gathered around Zacchaeus, for 

example, may have said: "There are a hundred places in Jericho Jesus could have stayed 

54Ibid, 

55Ibid., 23. 

~6Ibid.> 17, 



without huving to stay with him [Zacchaeus). There's the Inn of the Good Sanutritan 

only a little way otJ."S7 

Cox also weaves a tremendous amount of historicnl and geographical 
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research into the narrative. Consequently, the hearer visualizes the hmdscape of Jericho 

and hears about the winter palaces built by Herod ruld his son Archelaus. 

Expositional. Sermon of Narrative Text 
(With EXlllicitPoints) 

In this final example, Cox takes a narrative text and preaches it. in a versewby~ 

verse expositional manner. Unlike the previous narrative example with Zacehacus, 

however, Cox locates explicit sermon points to support a proposition. The sermon is 

entitled "Ship of Fools"s8 and is based upon Matthew 8: 18~27. The introduction 

references both a contemporary and classical work, which suggests the tide of the 

sermon. Cox's central ide~t is that believers are "fools i()t Christ's sake" and his 

succeeding points explain how. 

First; Cox states, "If we take our discipleship seriously we have to renounce 

the usual securities."S9 Following the sequence of the biblical narrative, Cox illustrates 

the refusal to renounce such securities by the twom.cn in verses 18"22. Cox 

immediately weaves application into this point by statements such as "our Lord made it 

57r·,'d ")0 n ., '"' . 

58Ibid., 39A4. 

59Ib' ,1 "9 1(,., ,1 .• 



crystal clear that the fhturc holds no guarantee of comfort fbr anyone who fbHows 

h. ' n ,,(,0 11, 

Secondly, following Jesus means '"to go with him into the very tecth of the 
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storm."pt Cox takes his hearers through the ensuing verses: 23-24. lIe notes that when 

the disciples first began to follow Jesus all was well. but they suddenly entered a storm. 

Again, application is immediate: "For us, the storm may be the critical illness of a child, 

the embarrassing loss of ajob, conHiet in the home ... (etc.t62 Cox then relates the 

disciples) cry to the Lord (v.25) to our own cry in times of crises. 

Thil'dly~ Cox asserts that when we find ourselves in .. , storm that, "[it is] then 

we discover tmc security .• ,63 As Jesus war.; in the boat with the disciples~ so He is with 

us. Cox assures: "Ifhe can tame the wild storm, he can raise up the sick, he can give 

you a better job than the one you lost ... (etc,),,64 The hearer is enjoined to express Hlith 

in Christ and share something of the disciples' wonder as they pose their question in 

verse 27: "Who can this be, that even the winds and the sea obey Him?" Cox's last 

words are a recapitulation of his third point: " .... God is there with us. And that makes 

the difference!,,6; 

60Ibid., 40. 

61 Ibid. 

63 lb'd 4"> . 1 " k. 

64Ibid., 43. 
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These four sermons illustrate the homiletical variety Cox believes is possihle 

in the preaching of biblical texts. The central idea, coupled with the preacher's own 

thoughts, guides the development of each outline. Cox reasons: 

This means that there is no standard outline that will provide the model f()f 
every sermon you need to preach. Some preachers bore their audiences to 
rebellion with the sameness of approach. The hCtu'ers can always count on three 
points and a poem, and once the text is announced, they c~U1 predict with accuracy 
both outline and treatment before the preacher is through the introduction. 66 

Sermon Delivery 

Having examined Cox's movement frOll1 text to sermon, this chapter will 

now address matters more directly related to the matter of sermon deli very. 

Consequently, while there still will be some overlapping between sermon "preparation" 

and "delivery," the remainder of this chapter will concern the preached message and its 

impact upon the hearers. 

As discussed above, Cox defines the preacher's task as both "herald~' and 

"witness." He is a herald in the sense that he is God's messenger announcing 

"essentially one message: 'God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself (2 

Cor. 5: 19).,,67 The preacher is a witness in the sense that he preaches the message as it 

finds expression through his own personal experience. 

Taken together, the two roles of herald and witness are somewhat akin to 

66COX, A Guide, 66. 

67COX, "The IJniqueness of Preaching;' 525. 
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Phillips Brooks' of1:en~quoted, "truth through personaHty:,6!I As Cnx asserts, "Truth, 

even the truth of the gospel and particularly the truth of the gospel, ought to be digested 

and become a part of the preacher's OWl1li:tc, so that, in a reat sense, by delivering 

himself he does deliver the gospel. ,,69 

Keeping the .Listeners l.listening 

In Chapter 14 ofCox's, Preaching, Cox discusses, '"The Factors of Attention 

and Inte.rest.,,7() Here Cox addresses the challenge of maintaining the hearer's interest 

throughout the duration of the sermon. Recognizing that most hearers are not likely to 

maintain an active interest while a preacher delivers merely a strict and pure exposition 

of Scripture, Cox o.flers several ways to keep the listener engaged throughout the 

message, 

Matters of vital interest. Cox believes that the preacher should consider 

those matters of concern that most people encounter at one point or another. "Stated 

negatively as problems, they could include guilt, fear, disappointment, loneliness, anger, 

failure, frustration, discouragement, inferiority feelings, compulsions, and so on.,,71 The 

preacher who recognizes these often universally shared problems will seek to address 

68Phillips Brooks, The Joy (~f Preaching (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1989; 
originally pu.blished as Lectures on Preaching, 1895), 25~28. 

69wfhe Uniqueness of Preaching," 526. 

70cox. Preaching, 193~207. 

7IIbid .• 194. 
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them in his sermons. Doing so ensures that many of the hearers will listen attentively, 

seeking resolution to their problems. 

The familiar. Cox challenges the preacher to establish "common ground" 

with the hearer bet"bre delving into an unfamiliar area. I'his engages the hearer and 

prepares him for the "uncommon ground." The preacher should work hard in his 

attempt to draw his hearers into the bibHcal text by considering the famiHar things with 

which they can identify. Often a short story or personalized question will accomplish 

this. Once the hearer is engaged with the familiar he is more likely to listen to what is 

new and UJ1tcrmiliar. 

Cox recommends a strategy that aids the preacher in accomplishing the 

previous two areas just addressed. In a method called the "Sermon Seminar," the 

preacher-before preaching his sermon-~meets with individuals who will be his future 

hearers. This is done in order to identify with their understanding ofthc text. Cox 

explains: "'Get together a group of the people who will hear your sennon. Present the 

text to them, and then sit back and be quiet and attentive while they discuss the text for 

an hour and a halC.72 Listening to their discussion enables the preacher to discover 

matters of vital interest as well as establish common ground. Those who have discussed 

the biblical tcxt beforehand are also more inclined to listen attentively to the preacher's 

mcssage as they have had a hand in the early preparation process. 

nCox; A Guide, 21. (See also "Biblical Preaching 
Eduard Schweizer's use of the "Sermon Seminar.") 

" Here. Cox discusses 
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The unusual. This idea concerns the treatment of a familiar text in an 

unfamiliar way. As Cox says, "Biblical texts are the coin ofthe homiletical realm. but 

some of them arc worn so smooth by repeated use that the people C(:U1 hardly see God's 

image and superscription upon them.,,73 The preacher may occasionally preach a text in 

a unique and unexpected manner. This method, however, should be practiced sparingly 

lest the unfamiliar become all too familiar to the hearers. 

IhmlOf. Cox believes that humor is one of the best ways to keep listeners 

engaged in. the message. He laments that it is unfortunate that some have concluded 

that ''the pulpit is not the place il)f humor.),74 While (lcknowledging that humor has 

sometimes been misused, Cox heartily recommends the use of devices such as 

exaggeration. reversal, fractured quotations, witty dcfinitions~ understatement, 

humorous asides, and puns, as a few ways to keep hearers engaged throughout the 

message. But the preacher should use humor wisely. He is not called to be a comedian. 

Too much emphasis upon humor itself draws away from the seriousness of the message 

at hand. Cox recommends the following rule: "When humor is gernlane to the 

discussion, when the preacher does not have to go out of his way and drag it in, then it 

is one of the most useful tools of persuasion. ,,75 

The concrete .. Here, Cox has .in mind the preacher's use of descriptive words 

731bid., 197. 

74Ibid.~ 202. 

75Ihid. 
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and imagery that serve to bring the truth as near as possible to the hearers. 'fl1is <.:an be 

accomplished by appealing to the senses, An example from nne of his sermons 

illustrates this. Noting the various appeals to the senses, consider the f.hHowing 

excerpts from the previously mentioned sermon on Zacehaeus entitled "The Conversion 

of an Unlikely Prospect": 

Visual appeal : "You could look to the south and see the dreadful but beautiful 
Dead Sea, and to the east, the Jordan. River." 

Audit01yappeal: ""111e sound of carefree laughter. the haunting refrain of a song 
heard i.l1 childhood ... " 

Aloto,. appeal: ~'He ran on ahead ofthe crowd and scrambled up a sycamore tree." 

Tactual appeal: "The tired. hungry travelers bathe hands and face and teet with 
cold water.'~ 

Gustatory appeal: "Perhaps the others were too busy eating the delightfully 
seasoned fbod~"mouth~wateril1g enough for a king-and talking among 
themselves ... " 

O{fClCt01Y appeal: "Zacchaeus awoke every morning to smell the fragrance of the 
balsam trees." 

Thermic appeal: " ... high, windswept, oft:en~cold Jerusaiem.,,76 

Persuasion 

Cox acknowledges the abuse of persuasion in preaching. "All of us," he 

says, "have seen or heard of enough high~pressure gospel huckstering to make us want 

to avoid it like the plague.',n But the abuses of persuasion should not result in the 

'{{lCON:, Preaching, 206~07. (11115 sermon ~~ppears in SW1)rised by God, t7~ 
23). 

77James W. Cox, "Is Persuasion Allowable in Prca,~hingT' Net!' Pulpil Digest 
(January~February 1977): 10. 



preacher's abandonment of it as a helpful rhetorical device. Persuasion is llcccssary 

because proclamation of the gospel implies the invitation t.o receive it. Proclamation 

calls fbr action on the behalf of the Hstcner. 
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Therefore, Cox issues a "needed caveat.'· He states, "Don't permit your fear 

of doing the wrong thing cause you to do nothing to bring people to faith and 

obedience.,,78 Cox warns that many preachers, having obtained a good education which 

results in. their being morc "opell~minded," often fail to move their hearers to action for 

fear of insl.Ilting them by being perceived as too pushy and inconsiderate. This fear is 

unwarranted. Cox argues "The surest way of avoiding crass manipulation and 

exploitation would be to say nothing that would make an evil way unattractive or a 

good way appeaHng. But then we would fail God who has entrusted to us the 

unsearchable riches of Christ land] we wouldUlil those who could be blessed with a 

little nudge offricndly help.,,79 

I1lust.rative Supporting Material 

This heading encompasses a wide array of material used to SUpp01t the 

central idea of the preacher's message. In Chapter 16 of Preaching, Cox discusses the 

following several methods. 80 

Definition. Ensuring that the hearer understands the correct referent of a 

78COX, Preaching, 214. 

79Cox, "Is Persuasion Allowable?;" 10. 

S()Cox, Preaching. 218~34. 
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particular teon means that the preacher uses synonyms, or defines the word in a logical 

or rhetoric"l manner. Cox states, "We may put a word in its proper classification and 

compare it to other words in the same classification: or we may use examples, 

comparisons, contrasts, and::;o on to make clear what we want to be understood."l'!! 

Expi1'mati.on. Cox helps one understand this term by noting its difference 

with the preceding term. .He writes: "A definition can tell us what sanctification is, but 

that is not euough. Definition often makes explanation possible, fbI' we can go on from 

the definition to a fuller understanding of the term through the process of 

explanation."iI:! Explanation is the necessary step that fbllows definition. The preacher 

must never assume that his hearers will always be satisfied with merely a simple 

definition of terms, but must be willing to further elucidate the meaning, drawing from 

other methods such as restatement, or examples. 

Restatement. Restatement repeats the meaning of a truth often by using 

synonyms and antonyms. Like explanation, restatement helps bring clarity to the proper 

meaning of a term~ but also "brings conviction by the intensity of repetition" and 

"engages the emotions" or "moves to action by the persistence of its repeated 

challenge. ;,83 

gIIbid.~ 218. 

82Ibid., 219. 

IBIhid. 
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Argument. Bringing evidem!c to bear upon the asscl1:ion of truth claims is 

the role of argument. While preachers would like to think that their hearers' 

regeneration and faith would be enough to bring them into agreement with the 

preacher's claims. such is not the case. Persuasive argumentation is essentiaL The 

preacher must wrestle with how the text win be perceived by his hearers. He anticipates 

honest questions and objections and seeks to answer those during the preaching event. 

.~:xamples. By examples Cox has in mind what most homileticians would 

rcf:er to as illustrations. Cox means that the preacher provides, "an actual instance of 

what [he is] talking about. "t!4 Examples may be general, specil1c, or hypothetical. 

Often, examples take the form of a brief narrative, such as a reference to church history 

or to a particular happening in someone's life. 

Illustrations. By this tenn Cox means the "comparison of onc thing with 

another."s5 Illu.strations may take several tlmns. There are explicit comparisons like 

simile and analogy and implied comparisons like metaphor and allegory. Illustrations 

also take the form of story such as anecdotes, parables. and fables. 

Testimony. The use oftestimony may include the preacher's own testimony, 

but more frequently it involves the testimony of others. Testimony lends authority to 

the preacher's claims and may also serve to cO.IToboratc and iUustrate the preacher's 

claims. In determining the use oftestimoniaJs Cox recommends that the preacher ask 

84lbid., 223. 

85 . 'IbId., 227. 
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himself q'llcstions sueh as "Does this person put the matter any bettcr than I can do itT' 

and "Is the quotation terse enough to add vigor, or is it beautiful enough to add 

Application Tbroughout 

The place for application in the sermon begins ,\lith the central idea. As 

discussed cruJier~ the central idea should be worded in sllch Ii way that it transcends 

time. Its truth should engage the eontcrllporary hearer by being stated in timeless 

language, a language not restricted to the biblical world. Furthermore~ once the cClltmJ 

idea has been discovered the preacher must "ask the question ofrelevance: So what? 

What are the praetical applications of this theologically shuped statement? If it does not 

tie in with life today," Cox argues~ "we should ask if this is an idea worth discussing. ,,87 

This language is remarkably similar to that of a later homiletician, Bryan Chapell, of 

Covenant 'nlcoiogical Seminary. In his popular preaching text, Chapell writes: 

"Preachers who cmmat answer a 'So what?' will preach a 'Who caresT Only when we 

can demonstrate that the truths of Scripture were recorded for a purpose and have 

practical application to the lives of God's people do our Seml0tlS warrant a hearing. ,,88 

Furthermore, application of the message is best when it occurs throughout the 

sermon. Many preachers believe in the necessity of application, but far too many place 

861hid .• 233. 

87COX. Preaching. 80. 

88Bryan Chapell. Christ~Centel'ed Pr~!(1ching, Redeeming the EXPOSit01:V 
Sermon (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994), 4R. 
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it at only the very end of their messages. While this method may have bcen tho 

acceptable practice of preachers as little as a century a.go, it is not well re(.~cived today, 

Today's audience yearns fbr immediate relevancy, "The place for the ,tpplication to 

begin," argues Cox, "is in the introduction,,,S9 "Ole preacher should then carry this 

element of application all the way through the message. Once again Cox demonstrates 

his influence fj'om Broadus.90 In his chapter on application Broadus vvrites: '"The 

application in a senn<m is not merely an appendage to the discussion, or a subordinate 

part of it, but is the main thing to be done. "I}l 

Should application, however, always be explicit or are there occasions when 

application should be more subtle? Cox agrees with David .Larsen's advice: "'We need 

both direct and indirect application."n He writes: "Suggestion or allusion mZiy be 

enough. lfthe preacher relates a story, the hearer may make personal application by 

identification with someone in the story.~,93 Application, then, need not a.lways be 

carefully spelled-out. The preacher may indirectly suggest some areas of application 

which at least some hearers will understand. 

89COX, Preaching. 105. 

90ln the preface of Preaching, Cox writes, "It will be clear that I am heavily 
indebted to specific persons, such as John A Broadus, Arthur E. Phmps~ and James T. 
Cleland, whose influence on my own thought is unmistakable" (x). 

91 Broadus, A Treatise, 245. 

92David L. I,arsen, The Anatomy afPreaching: ldenttfying lh(~ l~'sues in 
Preachin~ Today (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1(89), 100. 

9JCox, Preaching, 105. 
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The matter of sermon application raises the question of induct! ve preaching. 

Cox's colleague. Fred Craddock, is one of several hml1ileticians who has strongly 

recommended a narrative, inductive approach to prcachirtg:J4 In the saffle year in which 

Craddock's book Preaching was published, Cox addressed students at the Continuing 

111eological Education Conference at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. One 

student, raising concerns over Craddock's approach, asked Cox for his opinion about 

inductive preaching. Cox responded: 

Well first ()f all, let me say, Fred Craddock is a very good friend. I have great 
appreciation [for] him. And 1 will say that he htls presented his case for inductive 
preaching in a strongly deductive manner, which would be a parable to me of the 
fact that he is not, in a reductionist way, one hundred percent cOl'nmitted to 
induction as the only way [ofj presenting the truth of the gospel. I think Fred 
Craddock has stated an important truth. There are many people today who will 
listen to us a lot more gladly if we will credit them with some intelligence. with 
some sense of responsibility, and with at least a modicum of Christianity to deal 
with these important matters, so that if we can think with them, instead of seeing 
ourselves in a kind of adversary relationship to them, maybe we will both come 
out at the same place.9s 

At the same time, however, Cox believes that true induction is not really 

possible because the speaker knows exactly where he is going. Nevertheless) the 

preacher may adopt an "inductive style" whereby he engages the hearers by taking them 

with him to a predetermined conclusion~ yet remaining open to adjusting the message 

where necessary to keep them actively involved.96 The reader is referred to Cox's 

94Sec Fred B. Craddock, Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon. 1985). 

95CUX, "Biblical Preaching hr'-:' 
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sermon on Zacchaeus addressed carHer in this chapter as an example of a narrative 

sermon preached with at .least some sense of inductive style. 

Style 

~I11e element of style involves~ cIDlong other things, choosing the right words 

for the right audience. Cox notes the difference between Latin-based words and Anglo-

Saxon~based words. Latin~based words are typically more academic, while Anglo-

Saxon words are the more plain and simple kind, The preacher must carefully consider 

word choice, particularly in light of his unique audience. Cox notes a frequent problem: 

Suppose a preacher writes a sermon manuscript in the style most natural to 
him. What will it look like? If he has spent four years in college and three years 
in seminary, his sennon will look like so many pages of the textbooks he read in 
school or the serious books and essays he reads now. Long, abstract words; long, 
involved sentences; compact, dehydrated paragraphs---that is what he is most 
inclined to write. The sermon will be scholarly, so beautiful. but so unpreachable! 
As he w-rites, it is possible for a preacher to be aware ofhimse1f, of his favorite 
seminary professor, or of some other remote judge of his intellectual attainments-
and totally unaware of the ,persons it is his duty to communicate with at a 
particular time and place.9 

The preacher may impress people with his grasp ofthe English language but his goal 

should never be to impress. He has a message to deliver and he must be understood. 

Cox summarizes the matter rather succinctly: "'If you want to be praised for your 

erudition, speak in latinized expressions. But if you want to be understood, lean heavily 

on the Al1g10-Saxon.,,98 

97J(;1111e5 W. Cox, "What is Your Style?," New Pulpit Digest (January~ 
February 1974); 60. 

911Jamcs W. C()X~ Learning to Speak Ejlectively (L,ondon: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1966)~ 36. 
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Another area of importance with regard to style is the preacher's need to 

identifY with his ltldience. Cox notes Karl Barth's ability to achieve rapport by 

beginnin.g each of his sermons to prisoners hl Basel. Switzerland with thewol'ds. '"My 

dear brothers and sisters. ,,99 He adds that Bal1h also frequently used the terms "we~' and 

"our" in these sermons. I
()() Such identification with the audience clearly makes the 

message more dialogicaL 

Elsewhere, Cox explains that identification is what Broadus refers to as 

"sympathy.'~101 Broadus believes that identification with the hearer is one of the most 

crucial goals of preaching, He writes: "Everybody who can speak effectively knows 

that the power of speaking depends very largely upon the way.it is heard, upon 

sympathy which one succeeds in gaining from those he addresses, If I were asked what 

is the.first thing in effective preaching, I should say sympathy; and what is the second 

thing~ I should say sympathy; and what is the third thing, I should say sympathy.',102 

Cox agrees. The preacher should continually strive for a dialogical style with his 

hearers by demonstrating his familiarity with their personalities, backgrounds, and 

experiences. 

99Ib'd 3(\ . 1 '." 'J'. 

I ()OIbid. 

I()I(~ r;, h' . 24t: .OX, rnac mg, \). 

I02Johll Albert Broadus, Sermons and Addresses (Baltimore; H,L. Wharton, 
1886),39. By "sympathy" Broadus has in mind what would be referred to today as 
"empathy," the idea of identifying with another person. 
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Cox al!'-lo believes that effective homiletical style "favors the indicative 

mo<ie.,,103 While 111.0st senl'lons are recognized for their hortatoricallla:ture, Cox argues 

that the superf1uous use (If impenttivcs is unfortunately too frequently used without the 

indicative. He notes fbI' example that "the entire ethical structure of Judeo~Christian 

faith rests upon bedrock indicatives concerning what God has done, is doing~ and will 

do.,,104 He adds, for example that "the Ten Commandments are prefaced by the words, 

'1 am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of 

bondage' (Exodus 20:2).,,105 Furthermore, the careful grounding of imperatives in their 

proper theological indicatives ensures that the gospel does not degenerate into mere 

legalism. 

To improve one's style Cox recommends disciplines such as wide reading 

and writing. The more the preacher reads the more adept he becomes in using the 

English language. His vocabulary grows and he therefore has a much greater source of 

words from which to choose in delivering his sermons. Writing likewise helps the 

preacher to strengthen his sermon preparation ,md delivery by forcing him to give 

careful thought to word choice and style. Furthermore, the preacher should consider 

studying and emulating "the most effective preachers" which will help him learn 

elements of style that CaJUlot he taught in textbooks. J()() 

Hl3COX, Preaching; 248. 

104Ibid .. 

)O'Ibid. 

lO()Ibid. 
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Approaches to DeU"ery 

Cox discusses four main approaches to sennon delivery: preaching \vithout 

notes, preaching with notes, verbatim memorization, and reatting from a manuscript. 

Because many gifted preachers have used anyone of these approaches with great 

success, Cox does not argue for one particular approach over another. In fact j he 

encourages the preacher to experiment with various approaches, determining his own 

particular talents and giftedness and f1nding his level of comfbrt and ease with the 

various methods. What follows is Cox's explanation of these four main approaches. 

Preaching Without Notes 

Cox states that in his judgment "this is the kind of preaching that the people 

who listen like best."I07 If done wen, the preacher succeeds in appearing very natural 

and engaging. He is able to look his hearers in the eyes and speak with them rather than 

at them. At the same time if the preacher notices someone becoming disengaged during 

the message, then he may tailor his words or voca1 intlections in such a way as to 

recapture the hearer's interest. A disadvantage to this approach is the possibility that 

the preacher may. in the excitement of the preaching moment, say something 

unintentional, words spoken without the benefit of prior thoughtful consideration. 

While such an occurrence may be harmless, it may also result in the preacher's saying 

something he will later regret. 

Cox notes that mrulY preachers have found preaching without flotes to be 

most beneficiaL Ralph W. Sockrnan. for cx.amplc, wrote out a full and complete 

1()7Ibid .• 258. 



manuscript, hut then preached without it. John Broadus. rather tlumwriting out a 

manuscript, carefully wrote down only his main ideas and notes on a few pieces of 

paper~ preferring to spend the majority of his time on the careful development ofhi8 

thoughts rather than on precise word construction. At the time of delivery, however, 

Broadus stood in the pulpit and preached without use of any notes. Cox himself 

practiced this method from time to time, such as a ten week span while serving an 

interim P,lstOfate, but his usual method was to preach with SOUle notes in the pul pit. 

PI"caching With Notes 
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While preaching without notes is deemed by Cox as the most effective way to 

preach, preaching with notes may also be done well. Cox recommends that the preacher 

write out a full outline, perhaps with full sentences for each point and subMpoint. The 

preacher then may edit his full out1ine down to a smaller version that he takes into the 

pulpit. Underlining or highlighting key words serves to jog the preacher's memory 

while he is preaching. As stated above, this was Cox's usual practice. He usually took 

into the pulpit a few pages of either handwritten or typed notes from which he preached 

his sennons. Later he would have his secretary type out a full transcript of his 

messages. 

Cox notes that the benefits of this approach are much like the benefits of 

preaching without notes. The preacher is not confined to a manuscript from which he 

may be tempted to read wordbf'iJr~word but is free to make frequent eye contact with his 

hearers. At the same time, however, there remains the possibility that the preacher may 

become too attached to even a few pieces of paper in the pulpit. Therefore, while this 



approach h,as much to commend, the preacher must take care not to slip into the 

unfortunate habit of looking down at his notes for prolonged periods of time. 

Verbatim Memorization 

160 

This method is not to be confused with the previously discussed approach of 

preaching 'Vvithout notes. In the case of preaching without notes, the preacher has taken 

time to get ver)' familiar with his outline or manuscript, reading through the manuscript 

frequently and expending a great deal of !1'H::ntal energy on absorbing the overall 

structure, theme. and content of the message. He is not so much interested in preaching 

exact words and phrases as he is in preaching the gist of the content from his manuscript 

or outline. III the case of verbatim memorization, however. the preacher commits his 

entire sermon manuscript to memory, word~for~word. He later stands in the pulpit and 

recites that content so that what he says is a precise facsimile of the wdtten manuscript 

While some preachers may be able to memorize their messages verbatim and 

deliver them with success, they are the rare exceptions. In fact, the method "does not 

command much approval among public speakers.,,108 Memorizing with exactness takes 

time and the preacher may find his time better spent in other aspects of homiletical 

studies or pastoral duties. Furthermore, the preacher may forget his place in the 

manuscript and have great difficulty finding his way back into the precise wording he 

ha-s committed to memory.F.inally, the preacher may bcco.me so intent on reciting his 

sermon manuscript th''lt he loses engagement with the hearers, becoming "glassy~eyed 
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and detached from the congregation while 'reading the sermon (lffthe hack of his 

mind.'~'1{)9 

Reading From Manuscript 

While the disadvantages ofthis method seem obvious, use of a rmmuscript in 

pulpit need not necessarily be avoided. Cox. notes that no less a speaker than Sir 

Winston Churchill prepared a fuU manuscript for his speeches but then presented his 

Il1ateri~tl in such a way that his delivery "sounded more like extemporaneous speech 

than like reading.") 10 

A major benefit of this approach is that the preacher need not be anxious 

about "forgetting" his sennon. Should he lose his place, he can find it again rather 

quickly. This benefit serves to reduce the stress that many preachers feel when 

delivering their semlons. The drawbacks of this approach, nevertheless, seem to 

outweigh the benefits. Cox observes that most preachers read their manuscripts rather 

poorly. Too often, preachers fail to make adequate eye contact and tend to read their 

manuscripts with little emotion or vocal inflection. For this reason, Cox recommends 

that those who use this approach "do everything possibJe to gain and maintain rapport" 

with those who hear the message. 11 J To accomplish rapport, Cox suggests the marking 

of key words and phrases on the manuscript which serve to enable the preacher to look 

l(jljrb' i ?r.5~66 . 1(., ... \) , 

I Hllb'd. ?6 ~ . 1 ., _ )'1'. 

IJ I Ibid. 
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down and quickly rccall the main points of the message. Cox also recommends the 

preacher write out his manuscript in such a way as it aids the preacher in tlnding his 

place, beginning each new thought flush with the left~halld margin, tor example, These 

suggestions assist the preacher in attaining a greater sense of continuity in his sermon 

delivery. 

Voice and Uody 

The voice is critical to thc pl'eacher's sermon delivery. Without the voice the 

preacher is unable to fulfill his obligation as herald of the pulpit. For this reason, the 

preacher should not only care for his voice should also become familiar with the various 

ways in which he may use his voice to the best of his ability. 

The preacher should be aware, for example, of his vocal pitch. Cox believes 

it is not nearly as important that the preacher know his natural pitch--be it high 01' 

low-as it is for him to vary his pitch during the preaching of his messages. While one 

may have an l.ffiusually high or low natural voice, frequent intentional pitch changes 

serve to keep hearers engaged. 

Cox also recommends that the preacher learn to use good articulation. He 

must take care to neither slur his words nor mispronoullce them. At the same time, 

however, his attempts to articulate clearly must sound natural. Pleasant articulation that 

keeps the hearer focused on the message is the goal. The preacher, therefore. must 

avoid a11ything that draws away 'trom this goaL He should not only take care to avoid 

pOOl' articulation, but he should also avoid overly precise articulati.on that "calls 
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attention to the speaker's linguaL dental and labial dexterity" rather than the Cl1Tllent of 

the message. I 12 

Another area stressed by Cox .is the preacher; s proper use of volume. In light 

of the above discussion on articulation, Cox observes that less volume is required tor 

preachers who articulate well. The general mle fbr volume is that the preacher should 

speak only as loud as necessary for everyone present to hear him. Anything more or 

less is either too loud or too soft. Like pitch, however, the preacher should vary his 

volume between loud and soft, keeping the hearers engaged with the content of the 

message as such volume changes may require. 

'1'0 help preachers challenged in the area of voice, Cox recommends tbat they 

consider the enlistment of a "vocal coach" who can help them point out problems in 

their vocal deUvery and suggest ways to surmount them. J 13 Cox adds that this was the 

practice of Phillips Brooks when his preaching had taken a particular downtw'n. For 

years Brooks sought the help of a vocal coach who assisted in his overcoming some bad 

vocal habits and resulted in his being heard clearly by all present, whether he was 

speaking in Boston or at Westminster Abbey. 

"Body language," writes Cox, "reveals the SOUL"1l4 Proper use oCthe body is 

arguably as important as proper use of the voice. Cox notes that there are two types of 

112Ibid .• 269. 

l!:\Ibid" 271. 

1141bid .. 272. 
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gestures, those which are Sp(mtallcous and those which are descriptive. The 

spontaneous gesture COfnes naturally during delivery. '('he preacher's body reacts in 

concert with the spoken word, evincing the preacher's pathos. Descriptive gestures arc 

more deliberate. They are gestures used by the body to describe size, shape, and so 

forth. 

Cox recommends that preachers strive to gesture in a natural manner. Body 

movement must either "slightly :;intk~ipate" the spokell word or "appear simultaneously" 

with it ll
:' The preacher must also take care to avoid using too many gestures which 

would result in drawing more attention to the preacher than to the content of the 

semlon. Furthennore. gestures should be graceful and varied. To improve one's use of 

gestures~ Cox recommends that preachers practice before a mirror, reciting poetry or 

reading some kind of literature that calls for the natural use of gestures. 

Condusion 

Perhaps the greatest advantage of Cox's homiletical method is its remarkable 

simplicity. The Bible is the preacher's "homiletical home" as he puts it. While the 

preacher has liberty to cover a vast array of oratorical territory, his message must be 

grounded in Scripture. The preacher studies the text, locates the "central idea" and then 

delivers it to his hearers in a way that reflects unity of theme and purpose. He may 

accomplish this in anyone of several ways. Indeed, variety is encouraged, as C<.rx.'s 

own sermons illustrate. And while creativity is always cncoumged. Cox reminds the 

115Ib'd "73 .. 1 ., _ • 
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preacher that his most important task is to effectively communicate wlmt the! Bible 

teaches. Thus) plain words and careful explanation and illustration arc stressed. 

Cox encourages preachers to remain steadfast, remembering how their rote is 

difIerent :from any other form of public address. He reminds them: 

All old saying goes, "The only way to learn to preach is by preaching." Do 
110t let your tirst humiliating blunders discourage you; let them teach you. 
Remember: if you are a biblical preacher in the truest sense. it is 110t your own 
opinions that you preach. You me preaching the word of God. He has a stake in 
what you do, and you can expect his patience, his forgiveness, and his help. I 16 

I l(,Cox, A Guide. 115. 



CIIAPTER6 

SERMONIC ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

The foHowing sermons art;~ largely analyzed by c,riteria Cox, himself sets Rulh 

in an article contributed to the Handhook (~lContemporary Preaching.) Cox 

contributes to Chapter 20 of the Handbook; submitting an article entitled "Evaluating 

the Semlon.·' In this article Cox provides 19 questions to assist the preacher in 

evaluating his sermons. Most of those questions are applied to the following sermons. 

A few of them. pallicularly those dealing with sermon delivery, are not applied here as 

these sermons are analyzed in their printed fbnTI. At the same time, however, the author 

has both watched video of Cox and listened to audiotape of his preaching.2 

Consequently, the first section of this chapter addresses general remarks concerning 

Cox's delivery. I'ollowing these general remarks is an analysis of eight of Cox's 

sermons. 

Ijames W. Cox. "Evaluating the Seml<m," in Handbook q/Contemporary 
Preaching, cd. Michael Duduit (Nashville: Broadman, 1992), 225~35. 

2See James W. Cox, "Famine in the Land of Promise," sermon preached in 
chapel at 'rhe Southern Baptist '.rheological Seminary. Louisville, KY, September 30, 
1980, and idem, "The Bible: What It ls and What It Is Not," semlOn preach,~d at Sand 
Spring Baptist Church, Lawrenceburg, KY. 1995. 
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Regarding Sermon Oclivcry 
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As noted above in Chapter 5, Cox's usual manner of preaching is to take just 

a few pages of selmon notes int:o the pulpit The reason for this is two-fold. First, Cox 

likes the freedom of being able to look at his hearers as often as possible throughout the 

message. Having only a few notes in the pUlpit naturally encourages this style of 

preaching. The other reason Cox typically preaches with just a few pages o1'note8 has 

to do with the time he spends in the latter steps of sermon preparation. Once the outline 

has been written, Cox prefers to spend the remainder of his preparation time giving 

careful thought to the movements of the sermon, using his mental energy to gain 

familiarity with the message rather than using that time to write out a sermon 

manuscript. 

Cox has delivered his sermons, however, in a variety of ways. There have 

been times when he has preached without use of any notes at all and there have been 

times when he has preached with a full manuscript. His usual practice, however, ha.s 

been to preach with just a few notes and to later have his secretary type out a full 

transcript for future usc. 

The length of Cox's sermons is nearly always within twenty to twenty~five 

minutes. This is predictable, given Cox's earlier conunents in his book Learning to 

S,Jeak 41fi.!(:tive~y. In one of the appendices of that book he writes, "Twenty to thirty 

minutes is a tolerable length for most sermons,',3 

:IJames W. Cox, Learning to Speak .l!:'flectively (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1(66). 54. 
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Cox's vocal delivery is also remarkably consistent with what he teaches in 

his preaching texts. His voice is clear and his diction nearly flawless. Furthermore. one 

is hard~pressed to detect any hint ofregionalllccent in his delivery. If Cox ever 

possessed an accent that "gave away" his being from Roane County, Tennessee. he has 

successfully eradicated any evidence of it. 

Not only is Cox's speech clear, but his voice is pleasant to the ear. He 

possesses 110 distracting vocal mannerisms and speaks with a natural rate of speed. 'fhe 

tone of his voice falls somewhere within the lower to mid-register and is full and welI~ 

rounded. Cox makes good use of pitch change where such change enhances the cont~mt 

of the sermon. 

Cox's gestures are natmal. He often uses his hands while speaking and 

makes good use of facial gestures, wrinkling the brow at times while stressing ~t 

particularly thoughtful point or raising a difficult question. He typically remains behind 

the pulpit, occasionally holding onto either side, but not in a distracting way. 

Sermonic Analysis 

This section analyzes eight sermons. Two of the sem1()Us are from Cox's 

book God's Inescapable Nearness, fIve are from Cox's fomler pastorate at Central 

Baptist Church in Johnson City Tennessee (1954·1959), and one is a special senllon 

preached at Memorial Baptist Church (Cox's f(mner pastorate from 1945~1954) during 

the church's fiftieth anniversary in 1995. 

For other instances of sermonic analysis, the reader is re.temxl to the 

preceding chapter of this paper, ""(lomiJetical Method," where four of Cox's sermons 

are briefly treated in order to demonstrate the homiletical. variety of sennon types that 
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Cox believes is possible. At least one of those four senl'lons is referenced again later 

where the writer illustrates Cox's llse ofcol1crete language. Furthermore. in chapter 

four of this paper, "Hermeneutics," the writer briefly treats two ofCox's semlons in the 

section entitled "General Hermeneutical Principles." These two sermons are cited for 

their demonstration of Cox's use ofspirituaJizing (md imagination. To avoid 

redundancy, none of Cox's previously treated sermons are analyzed in this section. 

"The Gift of Courage" (.Joshun 1 :lM9) 

This sermon occurs in Cox's book Surprised l~y God:1 In Joshua 1: 1 ~9, God 

speaks to Joshua, telling him that Moses is dead and that Joshua will take the Israelites 

into the Promised Land. Three times in this text God instructs Joshua to be strong and 

to take courage (vv. 6, 7, 9). Cox finds in this text the theme of (~ourage and 111en 

structures a thematic sennon based upon the text. 

The sennon structure is modeled after a form reconullended by Cox in his 

book Preaching.5 Alan Monroe, the originator of this fonn, calls the structure the 

"Motivated Sequence.,,6 This psychologically-based form is used by the speaker to take 

his hearers through the following five steps: (1) Attention Step-where the speaker 

compels his hearers to listen; (2) Need Step--where the speaker identifies his hearers' 

specific needs, (3) Satisfaction Step--where the speaker identifi,cs how the needs may 

... __ .. _._---

4James W. Cox, Surprised hy God (Nashville: Broadman, 1979), 1 09~ 16. 

6 Alan H. Monroe and Douglas Ehninger, cds .• Principles and 1)lpes (~l 
') 'h ·tll «"I . II S r", d ('" 10':'7) ,}""4 8('\ • {Jeec ,6J enVlew~ ,,: k cott, 'ort~SJmm an' "ompany, ;!I", ,_\) ~ ':I. 
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be met. (4) Visuali7"utiol1 Sterwhere th(.~ spenkcr helps the hearer SCI! the possibilities 

of meeting the needs~ and (5) Action Step·,-·where the speaker enjojns the hearer to 

take specific steps of action to meet the needs. 

l::"rom Joshua 1 : 1 M9, COX addresses these five steps as follows: (1) Attention 

Step--Cox gives an opening example of courage as illustrated in a speech by Dr. Viktor 

Iirankl. (2) Need Step-Cox demonstrates the need tor courage in the lives of his 

hearers, (3) Satisfaction Step-"'Cox provides three main sermon points, showing his 

hearers where they may find courage, (4) Visua1i:r..ation Step--(~ox helps his hearers 

imagine how their lives might differ if they will find courage, and (5) Action Step~ 

Cox encourages his hearers to heed the wmd of God to be strong and take courage. 

The Central Idea of Cox's sermon is clear: the hearer is instructed to take 

courage by availing himself ofthree sources. These sources are identified as three main 

points in the sermon: (l) Courage is found within, (2) Courage is found in others, and 

(3) Courage is found in God. Cox has deliberately structured these three points in 

increasingly widening concentric circies.7 Point one represents the smallest source 

where courage may be found·--ourselves; point two represents a larger source of 

courage-·",-others; point three is the largest source of courage-God. 

Cox believes each sermon must have a definite aim, or general end. Sermons 

can inform, explain, prove, edify, and I or move the hearers to action. This particular 

7This is explained in Cox's unpublished Analytical Notes, a handout he has 
used in his preaching classes since 1993. The thirte~,m$page handout analyzes six of the 
thirteem sermons published in Cox's book SW1wised by God and is used by Cox to teach 
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sermon in Joshua is clearly meant to edify the hearers. As his hearers find themselves 

inUfe's various challenges, Cox hopes to move them to cI11brace the available sources 

of courage, pal1:icularly Hnding courage in God. 

Cox uses a variety of illustrative material throu.ghout the sennon. '1'here arc 

four examples of biblical illustration or supporting Scriptures and at least ten 

contemporary persons are quoted or cited by Cox as examples throughollt the message. 

One particular1y evident rhetorical device is the repetitive use of the recurring biblical 

q uot'ltion "be strong and of a good courage,~' which occurs at least three times 

throughout the sermon. 

Cox also makes use of a variety of sentence types. Believing that the 

placement of questions throughout the sermon makes the semlon more like authentic 

conversation.8 Cox intersperses as many as half a dozen questions throughout the 

message. The sentences are varied in length and clear in style. The average hearer 

would have little difficulty following Cox in this message. 

Cox makes little use of explanation in the chosen biblical text. While a few 

words are given to provide the biblical background of the text, the sermon seems to 

assume that most hearers are familiar enough with the history of Moses and the 

subsequent monumental task facing Joshua. The sermon also does not treat God's 

admonition concerning Joshua's use oHhe "Book of tho Law" in verses 7 and 8. 'rhe 

sermon is, however, thoroughly biblical and is an example of Cox's textually-thematic 

"""""-,~,=="",, '" 

his students to locate the various homiletical elements set forth in his lectures und 
books. 

IICOX. "Evaluating the Sermon," 231 
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reaching. Were Cox preaching au expository sermon on this text, we wouJd expect hhn 

to explain each of the verses more funy. 

One flnal critique is in order. Cox's last question. in his article on sermon 

evaluation asks whether the sermon exalts Jesus Christ There is one small place in the 

sennon where Cox. quotes Martin Luther's encouragement to "believe in the forgiveness 

of Christ.',9 Other than this one instance, the name of Jesus Christ is not explicitly 

mentioned. This is not to S~ly that the message is sub~Christitm, but rather that the 

sermon either assumes the hearers have already experienced redemption or that they 

will ground their "being strol1g~' and "taking courage" in their positional relationship 

with God through nuth in Jesus Christ. 

"God's Way into Our IJives" 
(Acts 17:16~34) 

Like the preceding senuon, this message is published in Surprised by God. 10 

The sermon was originally entitled "The Gospel for Modern M,m" and was preached 

during Cox's six~month interim pastorate at Manhattan Baptist ChlU'ch in New York 

City from 1964-1965. Cox preached the sermon in response to a perceived need in the 

church tor embracing new ways of sharing Christ with the community.Ii 

The sermon is best categorized as a textual senuon and is based upon the 

1)(, Sf • ·11 0" d 115 ' ,ox, k. urp1'lset."Y '0. , . . 

11COX explains this in his Analytical Notes handout He adds that the church 
was comprised of intellectual and professional persons including a number of seminary 
and university students. 
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Apostle Paul's evangelistic address at the Areopagus in Athens as reported in Acts 17, 

The Central Idea is that Christians need to sympathetically reach out to the lost ~Uld lead 

them to .faith in Christ. 'fhe specific aim of the messag{~ is to imstruct or inform the 

hearers as to the need fbr relevant sharing of the gospel. At the same time, however, the 

message bears an indirect word of edification. The sympathetic hearer is revitalized by 

the sermon, particularly as he hears the conclusion. 

In the introduction of the sermon Cox provides a sort of summary I 

paraphrase of the subject passage, pointing up the need for hearers, like the Apostle 

Paul, to share the gospel with the culture around us. No specitlc sennon points are 

explicitly enumerated, but Cox clearly has ill view three main points: (1) Christhms are 

entrusted with the duty of sharing Christ, (2) Christians should share Christ in relevant 

ways, and (3) Christians are encouraged that the Holy Spirit wiI1 do the necessary work 

while they share Christ. 

A distinguishing feature of this message is Cox's frequent use of poetic 

imagery in his sentences. Cox speaks, for example, about how the lost world "has 

moved next door to every one OfUS,,12 and how Christ is "God's response to man's 

groping hand that fingers the brooding mystery of the heavens.,,13 These sentences are 

both clear and picturesque in fonn, engaging the bearer to see how the biblical text 

appl ies by virtue of Cox's simple yet descriptive word choice. 

Cox also makes good use of identii1cation in this sermon, While the text 

12('\ S'" i l (" j 24 A)'X, L urpnsec 'Y "foa, . 

IJlbid.~ 29. 
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itself helps accomplish tllis dcs.ired ellect, Cox also demonstrates his own identification 

with his hearers by frequently using tht~ pronoun '(we" and by drawing th{~m into a 

shared sympathy for the lost. He says for example: "We hear modern man saying such 

things as "Lite doesn't add up to anything. 1 don~t really meml anything to anybody"",,·· 

Pm just a statistic. I wish 1 could be sure of something. ,,14 

The sermon exalts the Lord Jesus Christ insofar as it is intended to move 

hearers to share Christ with others. Hearers are encouraged to nnd real points of 

contact with the lost. that go beyond the surf1lce~ common points such as the inward 

yearning for meaning ttnd significance that is equally shared by aU persons. 

Hearers are also reminded that God is workhlg His way into the lives of the 

hearers by way of the Holy Spirit. Because of this work on God's behalf, hearers are 

encouraged that they do not share Christ alone. The Christian is reminded, therefore, 

that his evangelistic work is largely immeasurable. Paul's discourse at the Areopagus 

resulted in only a few conversions. Tradition has it, however, that one of his converts, 

Dionysius the Areopagite, later became a respected bishop of Athens. Christians today, 

Cox implies, can take courage that their attempts at sharing Christ may do more future 

good than they can presently imagine. 

"Tile Heart oilt" (.John 3:16) 

This sermon was preached by Cox on November 13. 1955 in the Sunday 

14COX, Suq)riscd by God, 28. 
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morning service at Central Baptist Church in Johnson City, Tennessee. ls Perhaps the 

sermon is best categorized as an evangdistic, expository sermon based upon just one 

verse. It is considered expository in the sense that Cox explains this one verse of 

Scripture during the course of the sennon and all of his main points are derived from the 

verse itseU~ 

The Central Idea of the sermon is identified in Cox's stated purpose. In his 

introduction he states that he wants his hearers to examine with him "the vital elements 

of a true religious experience." From this point Cox proceeds in a deducti ve mauner~ 

teaching his hearers "four outstanding facts" related to having a true religious 

experience with God, four .tl1.cts that naturally emerge from John 3: 16. The aim of the 

message is to move the hearers to action, encouraging them to accept Jesus Christ as 

personal Lord and Savior. 

Cox opens the sennon with a humorous remark about his being a little hoarse 

that morning. He adds that this hoarseness will likely result ill an abbreviated sermon, a 

result that he acknowledges "will no doubt delight" his hearers. Cox then proceeds to 

tell a joke about a little boy who feared the guest preacher in his home would pray the 

blessing for the meal as long as he prayed during the worship services. After the 

preacher's brief prayer of blessing, the little boy said to his mother, "Mother, the 

preacher doesn't pray as long when he's htmgry, does he?" 

After these humorous introductory remarks, Cox launches right into his 

15This unpublished sermon manuscript was obtained (i'om James W. Cox tor 
the purpose of sermonic analysis. It is actually a typed transcript of ~1 Seml()U originally 
preached from a few pages of notes. The sermon remains in Cox's possession. 
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sermon, stating the aforementioned purpose. He immediately acknowledges the 

familiarity of this text, supposing that while many persons may have memorized this 

verse~ they also may have bccmne so familiar with it that they have failed to appreciate 

some of its teachings. 

Cox's sermon points break down as follows: (1) The Love of God, (2) The 

Uniqueness of Jesus Christ, (3) The Experience of Etenlal Life, and (4) Eternal I..ife is 

Available to All. As indicated above, one may find each of these points substantiated 

by the subject verse. Cox's tTansitiol1s vary. For example, aner the first point he says, 

"That brings us to the second important fact." After the second point he says, "But 

these two things ... coalesce in ... (the third point)." His fbulih point begins, "'I'hen 

there is the fourth thing .... " 

With each point Cox repeats that part of the verse that substantiates the point 

When preaching on the last point, for example. he states, "Whosoever believeth in him 

should not perish ... Whosoever includes all nations, all races, all stratifications of 

society." In this fashion Cox uses the rhetorical devices of repetition, definition, 

explanation and application. 

While the word "hell" is absent from this sermon, Cox does preach about the 

wrath of God which remains upon those who refuse Christ To illustrate, Cox uses a 

powerful analogy: "As tire burning can cook our food and preserve us from the cold, 

fire also can burn and destroy, depending on the use that is made of it." The person, 

then, who refuses Christ is choosing to reject the love of God and thereby remains 

"dead in trespasses and sins.'~ 
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Another powerful illustration Cox uses in this sermon is his rt.~feITing to Jesus 

Christ as the "vaccine~' that saves us from death. He states that "if there were a disease. 

always fatal-and sin is a fatal disease-and if there is only (me vaccine that would kill 

that geml and save the Hfe, then only those who avail themselves ofthat vaccine would 

be those that survive." Jesus Christ, argues Cox, is that vaccine. 

A major strength of this sermon is Cox's frequent use of theology. lie deals 

a bit with theodicy in the first point, acknowledging tllt~ tension between God's love for 

the world fmd the presence of "the rough treatment" some receive in life. In treating the 

uniqueness of Christ, he refers to Jesus as the "GodMMan-.. God manifested, God 

revealed in human flesh." He notes, too, that one does not receive etcrnallife by the 

doing of "good deeds" here on earth. Rather, Cox preaches the exclusivity of Christ as 

man's only hope for etemallife, referring to Christ as Hthe only door" through which 

persons may hope to enter into eternal Hfe. The sermon ends with Cox~s question, 

"Will you accept this life in Christ today?" and one final reading of the text. 

"The Church at Satan's Throne" 
(Revelation 2:12~17) 

This sennon was preached on September 11, 1955 in the moming service at 

Central Baptist Church in Johnson City, Tennessee and later printed by request. The 

printed message appears in tractate form with Cox's picture on the trOnt. 16 The sermon 

is best identified as a textual senTIon. After explaining the historical situation of the 

church at Pergamum, Cox lifts the phrase "Satan's throne" from verse 13 and identifies 

16This printed sermon was obtained from James W. Cox f()f the purpose of 
sermonic analysis and remains in his possession, 
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four "Iengthening shadows" of Satan's throne that are visible in the lives of the 

contemporary hearers. lie does not state up front that he will find four points in this 

text. but he rather reveals each "shadow" one at a time, grounding each contemporary 

"shadow~' in the corresponding biblical situation. 

The Central Idea of this sennon is not clearly stated at any point .ill the 

message but is implied throughout: The Christian must both be aware of and avoid the 

tempting snares of Satan. Tl1e aim or general end of the message is both to instruct and 

to warn by teaching the hearers about the various ways in which Satan seeks to 

tmdennine Christian life and witness. 

The first shadow cast by the throne of Satan is "worship of the state." Cox 

draws upon supporting Scripture found in Revelation 13. interpreting John's vision of 

the beast and the dragon as symbolic of the political power of the Roman Empire and 

the Roman Emperor. Explaining that the state "received its power and its authority 

from the religious structure," Cox states, HThe government was just as rotten as the 

religion on which it was founded." Cox warns that contemporary hearers must avoid 

the temptation "to worship the political order" and remember that their true home is 

found in the Kingdom of God. 

Cox's next point is that Satan's throne casts a shadow of materialism. Cox 

warns against greed, explaining Ralaam' s lust for money in the subject passage and 

illustrating ~'reckless~' materialism from the popular] 938 1110vie "You Can't Take it 

With You." Cox also gives an historical illustration of greed as fbund in the story of ten 

businessmen who lost their fortunes during the Great Depression, Cox explains, 

"Mammon wal) their god. 'locir souls were wedded to material wealth." 
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With no transition Cox introduces his third point: ".A third shadow kmgthcns 

across our life today, , . the prevalence of the view that one religion is just as goud as 

another.'~ Cox explains the historical situation at PergamuIll, tea(.~hjng how the city was 

engulfed in a number of different pagan religions. The situation. Cox explains, is no 

different today. Cox illustrates the absurdity of contemporary persons who make 

otherwise discriminating choices~-such as in choosing one suit of clothes ovcr 

another-~-but conclude with little reflection that one religion is just a<; good as another, 

Cox's fourth point is the most compelling one as he brings t.he sermon to a 

moving climax. This fourth "shadow" is the church's "cavaHcl' attitude toward morals." 

Cox quotes the Roman philosopher Seneca as evidence of the church's immorality 

during thc biblical days ofPcrgumum. He also describes the immoral beHef.s ofthc 

Nicolaitans who jntected the church with their libcrtine philosophy. Reminiscent o:fthc 

nincteenth century evangelist D. L. Moody, Cox uses graphically poetic imagery to 

drive home the need for purity in the church: 

Today people laugh at the laws as they buy bootlegged beverages. But some of 
them are laughing themselves straight into hell--"a hell of vicious habit and 
destroyed influence. Some of them are laughing their children into alcoholism. 
Some people mock the ethical teachings of purity and chastity, but they laugh 
themselves into disease and self reproach, into illegitimacy and numerous snares 
and terrors for the soul. No, this haughty attitude that some moderns have toward 
moraisjust will not work! It's senseless--·leads to shame and suffering and 
condemnation. Let some who have tried it testify. The giddy gigglers who are just 
standing on the threshold saying, "Come on let's go," don't know what it is. But if 
they could listen to the stories that we preachers have to hear. sad stories of what 
followed in the wake of the first drink, or the (at first) occasional social drink, if 
they could see the tears and feel the heartache, they would stine their giggles and 
gasp with fright 

The sermon concludes with equally graphic and pointed in1agl'.~ry as Cox 

applies "Satan's thronl'.~l> to the many sinful opportunities lurking near the contemporary 
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hearers. He warns that the Christian must avoid Satan's throne and look toward ~l far 

better throne: 

Satan's throne is ne:;u'by. It may be as close as the place of business down the 
street. It may be as dose as some of your friends in the country club. It may be us 
close as your neighbor next door. It may be as close as some of the political 
groups that meet covertly in cells to plan to enStulre the minds and lives of Ollr 

youth. Satan's throne is near the church, and let's face it! Let's look at it. But let 
us fix our gaze on another throne rising high and above the throne of Satan, an 
enduring throne that will last when the throne of Satan. has been cast down and 
destroyed. And let's ally ourselves with that which is Itt.~ting. Let's get on the side 
of God and those who are seeking the right. .Let's renounce the weaknesses and 
the views of those who would destroy our souls. Let's stay close to God and the 
throne that is above aU, and power and usefulness will be OUfS. 

Given the above language used by Cox in this semlOn, there is little wonder 

why he was asked to put the message into a printed fonnat for his cong:regants. 'Ihis 

sermon is one of Cox's tlnest examples of using both H COl1Cl'ete" .language and 

"language that achieves the desired emotional eftect" 17 

"To The Uttermost" (Hcb 7:25) 

Cox preached this sermon on January 22, 1956 in the evening service at 

Central Baptist Church in Jolmson City, Tennessee. IS This sermon, while based upon 

.Hebrews 7:25, is perhaps best described as a topical sermon. Cox eventually explains 

the meaning of the phrase "to the uttermost," but incorporates other meanings not 

necessarily taught in the subject text but supported from a vast array of other scriptural 

passages. 

---_._---"-----

17S . «' "I·' 1 . tJ S .. ')' J:r ih k "3? 33 ." ee .. <OX. :'.tva tlatmg <le ,ermon In .lam. 00, ... _~ •.. , 

ISThis sermon was obtained from James W. Cox for the purpose ()f sermonic 
analysis and remains in his possession. 
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Cox begins the sermon by stressing the: need to trust God in spite of the 

presence of evil in the world. Of all the choices persons must make, they should choose 

to follow God, trusting in Him and His perfect ph111. From this introduction~ Cox speaks 

of things about: which the phrase "to the uttermost" reminds him. 'I'he Hrst point is thl;1t 

this phrase reminds the Christian that Christ is to be proclaimed to the uttermost parts of 

the earth. This commission, Cox says. was first given to the Israelites as set fhrth in the 

book of Deuteronomy. It was later underscored by the prophets such as in Isaiarl 60: 1 ~3 

and Isaiah 49:5~6. Cox further supports this pojnt from Psalm 117, John 10, and 

Matthew 28: 19. 

The second point is that the phrasc "to the uttemlOst" may also rcmind the 

Christian of Christ's ability to save irom the uttennost. The emphasis here is upon the 

fact that the gospel is for everyone. God wishes to save all persons whether they are 

among the "morally elite" or whether they are like the prodigal son who equally needed 

the "all ~embracing, compassionate love of God." Cox concludes this point with an 

illustration often told by George Truett, an illustration about a man who was saved 

during a revivaL Like this man, Cox says, God can save all "[Tom the uttermost depths 

of sin." 

The third and final poiut of this message is that the phrase in Hebrews 7:25 

teaches about a high priest who is able to save to the uttermost Here Cox explains the 

actual meaning of the phrase in the immediate context:. Christ will "complctely'~ and 

"entirely" save all those who come to liim. Further. because Christ "ever liveth to 

make intercession'1 fiJf those wh(> come to Him, the Christian may receive the ongoing 

bene:l1ts of Christ's work upon the cross. 
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In the conclusion of this messag(;~ Cox quotes a number of scriptural pass"ges 

to demonstrate Christ's ability to save to the uttermost and the Christian's resultant 

security in Him: John 5:24: John 1 O:27~30; Romans 8:38~39; and Jude 24~25, Cox 

concludes the semlOn by repeating the three points and stating, '~Ollr God is able and we 

trust him." 

Like the preceding sermon, the Central Idea is nowhere explicitly stated but 

is implied in the title and throughout the Sem1011 points: Jeslls Christ is able to save all 

persons to thc uttermost. The gencral end of this sermon is perhaps dual in nature, Cox 

aims at both informing and revitalizing the hearer. 

While the sermon is rich in scriptural support, it seems to la.ck some of the 

concrete language that Cox generally uses ill his sermons. 'TIle language, nevertheless. 

is clear and understandable as typified in Cox's other sem10ns. The message follows a 

logical and psychological progression of movement leading to a restatement of the main 

points of the message. 

"May.l Help You?" (GaI6:1~5) 

This sermon was preached by Cox for the evening service at Central Baptist 

Church in Johnson City, Tennessee on August 3, 1958. 19 The message is a textual 

sermon based primarily upon verses one, two and five. The Central Idea of the sermon 

may be described as "Christians are to reach out and help one another." The ah'n of the 

191'h11$ sermon was obtained from James W. Cox for the purpose of sermonic 
analysis and remains in his possession. 
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sharing the burdens of their feHow Christians. 
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Cox begins the message by treating first the Christian's need to bettr his 014'11 

burden. By this Cox means that Clu'istians must assume personal responsibility fbr their 

actions. They must neither blame their family nor their environment. They must also 

be willing to rise above whatever factors may have influenced their behavior. 

Secondly, the Christian has a moml responsibility to bear :not only his own 

burden, but the burdens of others. Cox addresses the burdens of guilt and shame that 

many Christians carry by themselves, never forgiving themselves in spite of the t1lCt that 

God has already forgiven them. To illustrate, Cox shares about the great hymn writer 

William Cowper. While Cowper provided the church with theologically rich hymns 

teaching the forgiveness and blessings of God; "he spellt so much time ruminating over 

the past that his usefulness in the Lord's service was tremendously curbed." 

Cox suggests that when a person finds himself in a situation similar to 

Cowper's that he may be greatly encouraged to receive from others the loving 

compassion of a sympathetic ear. Drawing upon James 5: 16 Cox says, "Someone else 

may be able to help you carry that load of guilt for sins past, and you will find it easier 

to bear." Furthermore, Christians must be proactive in their willingness to quickly 

forgive those who have repented of past deeds. Cox illustrates this truth by telling a 

moving story about a certain college student who, after having confessed to stealing 

something, genuinely repented but was not forgiven by cCl1ain other students. Sadly, 

the young man left the college much to the dismay of those students who Iatel' regretted 

their actions and often wondered about his plight. 
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Christians also need help and suppo.rt from Ol1e another as they ta{~e their 

fears of the future,whethcrit is economic or sod.al uncertain.ty, or \:vhethel' it is the 

inevitable certainty of death. Cox provides the example of participants in Alcnholics 

Anonymous asiUustrati ve of the kind of encouragement needed in the church. 

Members of this organization "know that in thejr times of stress there win always be 

help: the Higher Power upon which they have come to depend and the members ofthoir 

organization who can he called.in to see them through a crucial hour (If testing will not 

fail thern." 

Cox's final point is the point of explicit application in the message. H.c asks, 

"Now if these things are true, what can we do fur one another? How can we be most 

helpful? How can we do good instead of harm?" In answer to these questions Cox 

states that the helpful Christian must first be some(me who is 1-villing to help, someone 

who "radiates a spirit of goodwill and helpfulness/' not ajudgmcnttd. person who thinks 

he is better than others. Secondly. drawing upon verse one, Cox says that it is those 

who are "spiritua]'; who should reach out to help those who are weak. Those who have 

achieved some sense of spiritual victory are the only ones in a position to help others 

with similar problems. Finally and apparently drawing upon verse onc, Cox calls for 

hwnility and gentleness while helping one another. Cox uses a helpful analogy of a 

dislocated arm to illustrate the need for gentle restoration: "What is needed to get the 

unjointed right again is not the clubbing of a baseball bat or the thumps ofthc 

blackjack. but gentle~ wise, though perhaps painful, ministration of loving hands." 

This sermon is a clea.r, simple message that demonstrates the need fl1f 

Christians "to help one another." The sermon is structured very logically in a sort of 
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problem-solutionfbrm. TJndcrstood this way, Cox describes two problems: (1) the 

Christian's need to bear his own burden, and (2) the ChristiaIl's need to bear the 

burdens of others. These two problems arc met with the concluding solution: Christians 

must bear the burdens of others by being available, compassionate, mature, gentle, and 

humble. 

"God's Thoughts aud Ways" (ls8 55:8s 9) 

Cox preached this setmon on February 10, 1957 during the Sunday morning 

service at Central Baptist Church itl Johnson City, Tennessee.2o The message is best 

described as topical. While it is based upon Isaiah's statement that God's ways and 

thoughts al'e higher than man~s, Cox. demonstrates this truth philosophically and 

experientially, as well as using other Scriptures to support his message. 

The Central Idea of the message is that God's ways and thoughts are higher 

than man's ways and thoughts. The purpose of the message seems to be multifaceted. 

Cox instructs, revitalizes, and actuates in this sermon. He intends to teach the 

congregation to appreciate the supremacy of God's ways and thoughts over man's ways 

and thoughts and to lead them to align themselves under His providential purposes. 

While the message contains no explicitly clear sermon points, Cox takes his 

hearers through various movements of thought. He begins the message by calling fbr 

the need to trust God in the midst of what appear to be unanswerable questions 

regarding the workings of His providence. Here Cox does well to demonstrate his 

2°"!11is sermon was obtained fl"Om James W, Cox for the purpose of senl"l.onic 
analysis and it remains in his possession. 
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understanding of the present needs of thc hearers by using examples \vith which thcy 

identify. 2 
t Illustrating the presence of evil, he refers to tbe "n()ods~ for cx,~mple, that 

people have experienced in recent days" and "the evil of war which has scourged our 

people·"-people in this congregation within their knowledge and lifetime." Calling 

attention to the presence of evil demonstrates both Cox's use oftcnsiol1 as well as the 

use of interrogatives in the message. Cox asks, for example, "If God real1y loves and 

cares ... how can he permit such things as this to happenT' and "Ifman's pUl1'oses are 

not achieved, what of the purposes of God?" 

Cox makes good use of illustration in this sermon. For example~ he 

ill ustrates man's inability to understand the ways of God by using the analogy of an 

unborn child who is incapable of understanding the world in which he is bom and by 

quoting Paul Scherer who says it is as impossible for man to understand the ways of 

God "as it is f'br a spaniel in a living room to discern the mysterious movements of his 

master's thoughts." 

Cox next raises a philosophical argument, encouraging his hearers to 

seriously consider the reasoning behind the fact that God cannot fail to accomplish what 

He pleases. While unfortunate circumstances may cause persons to stumble; they must 

remember that God spoke the very creation into existence and will certainly continue to 

sustain His creation in keeping with His perfect plans. 

God '"achieves his purpose.~' Cox reasons. "even through a cross." Here Cox 

teaches that Chrise s work upon the cross was part of God) s etcl1lal plan to redeem 

21COX, "Evaluating the Sermon," in Handbook~ 226. 
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mankind. In teaching this truth, Cox makes impressive use of the rhetorical device of 

repetition. Note the frequent use of the phrase "that cross" in the following paragraph: 

His enemies thought that by nailing him to the cross they were getting dd of him 
once and for alL But it was that cross that spelled the de:teat of the enemies of 
God, that achieved a victory fbI' those who had faith. It was that eros/) .. which has 
gone .into our world, to burn the Christian message into the hearts of men 
everywhere; that cross, which has raised individuals from despair to hope; that 
cross, which has given life to those who were in the land ofthe dying, love to 
those who had lived in the midst of raging hate, freedom to those who were 
sha.ckled in slavery and. bondage, It was that cross which has been offered over 
and over again to crushing civilizations. to bring them a new day and a victory. 

The final movement of this message calls for the hearer to consider "the 

higher ways of God's commands," By this Cox means that the ethical commands ofthe 

Bible raise the Christian to a higher level of obedience. These commands are given by 

God in order to protect humankind from making wrong choices. .Because human beings 

reason with fallen minds they do not always consider the ultimate consequences of their 

natural actions. The God who knows all things, thel'efore~ gives commands that,~if 

followed-will steer human beings in the right direction. It is owing to man's sinful 

disposition that many of the commands often seem to go against his natural 

understanding. Cox illustrates some of these apparent incongruities such as where Jesus 

commands that one love his enemies or that one should focus on giving rather than on 

getting. Cox then reads through and applies the Beatitudes of Jesus in Matthew 5:3-11, 

a section of teaching, he says, that Friedrich Nietzsche called, "a slave revolt in morals." 

The sermon concludes with the acknowledgment that "it isn't practical~ 

according to some, to be a Christian," But, Cox adds; one day it will be practical. The 

time will come when persons will stand before God and give an account fbr how they 

lived their lives and they will understand then things that are presently unclear. Cox 
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ends the rnessage with an implicit ple~l for persons to enter into the safety of this 

"narrow WtlY," quoting the words of Jesus in Matthew 7: 14. 

One final noteworthy feature of this sermon is Cox:' s frequent use ()f concrete 

language. FIe uses several words and phrases that add visual weight to the truths he is 

speaking. He says, for example, that Christians should not .rush into the presence of 

God "with our feet shod and with an arrogant head:' Instead, Cox says, Christians 

should enter into God's presence "heart first." In another place, Cox says that the 

prophet Isaiah had seen Israel "tossed 1:1.''; a derelict ship at sea." This concrete use of 

language is frequently found in Cox's sermons and demonstrates his consistency in 

practicing what he teaches in the clalllsroom and in his writings, 

"God's Good Work" (Phill:3~U) 

This final sermon was preached by Cox in 1995 at the 50th anniversary of the 

founding of Memoria1 Baptist Church in Frankfort, Kentucky.22 Cox served the church 

fifty years earlier as pastor from 1945" 1954 while studying at The Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary. This message demonstrates his use of the Bible for "special 

occ"'lSion" sermons. 

This sermon is a textual message based upon Philippians 1 :3-11, but it also 

draws upon other verses in the book of Philippians, While the Central Idea of the 

sermon is not explicitly stated, the main emphasis of the message centers upon the fact 

that the congregants of Memorial Baptist Church may be grateful for the cvidenC{l of 

22This sermon was obtained by James W, Cox for the purpose of sermonic 
analysis and it remains in his possession. 
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revitalize the hearers. 
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Cox begins the sermon with an thought provoking question fitting for the 

occasion: '''Who would have dreamed that the little mission tllat started on Holmes 

Street in a former restaurant would be organized into a church with a hundred charter 

members and would grow to nine hundred members?" He then relates the situation of 

Memorial Baptist Church to the situation ()fthe church at Philippi. saying with the 

Apostle Paul, HI thank my God every time I remember you." 

There is no specific enumeration of sermon points in this message, but there 

are three points Cox makes throughout the sermon. First, he speaks of the founding of 

the church as a "venture of faith." Quoting from Paul in Philippians I :6, Cox shares his 

belief that God win continue to sustain the church throughout the future. To illustrate 

how faith often works "in spite of unspeakable odds," Cox tells the story of a man who 

asks a boy to get into a wheelbarrow as he pushes it across a steel cable across Niagra 

Falls. Cox ties this illustration to the founding members of the church who, fifty years 

earlier, had faith in God's direction as they began the church. Cox reasons, "When we 

link our lives with God, we begin with a wonderful promise that he will cornplete what 

he begins us." 

In his second point Cox states that "sooner or later, things may happen that 

could make us doubt that God is still in business \vith us." Cox cites the dispute 

between Euodla and Syntyc,he (4:2) as evidence of the kinds of disagreements that can 

arise in the church. He also mentions the Apostle Paul's problems with Peter and 

Demas and the "painful difficulties" faced by Jesus who was perhaps "pained the mosf' 
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by His own disciples. Cox teaches, however, that in spite ofnll of the difficulties t1lccd 

by Paul, he wa.,,> able to see that what had happened to him had "actually helped t() 

spread the gospel." Cox further illustrates this tnltb by speaking of how God used 

William Randolph llearst to accomplish the salvation of many souls through Hearst's 

instruction to the press to "puff' evangelist Billy Graham in the newspapers. 

Cox.'s final point is an implicit truth based upon Paul's instruction tor the 

church to "work out" their own salvation (2: 12), Cox gives the example of Christian 

love as evidence that a person is working out what God has worked in his heart. 'Ihis 

point, then, is a call for the sustaining practice of love among the believers. Cox 

illustrates the need for love in the church by telling a story that originated with Garrison 

Keillor about two church leaders who were at odds with each other and later saw the 

need to reconcile, Cox then draws upon Philippians 1 :27 und 2:3 to support the belief 

that Christians should regularly practice love regardless of how they may ".tee I" about 

the situation. He also references Philippians 4:4 to support the tntth that the Christian 

may rejoice in the Lord even in the midst of trial and suffering. 

Cox concludes the sermon by again relating the church at Philippi with the 

Memorial Baptist Church. While the church at Philippi eventually became uninhabited 

with the passage of time, the church's members spread out and carried the gospel 

message to others, God's greater purposes will always prevaiL Just as God continued 

the work through the membership of the church at. Philippi, so he will continue the work 

He began at Memorial Baptist 

While this sermon draws from many other pa<;sages, Cox never quotes the 

b()ok~ chapter, or verse. As noted above, however. Cox docs mention specitic scriptural 
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clearly evident as in other semums. The selmon is well iHustrateci, however~ and 

possesses a logical sense of order. 

Conclusion 

This sermonic analysis has revealed Cox's remarkably consistent style of 

preaching. While he believes there are many ways to preach biblical texts, Cox's 

sermons arc unmistakably biblical in content and possess a clear sense of order and 

unity. One can nearly always locate his sermon points or at least the movements of 

thought in his messages. 
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Cox is particu.larly gifted in the use of concrete language that serves to "paint 

a face" on the things he wishes to say. Occasionally this is discovered in a simple 

phrase. at other times it is found in a larger, descriptive passage of the message. 

Furthermore, Cox's language is always clear and easy to understand. He never uses 

words that cannot be understood by the average congregation. 

Cox uses a variety of developmental and supportive material, sometimes 

using biblical illustrations, other times using contemporary examples. He also makes 

consistent use of good rhetorical devices such as restatements and comparisons. He 

consistently strives to provide his hearers with explanation, illustration, and application 

of his main poi nts. 

No singularly predominant "j1:worite theme" is discovered in his sermons 

except for perhaps Cox's frequent cal! for Jiiuth and trust in God in spite of the 

adversities common to aU persons. This theme. along with encouragement to be strong 

and hope in God, seems to surface frequently in his book of sermons Surprised by God. 



One will have great difficulty, however, finding ~\ "hobby h()rsc" that Cox seems to 

work into every sermon. The messages arc as varied as the sennonic i.bl'ms in which 

they are spoken and VlTitten. 
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CHAPTER 7 

COX AMONG HIS COLLEAGUES 

Introduction 

This final section of the paper treats two main areas: (l) Scholarly reviews of 

Cox's published, written homiletical contributions and (2) Statements from former 

students or teaching colleagues regarding Cox's eontributions~ character. and int1uence. 

As reviews of Cox's published writings were researched, common strands of criticism 

emerged from the scholars, both positive and negative. 'Ibese strands of thought are 

treated in this first section. In the second section, tbe author has attempted to provide. 

feedback from five of Cox's colleagues. Three of the tive are persons who studied 

directly under Cox. Four of the five taught along with Cox on the preaching faculty at 

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. The final colleague is a homiletics professor 

and author of considerable influence. 

Scholarly Reviews of Published Books 

This section of the chapter presents an overview of critical comments made 

concerning Cox's published works. The comments are gleaned from book reviews 

printed in a variety of scholarly joumals. The author has attempted to present both 

positive and negative statements in an eHert to give the reader a balanced understanding 

of the way homiletical scholarship has regarded Cox's contributiolls. The books are 

presented .in the order they appear in chapter 3 of this paper. 
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A Guide to .Biblical Preaching 

Despite the small size of this publication, most reviewers arc struck by C()X.~s 

number of scholarly references in the book and the evidence of his wide rending. At th(;.~ 

same time, however, Cox's book is regarded as a clear presentation of his own 

homiletical methodology. G. Earl Guinn, for example, notes that while Cox's "wide 

reading in homiletics and related fields is ret1ected in quotations, annotations, and 

bibliography," Cox's "iudependentjudgment is always exerc.ised,,,1 G. Gerald Harrop 

is also impressed with the number of preachers Cox cites, counting a total of seventy 

persons who ure either preachers or teachers of preaching.2. An equally recurring theme, 

as fcmnd in other reviews, is the appreciation for Cox;s belief in homiletical variety. 

Guinn states, for example~ that Cox's book "dispels the notion that biblical preaching 

precluded variation.") Reviewers also found the book to be clearly written, and 

therefore very readable. 

There are, at the same, some critical concerns raised in reviews of Cox's first 

preaching text. Harrop believes the book would have been better had Cox made some 

suggestions concerning use of commentaries and other reference works in sermon 

to. Earl Guinn, review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching, by James W. Cox, 
Review and Expositor 74 (1977): 93. 

2G. Gerald Harrop, review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching, by James W. 
Cox, Religion in Life 46 (1977): 245. Harrop adds that Harry Emerson Fosdick is cited 
the most. 

3(Juinn, review orA Guide to Biblical Preaching. 93. 
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preparation.4 Virgil P. Howard faults Cox fbI' implying that the book is targeted to th .. ~ 

male gender. "'The impression created by the hmguagc that all preachers are male," he 

writes, '''is regrettable."s 

Of greater concern, however, is lIoward~s charge that Cox never really 

answers the question he raises in chapter one about the definition of biblical preaching. 

,He states, "It appears that the author is clear in his own mind about what it is and 

assumes that the reader shares this asstmlption.,,6 Howard wishes Cox had spent more 

time dealing with the nature of the text's authority and believes Cox is wrong to aSSUlne 

that all readers will agree on what is meant by the phrase "biblical preaching.)' 

Garret Wilterdink echoes Howard's concerns regarding the nature of 

authority in the text.7 Allowing that Cox gives several ~'practical" reasons for preaching 

from the Bible, Wiltemdink is concerned that Cox "seems to shy away from a clear 

identification of the Bible as the Word of God. ,,8 Wilterdink adds that Cox fai Is to 

4Harrop, review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching, 245. 

5Virgil P. Howard, review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching, by James W. 
Cox, Perkins Journal 31 (1978): 34w 35. Note in Cox's second preaching text, 
Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the Design and Delivel:V l?l,)'ermons 
(Nashville: Seminary Extension, n.d.), that Cox uses language to include female 
preachers. See, for example, p. 266 where Cox writes, "Each of us has to fulfill his or 
her calling in the preaching ministry according to the measure of those abilities and 
gifts." 

6Howard, review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching, 35. 

7Garret Wilterdink. review of A Guide to Biblical Preaching by James W. 
Cox, Re,fi::wmed Review 31 (1978): 102, 

::lIhid. The reader is rel:errcd to chapter 4 of this paper where the author treats 
Cox's hermeneutics for preaching. Note in particular Cox's comments regarding the 
Bible "as the word of God" and his parallels with Karl Barth's bibliology. 
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stress what he himself views as "the ultirnate conslderation: that we must preach from 

the Bible because it is the Word of God and the only rule offa.ith and life."'1 

Preacbiu.g: A Comprehensive Allproach 
to the I)csign and Delivery of Sermons 

As in reviews of Cox's 11rst preaching text. reviewers of Preaching are 

equaIIy praiseworthy of' Cox's inclusion of a wide range of scholars and scholady 

references. Consider thelollowing quote as representative of the appreciation most 

reviewers show in this regard: 

Cox's approach is comprehensive in terms of the variety ofresoufces he draws on 
for his hOl'niletical principles. Cox is knowledgeable about classical rhetorical 
theory, quoting several times from Aristotle, Augustine, and Quintilian. He seems 
equally at home with contemporary oral and written communication theori:;ts such 
as William Zinsscr, Rudolph Flesch, John. Ciardi and Alan Monroe. The book, 
too, is replete with references to theologians (Barth, TiHich, Brunner), preachers 
(Spurgeon. Beecher, Fosdick, Macartney), and homileticians (Broadus, 
Blackwood, Sangster, Miller). Cox rounds out the book with numerous references 
to poets. politicians, psychologists, evangeHsts, saints and mystics. 10 

Not all reviewers are as pleased) however, with Cox's choice of preachers 

referenced in the book. Calvin Pearson, for example, bemoans Cox's apparent 

preference for preachers of moderate theological orientation. I I Counting twenty 

citations of Harry Emerson Fosdick, for example, Pearson concludes that Cox is "a 

homiletician with seeming little regard for the theology of preachers whom he cites" 

9Ibid. 

WHarry E. Farra, review of Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach 10 the 
Design and Deliw!ry qlSermons, by James W, Cox. Christian Scholar's Review 16 
(1987): 423. 
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and argues. "Perhaps citing more conservative and more modern preachers would have 

made this book more tlseful.,,12 He adds" 440ne would cx.pect a Southern Baptist 

Seminary professor to draw on the great Southern Baptist preachers of his day to 

illustrate his principles" and suggests preachers such a.') Adrian Rogers, 1immy Draper~ 

Joel Gregory, and Ken Chaiin. 13 Furthermore, because "very few modem preachers 

fTOm any denomination are mentioned," Pearson concludes, "it makes one ask 'for what 

decade of preachers this book is intended,,,14 Ronald.!. Allen echoes this concern \.vhen 

he writes that 4'a disproportionate number of .. , examples are from good but dated 

sources."I:i 

J. Robert Hjelm also criticizes Cox for presenting a text that favors the 

deductive manner of preaching. 16 Acknowledging Cox's written appreciation for 

variety in. preaching, I~~iehn concludes that all of Cox's suggestions for handling the 

biblical text in chapter II are "basically propositional approaches to preaching,,,17 He 

llCalvin Pearson, review of Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the 
Design and Delivery of Sermons, by James W. Cox, Bibliotheca Sacra 144 (1987): 118-
19. 

12Ibid. 

15Ronald J. Allen, review ()fPreaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the 
Design and Delive'fJ) qfSermons, by James W. Cox, Theology Today 43 (1986): 123. 

16J. Robert Hjelm, review of Preaching: A ComprehenSive Approach to the 
Design and Delivmy qf'Sermons, by James W. Cox, Covenant Quarterly 45 (1987): 46, 
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asks, "What of induction? What of combinations of jndu{~tion and deduction? Co,X 

offers options only within one approach .• ,lll 

In the main, however, critical evaluation of Cox's second preaching text is 

favorable. Many reviewers write glowingly about Cox's "ecumenical" mnphasis, 

appreciating the fact that he includes references from Catholics as well as Protestants of 

various ecclesiastical orienttltions. Michael Rogness, for example, writes, "'Illis is not a 

'Baptist' book, even though there are hints here alld there of the author's background. 

It is a valuable book fl)l'the whole church.,,19 

Interestingly, four reviewers make a connection between Cox and John 

Albert Broadus. In a rather colorful review that compares four newly released 1985 

preaching texts to graduates being recognized fbr their respective accomplishments, 

Ibomas R. McKibbens refers to Cox's text as "the most outstanding graduate this 

year.,,20 He adds, "No other graduate competes with your fundamental grasp of the 

range of homiletical issues .... As your forefather John Broadus' Preparation and 

l!lIbid. While Cox does not explicitly treat the inductive manner of 
preaching, the reader is referred, however. to pp. 100·01 of Preaching as well as p. 163. 
Note in the last reference Cox's statement; "An inductive approach is possible." 

19Michael Rogness, review of Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the 
Design and Delivery of Sermons, by James W. Cox. Word & World 6 (1986): 363. 

20Thomas R. McKibbens, review of Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach 
to the Design and Delivery (~lScrmons~ by James W. Cox, Faith and ""'fission 3 (1986): 
1 04·1 06. The other t.hree texts are Deane A. Kemper, Effective Preaching, A. lvfanual 
fbI' Students and Pastors (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985); John Killinger, 
Fundamentals (.J/Preaching (Philadelphia: Fortress. 1985); and Fred B. Craddock, 
Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon. 1985). 
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Delivery (~lSermons became an indisptmsable standard in the 11eld, so we CXPI.~ct you to 

be such a standard:~21 

The Twentieth Century Pul.pit, 
Vots.l and 2 

For the most part, scholarly reviews of these two works are positive.22 As 

with his preaching texts. Cox is appreciated for his ecumenical eft()rts at providing a 

wide spectrum of sermons in these two volumes. At the same thne, however, no 

reviewer seems entirely pletlsed vvith the breakdown of the sermons across nationalities. 

del1ominations~ and genders. Virgil P. Howard notes, for example, that "Presbyterians 

and Baptists predominate" the selections. 23 He also laments the fact that only one 

Roman Catholic, one black, and "not a single woman" is represented in volume one?4 

Other reviewers share Howard's call for even more diversity. Consider, fbI' example, 

Henry O. TIlOmpson's comments: 

A future edition might pick up additional Roman Catholics .... In addition 
to Europeans and North Americans, one might wonder if there are not Latins and 
Africans and Indians and Far Easterners to be included. There are certainly more 
Black preachers who are "Pulpit Ml.isters." Out of the Methodist tradition ,md 
Episcopal schisms, one is aware that no women 41ppear in the present volume.25 

22Because this author fcnmd only one review of vol. 2, the two volumes are 
treated here together. 

23Virgil P. Howard, review of The Twentieth Century Pulpit, cd. James W. 
Cox, Perkins Journal 31 (1978): 51. 

24[bid. 

25Hemy 0, Thompson, review of The Twentieth C'eniury Pulpit, cd, Jmnes W. 
Cox. 11le Drew Gateway 48 (1977): 57. 
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Cox apparently seeks to appease the calls .thr women contributors by including two 

women in his second volume?6 Yet, even after pUblication of the second volume, one 

reviewer writes of his hopes that a. third volume might be even more equally 

representative of world nationalities.27 

Biblical Preaching: 
An Expositor's Treasury 

As noted in chapter three of this pa.per~ one of the assumptions made by the 

contributors to this volume is that "the historica1~critical method is essential to a 

thorough understanding of the text in its present significuIlce.'~28 While many reviewers 

appreciate this assumption, refell'ing to the "primacy of the historical~critical met}md,,29 

or regarding the book as "a conmcopia of scholarship,,,3o not all reviewers arc equally 

as enthusiastic. Theologically conservative reviewers~ for example, find the acceptance 

orthe historical-critical method more than a little problematic. Consider, for example~ 

the following criticisms by R. Larry Overstreet of Grace Theological Seminary: 

26COX includes Elizabeth Achtemeier and Jean. Myers in The Twentieth 
Century Pulpit, vol. 2. 

27See Donald Macleod~ review of The Twentieth Century Pulpit, vol. 2, ed. 
Janles W. Cox, The Princeton Seminary Bulletin, n. s. 5 (1984): 80. Macleod calls fiJr 
"pulpit representatives from Scotland, Ireland, Canada~ Australia, the Or:ient~ and South 
America," 

28James W. Cox, ed., Biblical Preaching: An Expositor's 1)<easury 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983), 13. 

29[)on M. Wardlaw, review of Biblical Preaching: An E)'positor 's Treasury, 
ed. James W. Cox, Revie",,' and E:Xpositor 81 (1984): 485 M 86. 

30John Killinger, review of Biblical Preaching: An Expositor's Treasury, cd. 
James W. Cox, Christian Century 101 (1984): 22. 
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The higher critical views ofthc author arc disconcerting; to this conservative 
reviewer. Several examples of this ~m~: "Genesis 1: 1 +2 :4a is generally regarded as 
Priestly materiar' which "was completed by SOO B.C." (p. J 8); wfhe Yahwist 
editor and later the l'riestiy editor wrote to teach ... '~ (p. 39); wrhe JEP narrative 
begins in (i'enesis with the myths of the Garden of Eden and the Tower of Blilbcl'; 
(p. 55). The biblical section that includes "Ex. 25"31; Lev.; Num. 1 ~ 1 0;' is said to 
have "little homileti.cal material" except for Lev. 19:18 which is quoted by Christ 
(p. 59). "Proto~lsaiah, Deuten."I~Isaiah, and Trito~Jsaiah" are seen on p. 119, along 
with "Deutero-Zechariah" on p. 140. "The Book of Daniel was written ca. 165 
Be" (p. 152), and has "historic~d inaccuracies" (p. 153).31 

While these criticisms are valid one rnust remember that Cox himself is not 

"the author" of the book as reters to him above. Cox is the editor of this 

work; the compiler of severa] authors whose "contributions reflect their personal 

convictions as to the nature and significance of the biblical text."n Thomas G .. Long, 

acknowledging the difficulties of compiling a book with such a wide array of 

theological orientations, regards the finished product as "a tribute to the diversity of 

people interested in serious biblical preaching and to the editor's laudable goal of 

eomprehensi veness. ,,33 

The Minister's Manual 

For the most part, reviewers of several volumes of The .Minister '.'I A1anual 

31R, Larry Overstreet, review of Biblical Preaching: An l<:Xpositor's 
Treasury, ed. James W. Cox, Grace Theological Journal 7 (1986): 157. 

32James W. Cox, ed .• Biblical Preaching: An .Expositor ',.,' Treasury 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983), 13, See also chapter 4 of this paper where the 
author argues that Cox's view of the historical~critical method seems more in line with 
what Sidney Greidanus refers to as a "holistic historical~critical method." 

3)Thomas G. Long, review of Bihlical Preaching: An Expositor's Treasury, 
cd. James W. Cox, The Princeton Seminm:v Bulletin.. n. s. 5 (1983): 81. 
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praise Cox's ability to edit a useful resource manual fhr busy pastors.34 Many note 1.he 

di versity of contributors and appreciate the plethora of useful material such as biblical 

illustrations and SCl1l'lOn abstracts. Luther Joe Thompson; 1()r example, notes that the 

1986 edition contains sennOll ideas that will "stimulate your thinking and perhaps save 

you in a pinch when pastoral emergencies deva:state your study time,',35 David H. C. 

Read, referring to the wide range of contributors, praises Cox for his "good taste" find 

"discriminating palate. ,,36 

At the same time, however, many reviewers express concerns that the 

pastoral resource may be misused. At least six reviewers caution against the pastor's 

using the manual to "shortcut" his time spent in careful sermon preparation. Perhaps 

Sidney Greidanus most fairly expresses this concem when he writes: 

Editor Cox probably shares my fears that a book like this may become a crutch 
that will eventually cripple preachers. To be authentic, sermons ought to 
communicate what the preacher, after much listening and study, has heard in the 
Word for the local congregation. Similarly, original illustrations that the preacher 
has seen or experienced are much more powerful than recycled ones. Although 
The A1inisters Manual has been published since 1926 and may stimulate some 
creative ideas when the preacher is at wit's end, the book is not really required for 
preachers who have learned how to grow and design sermons. For others, it may 
help out in dry spells, but handle with care.37 

34The author located reviews from the 1983 edition through the 1993 edition. 
Because of the relative scarcity of total reviews for total volumes, aU reviews are treated 
here together. 

35Luther Joe Thompson, a review of 771ft ,Ministers Manual for 1986, cd. 
James W. Cox, Review and E.:rpositor 83 (1986): 289. 

J6David H. Read. a review of The Ministers Manual/br 199 J, ed. James 
W. Cox, Review and Z!,xpositor 88 (1991): 448. 

~17Sidney Greidanus, a review of The ,"finisters Manualfor 1992, ed. James 
W. Cox, Calvin Theological Journal 27 (1992): 188. 
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Other reviewers fecI that tbe St~.rmons represented in the manuals arc tl bit 

inferior~ at times more topical than t.extual, and more "cxample~()riented" and moralistic 

than theologically faithful expositions of Scripturc.:~!1 In the maill, however, most 

reviewers wel.come the manuals as helpflll reference works for busy persons engaged i.n 

regular, pastoral ministry. 

Best Serm.ons 

As stated above in chapter 3 ofthis paper, the first volume of Best Sermons 

was widely popular when it was publ.ished in 1988.39 Preaching magazine lists the 

book first in its "Top Ten Books Every Preacher Should Read" and Associate Editor R 

Albert Mohler, states that the book "delivers precisely what its title promises-a 

collection of sermons exhibiting excellence and recognizable quality" making the book 

"a must for the preaching minister.,,40 Other reviewers share these sentiments. referring 

to the book as "a wonderful help,.41 or praising Cox fbI' his collection of sermons from 

38See Wilbert M. Van Dyk, a review of The .Ministers lvlanualfor 1989~ ed. 
James W. Cox, Calvin Theological.lournal24 (1989): 176; Wilbert M. Van Dyk, a 
review of The Ministers Manualfor 1991, ed. James W. Cox, Calvin Theological 
.lournal26 (1991): 450; and James L. Brauer, f.\ review of The .Ministers Manualfhr 
1992, cd. James W. Cox, Concordia Journal 19 (1993): 194. 

39While a total of seven volwnes of Best Sermons were published from 1988-
1994, the author located reviews for only vols. 1 through 5, the overwhelrning majority 
of which reviewed voL 1. Consequently, aU reviews are treated here together. 

40R, Albert Mohler, associate ed .• "Best SemlOns Cited as Top Book of 
1998," Preaching 4 (Jalluary~Fcbruary. 1989): 1 ~3. 

41Ronald J. Al1en, review of Best Sermons 1, cd. James W. Cox, Encounter 
50 (1989): 304. 
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preachers who are "articulate, co:mmitted voices of help" for a turbulent world in need 

,p 
of encouragement. ., 

Not all reviewers~ however, find the book equaUy as usefuL David J. 

Schlafer, for example, states that "if these sennons are amon.g the 'best,' contemporary 

preaching is in serious trouble.,,,43 Schlafees primary criticism is his op.inioD that mi:U1Y 

of the sermons are "lacking in effectiveness as mediators oftransi()rming grace~' and 

believes that most of the sermons serve only "to remind the converted of what they 

already know.,,44 Another reviewer finds the sermons to vary widely in their quality: 

"Some are excellent, and some are boring. A few are incomprehensible.',45 Still 

another reviewer criticizes the lack of Old Testament semlons appearing in the first 

volume, concluding that "Marcion is alive and well, even among our supposedly finest 

preachers. ,,46 

Reviewers of succeeding volumes echo similar strengths and weaknesses. 

One reviewer doubts whether the second volume really contains "the best" sermons of 

preachers in North America and shares his reluctance to recommend the book to anyone 

42Don M. Wardlaw, review of Best Sermons 1, ed. James W. Cox, Review 
and Expositor 87 (1990): 125. 

43David J. Schlafer, review of Best Sermons 1, ed. James W. Cox, Currents in 
Theology and Mi:'1sion 16 (1989): 386. 

4411, 'd 01 .• 

45Lindsey Davis, review of Best .S'ermons 1, ed. James W. Cox, Lexington 
Theological Quarterly 24 (1989): 64. 

46J()hn C. Holbert, review of Best S'ermans 1, ed. James W. Cox, Perkins 
Journal 42 (1989); 39. 
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interested in understanding the truths of Christianity. 47 Others, however, praise Cox fbr 

his ability to edit a book demonstrating the various ways sermons may be preached .md 

Hnd the book a helpthl resource .ti)l' preachers and homileticians.4
l! 

Handbook of Themes fol' Preaching 

Only four brief reviews of this book were discovered. AU four reviewers find 

the book helptlll to the preacher by providing a systematic presentation of biblical 

themes for sermons.49 Reviewers also appreciate the variety of ecclesiastical orientation 

among the contributors and the fact that each contributor writes with respect to his or 

her area of expertise. 

Negative criticism is minimal. William.1. Carl III believes the book should 

contain a bibliography.:iO Dwight E. Stevenson believes the introductory chapter 

should be longer. SI Finally. Grant Lovejoy acknowledges that given the controversial 

47Wayne Brouwer, review of Best Sermons 2, ed. James W. Cox, Calvin 
Theological Journal 24 (1989): 386~88. 

48See for example Grant Lovejoy, review of Best Sermons 2, cd. James W. 
Cox, Southwestern Journal o.fTheology 32 (1990): 73 and William J. Carl, review of 
Best Sermons 3, ed. James W. Cox, Homiletic 16 (1991): 17-18. 

49See for example, William J. Carl III, review of Handbook (if ThemesjiJr 
Preaching, ed, James W. Cox, 111e Princeton Seminary Bulletin, n. s. ] 4 (1993): ] 05. 
Carl writes of how the book parallels much of his own thought in his preaching text 
Preaching Christian Doctrine. 

i'°Ibid., 106. 

5 1 Dwight E. StevensoYl) review of Handhook of Themes/i)Y Preaching, ed. 
James W. Cox, .Mid~Stream 31 (1992): 167. 
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nature of a f'Cw of the topics. "readers may find some articles disappointing. ,,:'12 Lov~joy 

admits his own disappointment, fbr exmnple, that the rnatcrial treating the theme 

"Inspiration" did not contain scriptural references froll12 Thnothy 3:16 Of 2 Peter 1 :20w 

'\) 
21, as he had expected: 

Cox takes all of the above criticism well. He recognizes that negative 

reviews are part mld parcel to scholarly contributions. )n fact, Cox believes the negative 

feedback he has received to be minimaL "1 probably ought to have more of it," he 

admits. adding that ··peopJe have been pretty gr'dcious. ,,:14 

Statements from Colleagues 

Five persons were contacted for the purpose of providing personal remarks 

concerning Cox's contributions, character, and influence in the field of homiletics. 

Four of the five are fanner students of The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 

three of whom studied under Cox in the Master of Divinity and Doctor of Philosophy 

leveL Two of these students also went on to teach with Cox on the faculty of the 

seminary. Another student, while not studying under Cox in the Master of Divinity 

level, had Cox on his doctoral Committee of Instruction and also later taught with Cox 

on the faculty of the seminary. The fifth person is a professional colleaf,rue who has 

520rant Lovejoy. review of Handbook of Themes for Preaching, ed. James 
W. Cox, Southwestcl'11 Journal qfTheology 35 (1992): 71. 

53 Ibid. 

54Jamcs W. Cox, interview by author. tupe recording, The Southcrn Baptist 
'rheological Seminary, Louisville, Kentuc,ky. 24 February 2004. 
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known Cox a long period of time and is himse1fa person of considerable scholarly 

influence in the field of homiletics. 

Raymond Hailey 

Raymond Bailey has served as ptlstor of the Sc;.wenth and James Baptist 

Church in Waco, Tcxa,"l since 1995. He has authored preaching books such as Jesus the 

Preacher and Pent! the Preacher, Bailey is both a former student of Cox's as well as a 

former faculty member of The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, having taught 

preaching along with Cox for sixteen years at the seminary. S5 

Bailey believes one of Cox's greatest homiletical contributions to be his 

adoption and expansion ofH. Grady Davis' textbook, DesignjiJr Preaching. "James 

was a pioneer," says Bailey, "in getting away from the three-point sermon most popular 

in Southern Baptist circles" and regarding the senTIon as more of a "revelation, an 

unveiling of truth. " Bailey also feels that Cox's stress upon the need for careful literary 

work in the sermon is a hallmark of Cox's homiletical methodology. "Some of his 

students turned out to be eloquent preachers because of this," he adds. 

Cox's work in moving "Southern Baptists into the mainstream of the 

American Homiletic Community" is also regarded by Bailey to be a significant 

contribution. Cox has been a member ofthe Academy of Homiletics since the 19608 

and served as its Vice President in 1975~1976 and President in 1976~1977. Cox's 

;;SRaymond Bailey, telephone intt~rview by author, 1 March 2004. All 
subsequent infomlation pertaining to Bailey is obtained 110m this interview. 
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participation in the Academy, ac{:ordIng to Bailey, both introduced Cox to preacher::; 

across denominational lines and aided in his influencing those preachers as welL 

His openness to the ideas of others,--even when at great variance from his 

own ideas-is another commendable aspect of Cox's personality that Bailey notes. lie 

describes Cox as "irenic, a gentleman, kind. gracious," and a person who "will make 

every effort to get along with everyone." He adds, '"Dr. Cox is a real Chl'i.stian 

gentleman, It was always soothing, calming, encouraging to be in his presence. If 

anyone embodies the peace of Christ it would be Jim Cox.!> 

Craig Loscalzo 

Craig Loscalzo has served as the senior pastor of Imman.uel Baptist Church in 

Lexington, Kentucky since 1996, He has written three books, Apologetic Preaching: 

Proclaiming Jesus Christ to a Postmodern World; Evangelistic Preaching that 

Connects; and Preaching Sermons that Connect: Effective Communication Ihrough 

Identificalion. Loscalzo is the fomler Victor and Louise Associate Professor of 

Christian Preaching at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary where he taught on 

the preaching faculty with Cox for eight years from 1988-1996.56 

Loscalzo has known Cox since 1982 when he was a Master of Divinity 

student at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 1110ugh Loscalzo did not study 

under Cox in the Master of Divinity level, Cox served <)l1 his Committee of InstructJon 

in the Doctor of Philosophy level. As the Victor and Louise Associate Professor of 

,5!iCraig Loscalzo, e~mail response to author, 12 February 2004. All 
subsequent infol1nation pertaining to l,oscalzo is obtained from this correspondence, 
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Christian Preaching at the seminarYt Loscalzo writes of hi a being "honored" to hold the 

endowed chair held by Cox fbl' so m~my years. 

Cox's sjgniflcant homiletical contributions. according to l,.,oscalzo. inc1udc 

his "prolific editing!' of the Ministers A1anual and the preaching theory espoused in his 

homiletical textbooks. Loscalzo adds, '"He was the 'Go-To' person on the preaching 

faculty that understood the sweep of the history of preaching as wen as the liturgical 

aspects of homiletics,H.c offered major contributions in each of these al'eas.~' 

.L05calzo describes Cox as "the quintessential homiletician," whose sermons 

"were always thoughtful and well~crafted." Adding that Cox came from an "older 

model" of preaching that thcused on the preacher as orator, Loscalzo concludes that 

Cox "certainly modeled the best of that tradition." 

In response to a question about Cox's ability to teach in one institution for so 

many years in spite of the academic tensions that often accompany such an endeavor, 

Loscalzo's comments are insightful. He writes, "Dr, Cox focused on the Gospel of 

Jesus Christ and its proclamation. He never entered the political fray of denominational 

politics viewing that, I believe, as a mere temporal distraction. To his merit, he kept the 

faith once delivered to the saints." 

Robert Smith, Jr. 

Robert Smith, Jr. has served as Professor of Christian Preaching at Beeson 

Divinity School in Alabama since 1997. He was previously the Car! E. Bates Associate 

Professor of Christian Preaching fbI' three years at The Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary and served for twenty years as pastor of a church. 
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Smith is both a former student and ronner tC4t.dling colleague of Cox's ~it The 

Southern Baptist Theological Seminatj'.57 Smith studied under Cox at both the Master 

of Divinity level as well as the Doctor ofPhUosophy level. He first studied under Cox 

in 1986 and was encouraged by Cox to apply for the doctoral program after graduating 

with his Master of Divinity in 1988. Smith began the Doctor of Philosophy program in 

1990 with Cox as the supervisor of his Committee of Instruction. Smith also served as 

Cox's grader throughout the program. 

Smith believes Cox's torte is probably the history of preaching. He adds that 

Cox has been to places such as The Old South Church in Boston and has first hand 

knowledge of some of the great preachers of the 20lh century. At the same time, Smith 

regards Cox's call for ;~biblical preaching" as an integral. aspect of his particul~lr 

homiletical methodo.logy. "His preaching," Smith says; "is always fbrmed out of the 

crucible of biblical content, and for him that's what the sermon is, it's biblical content 

more than style." 

Cox's openness to other ways of preaching is also something Smith favorably 

notes. While Cox emphasizes deductive preaching, Smith believes that "he's not so 

deductive to the point that he can't have an appreciation for other styles and approaches 

that treat the biblical text responsibly." As a former student, Smith was particularly 

grateful for this aspect of Cox's teaching method. "He did not try to force us into Cox's 

mold. He allowed us to lind our own voice, to develop our own style, to gauge our 

rhythm, and do aU that within the context of responsible exegesis." 

5'lR()b(~rt Smith, Jr., telephone interview hy author, 3 March 2004. All 
subsequent. information pertaining to Smith is obtained from this interview, 
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Smith also appreciates Cox's encollragement as a teacher. He recalls Cox's 

suggestion that he pursue doctoral studies: "I saw the MDiv degree ~iS a terminating 

point, as a period, He saw it as the comma and he erased it and. just made an ellipsis 

reany. and that encouraged me," Smith adds, ".He then wrote letters ofreCOm!IlCndatioll 

for me, stood for tne, served as my chairperson of my comrnittee and let me serve as his 

grader." There is no question that Smith regards Cox as a true friend who flu.') positively 

influenced him in a number of ways. "He cans me his pastor," Smith says, "which is an 

incredible honor," In addition, Cox has influenced Smith as a teae,her: 

As a teacher I have adopted his philosophy: make the classroom the priority. L,ove 
your students. Be prepared. Never cheat your students because oflackluster 
performance due to very shoddy preparation. Be a professor in the classroom and 
he a pastor outside of it. Be available to your students so that you do as much 
teaching in the classroom. do as much teaching in the hallway, the lunchroom, and 
all the way to the parking lot when they talk with you as you do in the classroom. 
And he has modeled that. He was always available to me, 

When asked about Cox's ability to remain at The Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary for such an extended period of time, Smith attests to Cox's wise 

and congenial personality: 

He is the personification of the via media, the middle way. He does not 
compromise. that's not it. but he's able to accommodate himself to any context so 
that he can adjust to the context without losing his soul, without losing who he is. 
So he is this touglHninded, tenderheatied individual who knows how to survive 
and thrive-not just survive, but thrive-under a Duke McCall administration, a 
Roy Honeycutt administration, an R. Albert Mohler administration-~all three are 
different---Ulld yet James Cox remains the same. And all he's done,"--without 
being a chameleon·--all he's done is to adjust himselfHke a rubber band without 
losing his elasticity. 

Charles L. Rice 

Charles Rice is Professor Emeritus of Homiletics at Drew ThcologicaJ 

School, Drew lJniversity. He is the author of mal1Y scholarly books and articles on 
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preaching including Interpretation and Imagination and The .E:mhodied Word: 

Preaching as Art and Liturgy, He is also a priest in The Episcopal Church. Most 

recently Rice served as Interim Rect()f at St. Dunstan's Church in Succasunna. New 

Jersey. Rice was one of Cox's earliest students. having been taught by him before 

graduating from The Southern Baptist 'rheological SemhUi.fY in 1962 with the Bachelor 

of Divinity.:;g 

.Ricc believes Cox's most significant contribution to the 'field of homiletics is 

his belief that the sermon must be grounded in Scripture. "He is predominantly a 

biblical person," Ricc says. "He teaches biblical preaching" and has been a steady 

proponent of this emphasis. In addition, Rice appreciates Cox's "assiduous" work as a 

teacher of homiletics. "He really cares about teaching people to preach" Rice adds, and 

is "a kind of model in pedagogy," 

What Rice personally remembers most about Cox's homiletical philosophy is 

the way Cox's method so closely paralleled the theology of Karl Barth. Rice qualifies 

that this insight may be more a reflection of his own thinking than that of Cox's, 

admitting that he "went to seminary deeply imbued in Karl Barth." Nevertheless, Rice 

found that what Cox was teaching was "right in line" with Barth's thinking, "l'le trusted 

the biblical word to carry God's message/' Rice says, adding that Cox "exemplifIed in 

homiletics what Karl Barth articulates in his The Doctrine l?lthe Word-the place of the 

centrality of Christ in Scripture." While Cox did not expressly teach Bart hi all theology 

in the classroom, Rice says, "I found myself nodding my head" a lot in the lectures. 

511Charles L. Rice, telephone interview by author~ 3 March 2004. AU 
subsequent information pertaining to Rice is obtained from this interview. 
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When asked about Cox's persnnality, especially his ability to remain (,It The 

Southern Baptist 'l'hcologicul Seminnry 'fbI' nearly fbt1.y~five years, Rice says. "It's 

amazing to me. He seorns, to me, to be still without guile. He is singular in his focus 

on teaching preaching. God put him there and God has sustained him." 

.John Killinger 

John Killinger is former Professor of Religion and Culture at Samtord 

University. In addition. he has authored more than fitly books and is considered by 

many to be an authority on preaching. He is currently pastor of the historic Little Stone 

Church 011 Mackinac Island, Michigan. Although ordained ill the Presbyterian Church. 

Ki1linger has served a variety of denominations; including Baptist, Presbyterian, and 

Con&rregational. 

Killinger recalls being with Cox in 1963 at a dinner in Cox' s home that 

included guests William Hull, Joachim Jeremias, and their wives. 59 At the time, 

Killinger was Dean of Kentucky Southern College in Louisville, Kentucky,M He later 

left the school to begin a teaching career at Vanderbilt. 

Cox's most significant homiletical contribution, Killinger believes, is 

bibliographical. "James has provided collections of sermons not available other 

59John Killinger, telephone interview by author, 26 February 2004. All 
subsequent inftmnation pcrtl.:tining to Killinger is obtained iI'om this interview. 

60Kentucky Southern College, opened in 1960, closed in 1969 when it 
merged into the University of LouisviUe. 
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places," Killinger says, He adds that Cox has proved "itldcfatigablc 1.11 providing thcs':~' 

and "has done an A #1 Job in getting these things OUt.,,61 

Killinger also appreciates Cox's ability to get along with a broad spectrum of 

people, believing that this is reflected in the variety of sermons coIIected by Cox in his 

books. 4'He has a great tolerance," Killinger adds. "He doesn't get excited about 

doctrinal difJerences." Killinger believes that while some of Cox's more passionate 

colleagues may have "provoked their administrators into f1ring them," Cox himselflms 

stayed consistently above the fray. "He amazes me," Killinger says. 

Cox's near forty~five years of teaching at '['he Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary, together with his many homiletical writings, ensures that Cox has had '"1m 

unfaltering influence" on generations of students. Killinger concludes by referencing an 

article from the current issue of Harvard Business Review. In an article entitled, 

"Success That Lasts," the authors identify four categories of success: happiness, 

achievement, significance, and legacy.62 Concerning these four categories, Killinger 

states, "James has fulfilled success by those standards.'~ 

Conclusioll 

The inevitability of negative criticism is expected from anyone seriously 

61 Killinger is consistent in this opinion of Cox. In a book review written over 
.fifteen years earlier he writes that "through [Cox' 5J indefatigable 'writing and editing. he 
has contributed more to the discussion of homiletical theory and values than anyone 
else in the past 25 years." See John Killinger, review of Preaching: A Comprehensive 
Approach to the Design and Delivery (~fSerm.ons, by James W. Cox, Chri.)'ticmMinistry 
17 (1986): 33. 

62See Laura Nash and H.oward Stevenson; "Success That Lasts," Harvard 
Business R,~view (February 2(04): 102-09. 
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engaged in the work ofpuhlishing. Cox has received his fl'lil' share of negative 

criticism. but he has also eqjoycd a proportionately larger lneasur(;~ of positive criticis.lll. 

Most reviewers appreciate the work Cox hi:1S done, particularly in. the areas of 

bibliographic work and in his sustained call for "biblical" preaching. In a.ddition, his 

colleagues speak glowingly about Cox~s irenic personality~ his gentle manner, and his 

encouraging nature. Taken together; one can understand why Cox is so highly regarded 

among his colleagues. 

Illustrative ofthe honor Cox's colleagues desire to give him is his recently 

being awarded the "Distinguished Lifetime Service Award" at thc Academy of 

Homiletics Meeting Banquet in December, 2003.63 John S. McClure, President ofthc 

Academy of Homiletics and Professor of Homiletics at Vanderbilt Divinity School 

made the following remarks at Cox's bestowal of the award: 

J am told that Dr. Cox has a persollalletter in a drawer in his office fI'om 
Harry Emerson Fosdick that he pulls out from time to time to remind his students 
that preaching did not begin and end with them. Dr. Cox, your distinguished work 
reminds us that homiletics does not begin or end with us. We are deeply grateful 
for the many great years of service you have given our tield and your faithful 
commitment to the Academy of Homiletics. We are privileged to give you this 
small token of our love, admiration, and thanksgiving for your life and ministry.64 

63The banquet of the Academy of Homiletics Meeting\-vas held December 6, 
2003, at Claremont School of Ibeology, Claremont, California. 

M'I11ese remarks are excerpted from a paper ()bt~uned fwm Cox by the author. 
'The paper remains in Cox' Ii possession. 



CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

Vv1hile 11 conclusion is provided at the end of each main chapter of this paper, the 

author believes it is necessary to provide a final summary of Cox's homiletical 

contributions in light of the overall research project. This section summarizes chapters 

two through seven, highlighting Cox's homiletical contributions as covered under cach 

main area. 

Contributions during Early Career 

Cox's early life and background cet1ainly shaped him for the contributions he 

would make in the future. One cannot help but see the hand of God guiding Cox from 

an early age to prepare him for a Ufe of ministry. Cox's family heritage was a strong, 

spiritual foundation upon which he would continue to build. His father read to the 

family from the Bible every evening and his mother, a devoted educator of fifty years, 

taught Cox to apply himself academically, striving for excellence and mastery of the 

literary disciplines. 

The incident of Cox's childhood "sermon" during a family gathering when. he 

was thirteen years old should be regarded as more than just a humorous <U1ccdotc, 

While Cox saw the occasion as sOlnething of a "game," he was also very serious. The 

event illustrates the influence his Christian upbringing made upon him as a young 
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person and demonstrates Cox's love fbr preaching even bcfhre a "{~aH" was more 

clearly manifested and thoughtfully considered. 

Cox's three year writing experience for the R(J(me County Banner undoubtedly 

prepared him f()f his future prolific writing career. Cox was merely 16 to 19 years of 

age when he wrote his "Meditations~' that occurred weekly in the local newspaper, The 

writings are both impressive and biblically sound. One can only imagine the number of 

persons who were touched by these early article submissions by the young teenager. 

Three pastorates gave Cox the opportunity to propagate and build upon what 

would later become the cornerstone of his homiletical method: "biblical preadling." 

The occasions for pastorates also provided Cox. with the reality of pa.':itoral experience 

that aided him in the cla.~sroom and became an endearing quality e1'Uoyed by his 

students. 'rhus by the time Cox went to The Southern .i3aptist Theological Seminary in 

1959 he had already obtained a wealth of experience that would help in sustaining him 

during his future career. 

Written Contributions 

To say that Cox has authored a number of contributions to benefit the field of 

homiletics is to state the obvious. In his former role as Associate Editor of Preaching 

magazine, R. Albert Mohler Jr., now President of the Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary, once referred to Cox as "a vel'ituble industry.',l He explains, "Geoffrey W. 

Bromiley. the prolific theologian I translator of Kitte.l 's T11eological Wordbook of/he 

I R. Albert Mohler. "Best Sermons Collection Offers Fresh, Interesting 
Homiletical Models," Preaching (NovemberMDecember 1988): 48. 
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New Testament and much of Barth's Church Dogmatics, is said to translate in his sleep. 

It must also be true that James W. Cox edits and writes as he shlmbers.,-.... ()therwist~ he 

would get no sleep!":! 

Perhaps no homiletics scholar has contributed more in number of publications 

than has Cox. His twenty years of editing of The Ministers Manual alone demonstrates 

the significant impact he has made upon the field of homiletics. Ministers throughout 

North Am.erica have benefited yearly from this edited publication of helpful homileti(~al 

insights. The fact that the manual has also been available in Korean and Chinese 

translations demonstrates the: far reach of Cox's written homiletical contributions. 

When one considers Cox's other edited works such as Pulpit Digest and the seven 

editions of Best Sermons, it becomes clearer just how great an impression Cox has made 

through his published books. 

Cox's two main preaching texts, (1) A Guide to Biblical Preaching, and (2) 

Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the Design and Delivery of Sermons 

continue to be used by students and teachers of preaching. In temlS of influence, some 

reviewers have regarded Cox's latter preaching text as paralleling John Albert Broadus' 

immortal classic A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery (~f/)ermol1s. 

The editing of books such as Biblical Preaching and Handbook (~lThemesfor 

Preaching demonstrates Cox's openness to publishing authors who hold theological and 

homiletical opinions lltvariance with his own. While m<cU1y would question the wisdom 

of providing "a voice" for those with \;VhOnl one happens to disagree, Cox regards the 
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matter rather as an advanccm.ent of scholarship; an opportunity to make a contrihution 

that furthers homiletical thought 

Conb'ibutions to lJ.ern:umeutics 

Cox regards the Bible as a God~inspired book that is both trustwort.hy, reliable. 

and authoritative in nat.ure. The main purpose of the Scriptures is to point the reader to 

the redemption available through Jesus Christ. Consequent1y. Cox prefers to speak of 

the "derivative nature" of the Bible; the Bible is the vehicle in which is revealed the 

"ultimate Word of God, Jestls Christ." 

The location of meaning in a biblical text. Cox believes, is discovered when one 

determines the meaning intended by the original author. The preacher must guard 

against reading his own meanings into the text and must allow the author of the text to 

speak for himself Once this meaning hllS been determined, the preacher must then 

deternline how the text applies to the "present life situation." 

Cox embraces the historical·critical method only insofar a<; it serves as a tool to 

aid in understanding the original author's intended meaning. He does not, however, 

share the anti-supernatural presuppositions of many who apply historical-critical 

principles ofbibHcal interpretation. Cox's views of biblical interpretation agree with 

Sidney Greidanus' idea ofa "holistic historical-critical method." That is, Cox 

approaches the biblical text "with confidence in its reliability," not "with an attitude of 

doubt as if it were a spurious docurnene,J 

.--~.-----~--

3Sidney Grcidanus. l1wModern PreacJwr and the Ancient Text: Int(wpreting 
and Preaching Biblical Literature (Grand Rapids: Ecrdmans. 1(88).46-47. 
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Rcspol1sibleintcrprctation includes the use of syntactical and theological tools 

of scholarship. In addition. the interpreter must pay careful attention to biblical context 

and have;;U1 appreciation for the progressive nature of revelation. Finally, Cox b(~l.ieves 

the interpreter must understand the text in light of the theme of "salvation history,~' or 

heilsgeschichte. Cox's "'Questions to Aid Text Inte.rpretation" provided in both of his 

preaching texts nre a helpful conttibution to preachers. Also helpful is the inclusion of 

"Guiding Principles for the Interpretation of the BibJe" provided as an appendix in his A 

Guide to Biblical Preaching. 

Contributions to Homiletics 

One of Cox's greatest contributions to the field of homiletics is his consistent 

call for using the Bible in Christian preaching. Cox even goes so far as to say that the 

preacher "never actually begins to preach until he begins to give account of the bearing 

of the Bible 011 the matter.',4 Christian preaching, Cox believes, is intricately 

interwoven with the biblical text. 'I11e preacher must forever guard against sharing his 

personal opinions and must remain faithful to the biblical text as the foundation for his 

message. 

Cox believes, however, that there is not just one way to preach the biblical text. 

The fact that there are many different literary forms in the Bible suggests the 

multiplicity of ways in which the preacher may preach his sermons. A sermon may be 

topical, textual, expository, narrative, or some combination of fonns. Furthermore, 

4Jamcs W, Cox, "The Uniqueness of Preaching," faculty address in Alumni 
Memorial Chapel, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary; rebruary 8, 1967; as 
printed in Review and Expo,'}'i!or 64 (Pall 19(7): 528. 
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sermon '''points'' may come directly from the natural divisions of the text or may be 

built around psychological factors suggested in the text One's homHctical creativity is 

limited only by the necessity to use the hib1ical text as the fi:lundation fbr the sermon. 

How the text is preached, however, is open to the inclinations ;;md gilledness of the 

preacher. 

The "Central Idea" is Cox's language for the main thrust of the sermon. 'Ibe 

central idea is a combination of the preacher~s subject and predicate and is to be worded 

in universal language so that its truth is understood to transcend time and culture. The 

very tact that Cox calls for a central idea demonstrates hjs preference for deductive, 

propositional preaching. Because the preacher always knows exactly where he is going, 

Cox believes he can never truly preach an "inductive sermon." The preacher may, 

however, adopt an "inductive style," bringing the central idea into the sermon in an 

implicit rather than explicit way. 

As with the preparation of sermons, Cox believes there are a number of equally 

valid ways to deliver sermons. The preacher is encouraged, however, to adopt an 

approach that keeps his eyes focused upon the congregation as much as possible. 

Preaching without notes, or with few notes, does not mean that the preacher Sh01icuts 

his time spent in the preparation of his sermons. The preacher must carefully think 

through his message--wdting out a manuscript if necessary-in order to en."iure that his 

grammar is correct and his style is clear. 

Cox's 0\'.'11 sermons reflect the consistency of his teaching. The sermons printed 

ill his book Surprisr:.d by God reflect the various ways he believes texts may be 

preached. 'Ibe sermons analyzed in the sixth chapter of this paper also ren(;~ct Cox's 



relative consistency with his teachings concerning sermon construction, FUl1hermol'c, 

his editing of scver£tl books of sermons contributed by I.)thcrs demonstrates his 

appreciation f()r variety in SCtnlOn preparation and delivery, 

Contr.ibutions among Colleagues: 
Cox. as "Bridge Builder" 

Most scholars readily acknowledge the ~vdtten contributions Cox has made 

through his many publications. Cox tends to be appreciated for his editing volumes that 

bring together a wealth of sermons and sermon helps for the benefit of busy ministers. 

He is also appreciated by many for his ability to cross denominational lines .£01' the 

purpose of furthering homiletical scholarship. His books have been, for the most, 

reviewed favorably, tJlOugh some have not appreciated his "editorial openness" to the 

inclusion of sermons whose authors hold diverse theological orientations. Nevertheless, 

through his editorial works, Cox has succeeded in "building a bridge" between persons 

of varying theological persuasions. He has joined together persons of conservative and 

moderate theological orientations and has himself carefully avoided denominational 

controversy where such controversy detracted from his goal of contributing to the field 

of homiletics. It is arguable that Cox's success in this regard is directly proportional to 

his ability to contribute such a large number of homiletical works. 

In over four decades Cox has influenced a great many students through his 

teaching at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and he has influenced scores of 

students elsewhere as a visiting lec,turer on preaching. Many of Cox's students have 

gone on to successful pastorates and some have pursued teaching and writing careers in 

the footsteps their mentor. Their comments are insightihI. some appreciating Cox's 
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bibliographical contributions. others his gtas;p ()fth(.~ history of preaching, but all of 

them appreciating Cox's godly character, irenic personality, and easygoing nature. 

Cox (~ol1tinues to maintain a consistent spirit of humility. Oue might expect 

someone who has taught for nearly torty-nve years to project an air of intellectual 

superiority. if even unintentionally. Yet Cox does not regard himself as "having 

arrived" in any sense and, in fact, remains open to continuing to learn from others. 

Regarding a statement about his 101lg teaching career at The Southern Baptist 

Theological Seminary, Cox humbly admits, "rve learned a lot from my students over 

5 the years.'" 

It is unfbrtunate that one's capacity lor exuding godly, Christian virtues is often 

ignored in the exalted realm of academia. Due to the nature of academic research, the 

fmit of one's scholarship is onen viewed in a vacuum. thus eclipsing the benefits that 

might have come by learning from the scholar's personality. But what profit is there if 

a man "should gain the whole world" in temlS of academic honor and recognition and 

"lose his own soul" for lack of consistent, Christian character and commitment? Cox's 

godly humility and loving forbearance have sustained him in years past and 

lmdoubtedly will serve to both protect and preserve his homiletical contributions for 

years to come. 

5James W. Cox:, Interview 2. 



APPENDIX 1 

TIME LINE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN COX~S LIFE 

1923~ 
Born January 18 in Kingst{)n~ Tennessee 

19lJ.;. 
Makes profession of faith in January at age 10 

123<t 
Preaches first sennon at age 16 at African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in 
Kingston. 'I'ext: 1 Corinthians 13 

1940: 
Begins "A Meditation" for the Roane County Banner Newspaper 

1941: 
Graduates from Roane County Higb School in Kingston, TN 
Favorite subject in school is English literature 

1943~1944: 

Pastor, Nance's Grove Baptist Church, New Market, TN 

1944: 
Obtains B. A. from Carson~Newman College, Jefferson City~ TN 

1945~1954: 

Pastor, Memorial Baptist Church, Frankfort, KY 

1947: 
Obtains MDiv from The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (S8TS) 

1951 ; 
August 41h, marries Patricia Parrent of Frankfort, Kentucky 

125]~ 
Obtains Th. D. from SBTS 
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1~5t 
Pastor, Central Baptist Chur,~h, Johnson City. Ttmncssec 
Board of'rrustees. Cars()n~Newman College, Jefferson City, TN (l954¥1959) 

1956: 
Son David Allan Cox is born April 29 

J95~~ 
Contributes to Encyclopedia qf.S'outhern Baptists 

1959: 
Joins faculty in August as Associate Professor of Preaching at SaTS; joins along with 
six other faculty: Clyde Penrose St. Amant, G, WiUis Bennett, Hugo II. Culpepper, 
James Leo Garrett, Page H. Kelley, Ray Summers. 
First of three Interim/External Supply Pastorates, Memoria] Baptist Church, Frankfort 
KY 

1960: 
Interim/External Supply Pastor, Evergreen Baptist Church, Frankfort, KY 

1961 : 
Son Kenneth Mitchell born February 23 

1963: 
Advanced study at Union Theological Seminary 
Interim/External Supply Pastor, Raritan Valley Baptist Church, Edison, NJ 

1964: 
Contributes to Baptist Advance 

1964~1965: 

September-begins sabbatical (l964~] 965) to study at Princeton Theological Seminary, 
Princeton, NJ and the University of Zurich) Switzerland 
Visiting Lecturer in Homiletics at Princeton Theological Seminary (1964-1965) 
Interim/External Supply Pastor, Manhattan Baptist Church~ New York City, NY 

1965: 
Advanced study at University of Zurich; meets Eduard Schweizer 
Becomes member of editorial board, Review and Expositor, (1965~ 1969}~"",first of three 

1965~19§6: 

Second of three InUex.sIlPP Pastor. Memorial Baptist Church., Frankfort KY 

1966: 
Writes Learning to $'peak E:UectiveZll 



12.Q§..l...Summer: 
Interim/Extemal Supply Pastor. First Baptist Church, Coium.bus, Georgia 

1967: 
Faculty Address, "The Uniqueness of Pre~tchingH (February 8, 1967) 
Interim/Extemal Supply Pastor, First Baptist Church, Columbus, Georgia (Summer) 
Leads Preaching Workshop. Fort Knox, KY (first ()ftw()~ see 1982) (Summer) 

.1968: 
Translates Spirit~Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel 
Language study at Goethe Institute, Germany 
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Preacher~ Spring Rally of Protestant Men ofthe Chapel, Bremerhaven and Wuerzburg, 
Germany 
Preacher~ Protestant Chaplains Retreat, Fort Knox. KY 

1~ 
Edits Jvfinister 's FVorshipManual 
Edits spring issue of RevieHI and Expositor 

1~70: 
Interim/Extemal Supply Pastor, First Baptist Church. Alexandria, VA 

1971: 
Edits God's Inescapable Nearness 
Contributes to What Did the Bible Mean? 

1971~1972: 

Awarded study grant by A TS for sabbatical in Europe (1971 ~ 1972) 
Advanced study at lnternational Baptist Seminary 
Another advanced study at University of Zurich 

1972: 
Second time becomes member of editorial board, Review and Expositor (1972-1975) 
Father, Isham Cox, dies March 4 

1973: 
Contributes to Should Preachers Plc~)I God? 
Interim/l::':xternal Supply Pastor, Cedar Creek Baptist Church, Louisville, KY 
Contlibuting Editor, Pulpit Digest, (1973~ 1982) 
Lecturer, Chaplains Professional Conference, SBTS 



1974: 
Contributes to Pn.u:u .. 'hillg Aboul Death 
Contributes to Tilm~Zv and Timeless 
Preaches revival at First Baptist Church Henderson, K Y (April) 
Mother, Carrie Cox, dies May 10 

1974-1975: 
First of three Interim/External Supply Pastorates at Sand Spring Baptist Church. 
Lawrenceburg KY 

1975: 
Edits spring issue of Review and Expositor 
Vice·President, Academy of llomiletics (1975-1976 

1976: 
Writes A Guide to Biblical Preaching (Price: $6.50) 
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Third of three Interim/External Supply Pastorates, Memorial Baptist Church, Franldbtt 
KY 
President, Academy of Homiletics (December 1976~December 1977) 

1977: 
Interim/External Supply Pastor, Melboume Heights Baptist Church, Louisville, KY 
Visiting Professor of Theology and Preaching at Protestant Episcopal Seminary, 
Alexandria, Virginia (for four weeks) 

1978: 
Writes The Twentieth C'entury Pulpit 
Interim/External Supply Pastor, Central Baptist Church, Johnson City, TN 
Gives prayers in Graduation Exercises, Advanced Management Program, Harvard 
Business School (December) 
Lecturer and Prcacher, National Preaching Clinic, Dayton, Ohio 
Brother, Isham Monroe ("Roe") Cox Jr., dies January 3 

1978-1979: 
Advanced study at Harvard University 

1979: 
Writes Surprised by God 
Receives Distinguished Alumnus Award, Carson~Newman College 
Seminar Speaker, Boston lJniversity School of Theology 

1980: 
lnterim!Extemal Supply Pa .. ~t()r, Gracl:.~ Baptist Church, Scottsburg, IN 



1981 : 
Writes The Tlvcl1tieth CentUfY Pulpit, Vol. II 
Becomes first occupant of Victor and Louise Lester Chair of Christian Preaching 

1982: 
Preacher at the Colloquy on the Hallowing of Ijfe, University of Notre Dame 
Leads Preaching Workshop~ Fort Campbell, KY (second of two; see 1967) 

1983: 
Writes Biblical Preaching: An E'cpositor 's Treasury 
Editor, Pulpit Digest (l983~ 1985) 
Edits winter issue of Review and Expositor 
Second of three Interim/External Supply Pastorates at Sand Spring Baptist Church, 
Lawrenceburg KY 

1983-1984: 
Lecturer, Alumni~Welshimer Lectures 011 Preaching, Ernmanuel School ofR.eligion. 
Johnson City, TN 
Lecturer, Lectures on Preaching, Annual Pastor's Conference (the tourth annual), 
Wake~Forest University 

1984: 
Begins editing The Minister's Mimual 
Third time becomes member of editorial board, Review and E'l(positor 

1985: 
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Writes Preaching: A Comprehensive Approach to the Design and Delivery q(Sermons 
Contributes to Heralds to a New Age 
Visiting Lecturer at Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary 

1986: 
Again Visiting Lecturer at Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary 
Another advanced study at Princeton Theological Semjnary 

1987: 
Writes article series in Preaching magazine 
Lecturer~ Union Theological Seminary in Virginia (July) 

]988: 
Edits Best Sermons 1 
Writes Contemporary Christian Preaching: Study Guide 
Lecturer, Pastor's Continuing Education. Event, Indiatla~Kentucky Conference, United 
Church of Christ (January) 
Lecturer, Florida Confercncclnstitute of Preaching, United Methodist Church 
(February) 



J989"~ 
Edits Best Sermons 2 
Lecturer~ Preach.ing Workshop at MilligiUl College 

1990...;, 
Edits Best S'ermons 3 
Lecturer, Preaching Workshop at Cincinnati Bible CoUege 

1991: 
Edits Best Sennons 4 
Edits A Handbook o/Themes/or Preach;ng 

199~...;, 
Edits Best /;"ermons 5 
Contributes to Handbook (?!,Co12temporary Preaching 
Preaches at Duke University Chapel 

1992·1993: 
Editor, Review and Expositor 

1993: 
Edits Best Sermons 6 
Becomes Senior Professor, SaTS 
Again Visiting J . .",ccturer at Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary 
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Lecturer. 'fhe First Annual Marion Alberta Sharp l .. ectureship in Preaching. First United 
Church of Christ, Schuylkill Haven, P A 
Serves as Consulting Editor, Review and Expositor 

1994: 
Edits Best Sermons 7 
Visiting Lecturer at Emmanuel School of Religion, Johnson City, Tennessee 
Speaker for the Chicago Sunday Evening Club on their IV program, 30 Good Minutes 

199~ 
Contributes to Concise Encyclopedia o.lPreaching 
Lecturer. Preaching Workshop, Campbellsville College, KY 

1995~1996: 
Third of three Interim/External Supply Pastorates at Sand Spring Baptist Church, 
Lawrenceburg KY 

1995: 
Again Visiting .Lecturer at Golden (late Baptist Theological Seminary 
Contributes to Fellowship Paper No. 98, published by The College of Preachers, 
Bourne, Lincolnshire, Englund, (January 1995) 
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19911;. 
Visiting I.ccturcr at Baptist Theological Semimuy, Singapore 

1998: 
Speaker for the Chicago Sunday Evening Club TV program "30 Good Minutes" 

2003: 
Receives the "Distinguished Lifetime Service Award,'~ Academy of Homiletics Meeting 
Banquet at Claremont School ofTheoJogy~ Claremont Califhrnia, December 6 



APPENDIX 2 

EXAMPLES OF SERMON PRELIMINARIES I 

1'ille: 
"Your .Best Friend" 

J.e,uon: 
Luke 4:14·19,31·44 

1e:'(I: 
Luke 4:18·19 

Centralltlea: 
Jesus Christ has come to help all kinds of 
people, 

General Eud: 
To expJa.in. 

.Specijic lnumt: 
To help this cougregation to understand that 
Jesus Christ has come to help all kinds of 
people. 

l1tle: 
"A DitTerent Kind (lfKing" 

Lessoll: 
Matthew I: J 8-25 

Text: 
Same. 

Omtral Idea: 
The true meaning of Christmas may be known 
only in its inner and spiIitua.l qualities. 

General End: 
To revitalize. 

Specific Illtellt: 
To lead this cOllgl'cg<ltimJ to experience itfiCW 

the true meaning of Christmas. 

1'itle: 
"Where Is JCSU$ Christ Now?" 

l.(!$,wm: 
Acts l: 1·:5 

TCl..t: 
Acts i:3 

Centra/Men: 
Jesus Christ is our living Lord. 

General Eml: 
To cOllvince. 

Specijit: 1Ilt(mt: 
To hdpthis congregation to believe 
lhat Jesus Christ is ollr living Lord. 

Title: 
"The Right Time i(l!' God" 

Lesson: 
Isaiah 55:6-13 

Text: 
Isaiah 55:6-7 

Central Idea: 
There is a suprcmc.ly appropriate lime 
to be converted. 

(P'elll!ml Elld: 
To actuate. 

SfJec~fic IItteltt: 
To help the nncommitted in till" 
congreg,ltioll to dedde to seck the Lord 
IIOW. 

'This appendix appears in James W. Cox, A Guide to Biblical Preaching (Nashville: 
Abingdon: 1976), 121. 
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APPENDIX 3 

GU1DING PR1NCIPLES 
FOR THE INTERPRETATION 

OF THE BIBLE 

as accepted by the Ecumenical Study Conference, 
held at WOOham College, Oxford, from June 291h to July 5th

, 1949. 

Our conference has endeavored, on the bas:is ofthe work of earlier conierences. to 
develop specific principles of interpretation, fbI' the use of the Bible in relation to sodal 
and political questions. The Christian's authority lies in the will ofOod. It is agreed 
that the Bible stands in a unique position ill mediating that will to us. In our study 
together we have used Jer. 7: 1 ~ 15 as a test case for discovering the extent of agreement 
in the application of hermeneutical principles. We have found a measure of agreement 
that surprised us all. We submit the following statements as a general consensus: 

I. The necessary theological presuppositions ofBibHcal interpretation 

(a) It is agreed that the Bible is our common starting point, for there God's Word 
confronts us, a Word which humbles the hearers so that they are more ready to 
listen and to discuss than they are to assert their own opinions. 

(b) It is agreed that the primary message of the Bible concerns God's gracious and 
redemptive activity for the saving of sinful man that he might create in Jesus 
Christ a people f'Or himself. In this, the Bible's central conce11l, an authoritative 
claim is placed upon man and he is called upon to respond in faith and 
obedience throughout the whole of his lite and work. The law oflove has 
always a binding and compelHng hold upon us, and in it we encounter the 
inescapable will of God. On the other hand, in the more specific laws provided 
for the detailed organisatioll (sic) of the social life of a people who lived under 
conditions different from Ollr own~ we should through reverent and serious study 
seek to distinguish in the light ufGod's revelation in Christ th.e permanently 
binding from that of purely local and temporal signH1cance. 

(c) It is tlgrecd that the starting point ofth(;~ Christian interpreter lies within the 
redeemed community of which. by faith he is a member, 

(d) It is agreed that the centre (sic) and goal ofthe whole Bible is Jesus Christ. This 
gives the two Testaments a perspective in which Jesus Christ is seen both as tht~ 
fulfillment and the end ufthe Law. 
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(e) It is agreed that the unity ofthc Old and the New Testaments is not to be Hmnd 
in any naturalistic development, or in allY statk identity, but in the ongoing 
redemptive activity of God in th(~ history of one people, reaching its fulfillment 
in Christ. Accordingly it is of decisive importnncc for hermem~utical method '10 
interpret the Old Testament in the light of the total revelation in the person of 
Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Word of God, from which arises the full Trinitarian 
faith of the Church. 

(t) It is agreed that allegorical interpretations which were not intended by the 
BibHcal authors are arbitrary and their use may be a disservice to the proper 
recognition of Biblical authority. But Christian ex.egesis has been justified in 
recognising (sic) as divinely established correspondence between some events 
and teachings of the Old and of the New Testament. 

(g) It is agreed that, although we may differ in the manner in. which trad.ition, reason 
and natural law may be used in the interpretation of Scripture, any teaching that 
clearly contradicts the Bi.blical position cannot be accepted as Christian. 

II. The interpretation of a specific pa.<;sage 

(a) It is agreed that one must start with an histodcal and critical examination of the 
passage. This includes: 

1. The determination of the text; 
2. The literary form of the passage; 
3. The historical situation, the Sitz im Leben; 
4. The meaning which the words had for the original author and hearer or rcader; 
5. The undcrstanding of the passage in the light of its total context and the 

background out of which it emerged. 
(b) It is agreed that in the case of an Old Testament passage. one must examine and 

expound it in relation to the revelation of God to Israel both before and after its 
own period. Then the interpreter should turn to the New Testament in order to 
view the passage in that perspective. In this procedure the Old Testament 
passage may receive limitation and correction, and may also disclose in the light 
of the New Testament a new and more profound significance, unknown to the 
original writer. 

(c) It is agreed that in the case of a New Testament passage one should examine it in 
the light of its setting and context; then turn to the Old Testament to discover its 
background in God's tormer revelation. Returning again to the New Testament 
one is able to see and expound the passage in the light of the whole scope of 
Heilsgeschichte. Here our understanding of a New Testament passage may be 
deepened through our apprehension of the Old. 

m. The discovery of the Biblical teaching on Ii spedfic social or politic,al issue 

(a) ltis agreed that one must begin with a direct study of the Biblical text in 
response to a given problem; ()thenvise the general principles which we 
establish will reflect more the presuppositions of our own time than th(~ message 



of the Bible. Only then m~ly we safely deduce applications for our own 
situation. 
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(b) It is agreed that in examining a particular prohlem we should begin with the 
New Testament tctlching. In the light of this we should consider the Old 
Testament evidence as well, in order to view the prohlem in the light of God's 
total revelation, In following this procedure, historical differences in the 
vl;lrious parts of Scripture must not be overlooked; otherwise amassing of 
various texts may be done in too fa.cile a manner and the Bible made to present a 
united witness on a topic which in fact in does not do. Furthermore, care should 
be used to see the con-ect propottions so that too much emphasis may not be 
placed on a single passage and the correct Biblical perspective be lost. 

(c) It is agreed that the HibBcal teaching 011 social andpoJitical issues must be 
viewed in the light of the tension between lite in the kingdoms of this world and 
participation in the Kingdom of God. While there has not been time in this 
conference to explore our understanding of the relation of ethics to eschatology 
{Note: See on this problem the report of two previous ecumenical study 
COllfcl'ences (London, 1946, and Bossey~ 1947), From the Bible to the Modern 
World (published by the Study Department of the World Council of Churches, 
Geneva)}, we are (I greed that the scriptural teaching of the two ages has an 
important bearing upon the way in which a specific social or political issue is to 
be interpreted. 

IV. The application of the Biblical message to the modern world 

(a) It is agreed that if we are to receive the guidance of the Holy Spirit through the 
Scriptures, we must discover the degree to which our particular situation is 
similar to that which the Bible represents. It must be remembered that absolute 
identity of situation is never fbulld, and therefore the problem of adaptation 
becomes acute. Nevertheless, in each new situation we must allow ourselves to 
be guided by the Bible to a knowl.edge of the will of God. 

(b) It is agreed that the Bible speaks primarily to the Church, but it also speaks 
through the Church to the world inasmuch as the whole world is claimed by the 
Church's Lord. The Church can best speak to the world by becoming the 
Church remade by the Word of God. 

(c) It is agreed that in applying the Biblical message to our day~ interpreters diverge 
because of diftering doctrinal and ecclesiastical traditions, differing ethicat 
political, and cultural outlooks, differing geographical and sociological 
situations, differing temperaments and gifts. It is, however, an actual 
experience within the Ecumenical Movement, that when we meet together~ with 
presuppositions to the judgment of Scripture, some of the very difliculties arc 
removed which prevent the Gospel f'brm being heard. Tbus~ the Bible itself 
l.eads us back to the living Word ofOod. 
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APPENDIX 4 

A MEDITATION BY JAMES COX 

hThe Cbristian and (;0£1'5 Word" 

'~4s newborn babes, desire the sincere milk ofthc 'word" (Authorized Version). 
"As newborn babes, longlor the spiritual milk which is without guile" (American 
Standard Version) 1 Peter 2:2' 

What does the Bible mean to you? Not much? IfyOll do not care much fbr the Bible 
you come under one of the following classifications: you are a backslider, you are a 
worldling, or you are lUlsaved. It would be rathel' mean of a young n:tan to refuse to 
open thelet:ters of his avowed love, after he has professed to love her so much. Yet 
God in llis providence has given us a message far more important which most people 
treat with unpardonable insolence. Possibly you who read your Bible think rather Wt~U 
of yoursel.f; but why do you read the Bible? Is it that: your soul may be fed, or that you 
may enjoy it for its superb literary quality? We should all do well to do some seri.ous 
thinking along this line. 

Considering all the new desires that should have been planted in the newborn Christian, 
I think the above assertions are not too dogmatic. The babe born into the physical 
world needs food, and cries for it. It is hard to understand how a babe in Christ would 
not yearn for the W (lrd ofthe Lord. 

But ill case there are some true Christians who have not sensed the full value of God's 
Word, and some unbelievers who are on the brink of deciding to read the Bible, I should 
like to point out some of the signal values of the Blessed Book. 

Now the Bible approaches man on the ground of common experiences. In the lives of 
others our own lives are seen, and we can profit by the outcome of their lives. In time 
of distress or melancholy we may go to Elijah and find comfort. Amid our wretched 
backslidings we may go to Simon Peter and have our Jaith in our Saviour strengthened. 
When the candle of our faith is almost extinguished by fierce winds of doubt we may go 
to Thomas and come away strengthened in the faith. 

I James C~ox, "A Mcditaticm: The Christian and God's Word," Roane C'oumy . . 
Banner (Roane County, 'l'enl1cssee, February 19, 1942)~ 11. p. 
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We may go, when the sanguine vigor of youth surges thmugh us to Paul and in him lind 
a model of heroism. We may SQ, in the hour of f1cry trial to Stephen and see in him the 
glory of faithfltlness. We may go, in our zeul for God's will to Abraham and see 
obedience from faith as its best. 

During an evil hour of sensuous temptation we should go to David and see the awful 
consequences of uncontrolled urges. When tempted to doubt God's wisdom we should 
go to Adam and Eve and take a lesson. In a season of anger we should go to Cain and 
be guarded fTOm the heinolls sin of murder. Ifwe are given to greed we should go to 
Judas and be w~u'ned by his treachery. 

Moreover the Bible is a guide to the perplexed. From One who .is aU~wise we receive 
promises which will lead us in the path of truth. Many a struggling pilgrim has been 
sustained by the promises of God, and shown the right way by them, When Christian 
atld Hopeful, in Pilgrim~)' Progress, got offthe right road and landed in Doubting Castle 
they got out of their predicament by using the Key of Promise with which they opened 
the iron gate. How valuable are the promises of God! God's promises light a lamp in 
the darkness, open a spring in the desert, send a rain in the drought. 

The Bible is the instrument of the Holy Spirit The Holy Spirit is everywhere, as near to 
every person as the very thoughts which race through his mind. But when one reads or 
hears the Word ofGod~ the blessings of the Holy Spirit are precipitated and shed abroad 
in his heart. Furthermore, if Bible passages are committed to memory we, when W(.l are 
in perplexity, can hear a voice speak to us as if to say, "This is the way, walk ye in it." 

And,finally, tbe Bible reveals to us the central truths of the universe. The Word of God 
reveals the fact of sin. Paul said, "I had not known sin, except through the law," It 
showed very clearly to him what he was by nature. It showed him how wretched he 
really was. The Word was a schoolmaster to bring him to Christ. At this point we find 
one of the rcasons why some people will not read the Bible: it tells them what they 
really are and they don't want to know. They had rather sail their melTY way to hell 
than. to know where they are going. Nevertheless, spiritual birth, like physical birth, 
comes through travail. Great decisions are made after a struggle of conviction. 

But the Bible is not slich a heartless book as to stop there. It reveals a Saviour who can 
deliver from the guilt and power of sin. And the testimony concerning Jesus is not dead 
assertion. Every word, when in the soul. pulsates with divine power and tmth. Every 
word breathes the very breath of a higher Iif<e. Just a few words expressing a great tmth 
can be the means of the salvation of the souL A wounded Persian was found dying by 1;1 

missionary. The good man bent over the PCl'sian and asked him if he had any hope for 
the future, and the dying one replied, "Yes," and quoted the verse of Scripture, "The 
blood of Jesus, His Sou, dearlscth us from all sin." This verse he held t'()'und on n 
fragment of pap cr. and he put his faith in its truth. A few words but they meant 
salvation. 
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The Bible is a book of guidance both for life and for death. But if you do not usc it in 
the days of strength and h<.~alth it will not mean mUt~h to you in life's last hours. 



Al'PENDIX 5 

PREACHING ENGAGEMENTS 

Golden Gatc Baptist Se1l1inary~ Mill Valley~ California 

Tiburon Baptist Church, Tiburon~ CalHbmia 

Tunnel Hill Christian Church, Georgetown, Indiana 

First Baptist Church, Fisherville. Kentucky 

Florence Baptist Church, Florence. Kentucky 
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First Baptist Church, Henderson. Kentucky 

Broadway Baptist Church, Louisville, Kentucky 

Crescent Hill Baptist Church5 Louisville, Kentucky 

First Lutlleran Church, Louisville, Kentucky 

St. Matthews Baptist Church, Louisville, Kentucky 

Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville, Kentucky 

Valley Baptist Church, Lutherville, MaryhUld 

The Old South Church, Boston, Massachusetts 

New Mission Baptist Church, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Central Baptist Church, Johnson City, Tennessee 

First Baptist Church, Knoxville, Tennessee 

Nance's Grove Baptist Church, New Market, Tennessee 

GospeJ Baptist Church, Singapore 
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APPENDIX 6 

MISCELLANEOUS ANECDOTES AND INFORMATION l 

Favorite Bible Book: John 

Favorite Scripture: John 3: 16 

F~lvorite Music: Classical 

Hobbies: Writillg~ Flower Gardening 

Favorite Vacation Spot: Mounta.ins of East Tennessee 

Favorite Subject in School: English 

Three Favorite nook" on I'rea.ching: John Albert Broadus, On the Preparation and 
Delivery a/Sermons; H. Grady Davis, Design/or Preaching; and R. E. C. Browne, The 
MinistfY (~f the l:flord. 

Why I lil{e Teaching Preaching; "It's a way ofprolii:erating my Christian witness. I 
enjoy interacting with others who share my excitement about preaching. It provides a 
laboratory for testing my ideas and the idea.,,> of others on preaching." 

IThis information is derived from the fbllowing two sources: "Profile: James 
W. Cox," The Tie (The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) (November-December 
1979), 7, and "Southern Preaching Professors' Profiles," The Tie (111C Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary) (Spring 1991), 11. 
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ABSTRACT 

THE HOMILETICAL CONTIUBUTIONS OF JAMES W. COX 
WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS lJPON HIS WRITINGS 

AND METHODOLOGY 

Todd. Alan Linn, Ph.D. 
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary 
Chairperson: Dr. Daniel.L. Akin 

'Illis dissertation is a survey of the homiletical contributions of James W. Cox 

with particular emphasis upon his writings and methodology. Chapter 1 is an 

introductory chapter that explains the significance ofthis study. Heretofbre no scholar 

has written on Cox as the sole subject of research. 

Chapter 2 is biographical, tracing Cox's background as far back as possible, 

then moving forward chronologically, leading up to the beginning of his tcaching career 

at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. Attention is given to areas such a<:; 

Cox's conversion experience, call to ministry, education, family, and occasions thr 

pastorates. 

Chapter 3 is an overview of Cox's wdtten homiletical contributions. The 

emphasis ofthis chapter is upon Cox's major homiletical books and articles. Interaction 

with othe.r homHeticians is provided where appropriate. 

Chapter 4 surveys Cox's herrneneutics for preaching. I'he fhcll.8 of this 

st~cti()n concems Cox's c011victions about Scripture (lnd the location of meaning in a 

text. 



Chapter 5 examines Cox's homiletical method. The chapter surveys Cox's 

teaching and methodology concerning the preparation and delivery of sc.rmons. 

Chapter 6 analyzes Cox's sermons. Eight sermons are critiqued according to 

guidelines Cox himself sets forth in his writings. 

Chapter 7 is an overview of how Cox is perceived by his colleagues. The 

author has excerpted critical comments from scholars who have reviewed Cox's 

published homiletical writings and has provided comments from five of Cox' s 

colleagues who were interviewed fbI' this chapter. 

Chapter 8 is a sununary and conclusion, The significant homiletical 

contributions are summarized from each section of the dissertation, 

The dissertation includes six. appendices: (1) Time~ljne of Significant Events 

ill Cox's Life; (2) Examples ofSemum Preliminaries; (3) Guiding Principles for the 

Interpretation of the Bible; (4) "A Meditation" (reproduction of weekly article written 

when Cox was a teenager); (5) Preaching Engagements; and (6) Miscellaneous 

Anecdotes and Information. 
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